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Chapter 1

Flexibility and Robustness in ILC:
Requirements for Printing
1.1

Industrial revolutions

Industrial revolution started at the end of the 18th century with steam-powered
mechanical manufacturing facilities, followed by electrically-powered mass production lines, and later the automated production lines used presently. These
ways of manufacturing have had an instrumental impact on society in almost
every aspect imaginable. Quality of life has improved for a major part of the
population since the revolution lead to economic growth [92]. In order to sustain this economic growth, it is essential that societal demands for new, cheaper,
sustainable, and better products are addressed. Manufacturing methods play a
crucial role in meeting these demands, resulting in several key requirements for
the development of manufacturing approaches.
First, it is critical that future manufacturing methods use material and energy recourses more efficiently, producing near zero waste. Between 30% and
80% of manufacturing costs are attributed to raw materials1 . In traditional
manufacturing methods such as machining and other subtractive approaches,
up to 90% of the materials used ends up as waste [65]. The manufacturing industry is also highly dependent on energy, with presently approximately 27.8%
of the total global energy consumption2 . More efficient use of materials and
energy can lead to improved, more economical products.
Second, enabling mass-customization is another key requirement. Currently
mass-produced products are difficult to customize since the manufacturing pro1 Energy

Efficiency in Production, Fraunhofer Gesellschaft, 2008.
Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2014.
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cess has been tailored to a specific line of products. In healthcare for instance,
there is a large demand for mass-customized products such as cartilage and bone
replacements, patient-tailored prosthetics, and custom implants, see e.g., [164].
This necessitates the development of flexible manufacturing methods in which
varying products can be fabricated in an inexpensive and straight-forward manner.
Third, on-demand manufacturing is required to reduce logistic operations
and eliminate the need for warehousing of parts. On-demand manufacturing is
enabled by connecting advanced manufacturing methods with the internet. Here,
products are manufactured only when there is demand from customers [147]. Ondemand manufacturing is currently already used in for instance the book-printing
industry3 . With on-demand manufacturing, energy and resources are only spent
when required. In turn, this results in optimized stocks, and could eliminate
the need for extensive warehousing. Present manufacturers of, e.g., phones,
household appliances, cars, industrial modules, etc. typically need to stock spare
parts for their entire product portfolio, which are often not used completely at
the end of a product series. This leads to significant non-recoverable energy and
material expenditures which can be eliminated with on-demand manufacturing.
Finally, on-demand manufacturing enables fabrication during periods of energy
and/or material surplus, leading to more efficient use.
These requirements may be addressed through a new industrial revolution
called Industry 4.0 [85], Factories of the future, [163], and Smart industry [50].
Key technologies that facilitate this revolution include advanced manufacturing
methods such as additive manufacturing and the internet. The majority of additive manufacturing methods involves a printing process [44]. Printing processes
are very versatile and potentially well-suited to meet the previously outlined
requirements. The developments in printing processes in light of the illustrated
progression are investigated next.

1.2

Developments in manufacturing and printing

An overview of a modern printing process is shown in Fig. 1.1. A printhead is
positioned accurately with respect to a medium and deposits material onto the
medium using a specific deposition method. The printing process is computercontrolled. The object or print is designed on a computer and automatically
made using the printer. A printed object is made layer-by-layer by continuously depositing material while repositioning the printhead with respect to the
medium.
Each of the components in Fig. 1.1 can be realized differently. The process
shown is called jetting, here small droplets of material are propelled from a nozzle
in the printhead onto the medium. In common document printers, the printhead
3A

multitude of suppliers is available, e.g., Amazon, Lulu, etc.
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1. printhead

2. material

}

4. deposition method

3. medium
Fig. 1.1. Illustration of a generic printing process. A printhead (1) deposits
material (2) onto a medium (3) with a specific deposition method (4).

typically contains more than 100 closely spaced nozzles to increase print speed.
Typical other types of deposition methods include extrusion, solidification of
powder or resin (e.g., using high-intensity light), and lithography. The printable
materials are extremely diverse and include ink, biological materials, metals,
ceramics, polymers, and gases (e.g., for atomic layer deposition). The possible
media are as diverse as the printable materials. For instance, the medium can
be regular paper [177], but also be a temporary placeholder when printing an
object.
Developments in deposition methods have recently spurred a vast amount of
printing applications [96]. Rigid objects can be printed on using flatbed printers,
see Fig. 1.2 (top left) for an example, where an image is begin printed on a door.
Another example is shown in Fig. 1.2 (bottom left), here multiple layers of ink are
deposited in order to create texture. This process is called 2.5D printing, and has
applications in for instance package printing and art reproduction. Fabricating
complete functional electrical devices is also among the possibilities. An example
of ink-jet printed transistors is reported in [150]. Machines for printed circuit
board manufacturing using a printing process are nearing commercial availability
[111]. Integrated-circuits can be produced using for instance through electron
beam lithography [67]. A promising electrohydrodynamic jetting method for
printing functional electronics is presented in [103, 126]. Examples of printed
rechargeable batteries are reported in [79, 169]. For an overview of medical
applications of printing see [164].
Hence, printing is promising as a versatile manufacturing process in view of
the developments mentioned in the previous section. In 3D printing, also called
additive manufacturing, complete objects are produced by controlled deposition
of materials. Due to the additive nature, materials are used very efficiently,
producing near zero waste. Extremely complex geometries can be manufac-

4
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Fig. 1.2. Examples of advanced printing applications: (top left) the printing
of a rigid objects (e.g., a door, glass, signage, etc.) using a flatbed printer; (bottom left) example of 2.5D inkjet printing, multiple layers of ink are deposited to
create texture; (right) cross-section of a human thigh bone, adapted from [62],
showing a complex optimal material distribution that could be manufactured
using advanced printing methods.

tured leading to new designs where material is used optimally. For an example,
see Fig. 1.2 (right), where the cross-section of a human thigh bone is shown.
The distribution of material is optimized for the loading conditions in the body.
Such a material distribution cannot be produced using traditional manufacturing
methods such as machining, milling, forging, injection molding, etc, but can be
manufactured using additive manufacturing methods [44]. This enables lighter
products, where less material is used and less non-recoverable energy is spent
during production. Since printing processes are almost fully automated, in principle, every manufactured product can be unique, enabling mass-customization
and on-demand manufacturing.
Although very important progress in the development of printing is made,
present day printing systems suffer from a tradeoff between accuracy, speed, and
cost [65]. First of all, additive manufacturing methods that employ printing are
generally slow. Current speeds at which products can be manufactured to a
sufficient quality level are prohibitively slow for mass production. These speed
limitations originate from positioning accuracy requirements of the printhead
with respect to the medium to a certain extent. Increasing the speed and accuracy via mechanical design typically leads to a higher and uneconomical cost,
constituting the tradeoff. Therefore, to meet the requirements for future devel-

5

1.3 Next-generation printing systems
printhead

slow and accurate
fast and inaccurate
Fig. 1.3. Illustration of a speed-accuracy tradeoff in present-day document
printing. At slow speed (left), sufficient quality is achieved since the printhead
follows the commanded positions accurately. At high speed (right), the actual
printhead position severely deviated from the commanded position, yielding a
bad quality print. Eliminating this tradeoff is crucial for future printing systems.

opments in printing systems, it is essential to improve the cost/speed/accuracy
tradeoff.

1.3

Next-generation printing systems

The tradeoff in printing systems and required developments for future printing
systems are illustrated in more detail.
An example in document printing that illustrates a relation between speed
and accuracy is shown in Fig. 1.3. Document printing is a prime example where
accurate position control is crucial, since very small errors immediately result
in visual artifacts in the print [134, 177]. When the printhead is commanded to
move slowly, the command is followed accurately. This results in a high-quality
printed image. When the speed is significantly increased, the position of the
printhead severely deviates from the commanded position. The effects on the
printed image are detrimental. This can be attributed to accuracy limitations
in the motion system.
Two main sources of accuracy limitations in printing systems can be identified. Consider a typical printing system Fig. 1.4, here the task of the printhead is
to accurately deposit material at a desired location (light-gray cross). The actuator (e.g., an electric motor) is connected via a belt with the printhead, and the
actuator position is measured with a sensor (e.g., an optical encoder connected
to the motor shaft). The first limitation is due to fundamental performance
limitations in classical control systems: commands are generally followed less
accurately when the commanded speed and accelerations increase, see e.g. [149].
This leads to differences in the commanded position and the position measured
using the sensor. Second, at high accelerations and movement speeds, the print-

6
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flexible belt
actuator
printhead

sensor
deposition error
}

Fig. 1.4. Example of errors in the deposition location due to a difference in
position measurement by the sensor and actual printhead position. Such a difference can present due to internal deformations in the mechanics, for example,
flexible dynamical behavior of a belt. Addressing this difference between performance and sensor location is essential to meet increasing speed and accuracy
demands in future printing systems.

head position can severely deviate from the position determined using the sensor
measurement due to internal deformations. When the printhead is commanded
to move faster, the forces exerted from the actuator increase. The belt has a
finite stiffness, hence the higher the forces from the actuator, the more the belt
deforms. This deformation leads to discrepancies between the desired deposition
location (light-gray cross) and the actual deposition location (dark-gray cross) in
Fig. 1.4. Increasing the belt stiffness to increase positioning accuracy generally
leads to higher cost. Consequently, the printing system in Fig. 1.4 suffers from
a tradeoff between cost, speed, and accuracy.
To meet future requirements in printing systems it is essential to improve
the cost/speed/accuracy tradeoff. This is potentially enabled by the use of
more advanced control techniques. Indeed, more advanced control facilitates
increased speed and accuracy for minimal additional costs. Therefore, the aim
is to improve the cost/speed/accuracy tradeoff through control. In the next
section, performance improvements with control are investigated.

1.4

Increasing performance through control

Developments in printing equipment leads to new requirements on control. In
the following examples, it is demonstrated that 1. classical control approaches

7

1.4 Increasing performance through control
z(t)

y(t)
u(t)

c
M1

d

M2
r(t)

Fig. 1.5. Example printing system with actuator mass M1 , printhead mass M2 ,
actuation force u, actuator position y, printhead position z, and reference r.

lead to a performance/robustness tradeoff, and 2. Iterative Learning Control
(ILC) can achieve a much higher performance than feedforward using identical
model knowledge.
Consider an example printing system in Fig. 1.5. This system is a representation of the printing systems in Section 1.3, see Fig. 1.4. The mass M1
represents a moving actuator mass, with position measurement y. The spring
with stiffness c and viscous damper with damping coefficient d represents a flexible interconnection of the actuator with a printhead. The printhead has mass
M2 and position z. The desired deposition location is denoted as the reference r.
Initially, it is assumed that y is a performance indicator, which is a common
assumption in classical feedback control [55]. The system dynamics are captured
with input-output representation
z
Pz
[ ] = [ ] u,
y
P

(1.1)

with the system denoted with P and P z . The actuation force u typically results
from a control algorithm. A common control approach is,
u = Ce + f,

(1.2)

here C is a feedback controller, the tracking error e = r − y, and f is a feedforward signal, see e.g., [55, 157], which is typically chosen as a function of r.
This approach is captured with the block diagram in Fig. 1.6. The closed-loop
tracking error follows by substituting (1.1) into (1.2) and yields
e = Sr − SP f

(1.3)

after rearranging, with
S=

1
1 + PC

(1.4)

the sensitivity function. The closed-loop performance can analyzed using (1.3).
First, the use of feedback control is investigated.

8
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f
e

r
−

C

u

Pz
P

z
y

Fig. 1.6. Overview of the control setup, with system P z , P , feedback controller C, feedforward signal f , real-time sensor measurements y, and performance z.

1.4.1

Performance/robustness tradeoffs in feedback control

Assume f = 0, hence from (1.3) results e = Sr. The performance is completely
determined with S in (1.4). In order to increase the performance, ∣S∣ needs to
be reduced. This implies that ∣C∣ needs to be increased, see (1.4). However, in
practice, naively increasing the feedback gain is not possible due to fundamental constraints on S. This phenomenon is well-known as the Bode Sensitivity
Integral, or the waterbed effect [149].
The sensitivity integral imposes constraints on S. When ∣S∣ is decreased in
some region by changing C (for instance, a higher bandwidth to increase performance), it is necessarily increased elsewhere (provided that certain conditions
on P C are met, such as a relative degree of 2 or higher). The peak-value of ∣S∣ is
good measure for the robustness to plant perturbations [55]. A large peak-value
of ∣S∣ leads to a closed loop of which the stability is fragile for perturbations
on P , and vice-versa for a small peak-value. Unknown dynamical effects are
always present in practice. Hence, the maximal allowable peak-value of ∣S∣ is
always limited by the ‘size’ of the uncertainty in the system. In practice, the
controller gain approaches zero for high frequencies to attenuate the effects of
high-frequency measurement noise. This leads to ∣S∣ → 1 for high frequencies.
The combination of this practical constraint with the Bode sensitivity integral
leads to phenomenon where the peak-value of ∣S∣ increases when the feedback
control performance is increased. Clearly, the higher peak-value of ∣S∣ leads to
less robustness for perturbations on P , and vice versa. Concluding, feedback
control suffers from a performance/robustness tradeoff.
To increase performance, feedback control is often combined with feedforward. Feedforward is the principle of anticipating on known disturbances (including reference trajectories) and is investigated next.

1.4.2

Performance limitations in feedforward control

The concept of feedforward is using knowledge of the system and the disturbances
(including the reference r) to increase performance. The feedforward signal is
added to the control signal of the feedback controller, see (1.2) and Fig. 1.6.

1.4 Increasing performance through control
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For the system in Fig. 1.5, the force required to move along the reference r
follows from (1.3). Clearly, substituting f = P −1 r in (1.3) yields perfect performance with e = 0.
However, achieving perfect performance requires perfect knowledge of P . To
see how modeling errors affect error, let f = P̂ −1 r, with P̂ an estimate of P .
Substituting the latter in (1.3) yields e = S∆P r, where
∆P =

P̂ − P
P̂

(1.5)

has the interpretation of the modeling error. If ∣∆P ∣ < 1, performance improves
with respect to using feedback control only, and if ∣∆P ∣ > 1, performance deteriorates. The latter shows that feedforward is beneficial as long as the modeling
error in P̂ with respect to P is less than 100%, see also [49]. A typical approach
in practice is to approximate a motion system such as depicted in Fig. 1.5 with
a rigid mass subject to friction, leading to f = kf a r̈ + kf v ṙ + kf c sign (ṙ), with kf a ,
kf v , and kf c the feedforward constants to compensate effects related to inertia,
viscous friction, and coulomb friction, respectively, see e.g., [55, 91]. Clearly,
this elementary approximation limits achievable performance with feedforward
in complex motion systems, such the previously mentioned printing systems,
since the approximation leads to large modeling errors for such systems.
Although the latter example illustrates that substantial performance improvements can be achieved using feedforward, perfect performance is only
achieved if the modeling error is zero. Since any model is necessarily an approximation of reality, perfect performance can never be achieved using feedforward.
As already mentioned, the tasks for printing systems are typically highly repetitive. The repeating nature can be exploited to further increase performance
with respect to feedforward.

1.4.3

Iteratively learning a feedforward signal

In this example, it is shown that perfect performance may still be achieved if
modeling errors are smaller than 100%. This is achieved by learning a feedforward signal from measurement data. For the purpose of illustration, assume
that C = 0, resulting in S = 1. Assume a repeating operation of the system,
where the trial index is denoted as j, with j = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The tracking error for
a trial j follows by setting S = 1 and introducing j in (1.3) and is given by
ej = r − P fj .

(1.6)

Clearly, for a fixed fj for all j, the resulting ej is identical for each trial. The
main idea is to iteratively update the feedforward signal by using measurements
of ej . A common learning algorithm is given by
fj+1 = Q(fj + Lej ),

(1.7)

10
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Real-time experiment 1

e0

r
−
Learning
update

f0
z0

Pz
P

C

L

Q

y0

f1

Real-time experiment 2

e1

r
−

Pz
P

C

z1
y1

Fig. 1.7. Example of two trials with learning update (1.7) implemented.

with L = P̂ −1 a learning filter and Q = 1 a robustness filter, see e.g., [32]. This
control setup is illustrated with the block diagram in Fig. 1.7. Note that the
model knowledge needed in L is identical to the model knowledge needed in the
previous feedforward example.
The idea is to use algorithm (1.7) and successively substitute compute the
resulting tracking errors using (1.6). Let the initial feedforward f0 = 0, then
from (1.6) follows e0 = r. The resulting tracking errors for the following trials
are given by
e1 = ∆P r,
e2 = ∆2P r,
⋮
ej = ∆jP r,
with ∆P in (1.5). First, note that the performance for j = 1 is identical to
the performance in the previous feedforward example (with S = 1), and in case
P̂ = P then ej = 0 for all j > 0, hence perfect performance after a single trial is
obtained if the model is perfect. Furthermore, a key result is that if ∣∆P ∣ < 1,
then e∞ = limj→∞ ej = 0. Hence, if the model error is smaller than 100%,
the use of learning can deliver perfect performance. In case the model error
is larger than 100%, then ej may increase each trial. In this case, additional
Q-filtering in algorithm (1.7) is required to ensure a converging algorithm, see
e.g., [32]. Typically, this goes at the expense of performance in terms of larger
e∞ . Clearly, the convergence properties hinge on the model error, consequently
algorithm (1.7) suffers from a tradeoff between performance and robustness.
Summarizing, learning control can deliver a higher performance than stan-

1.5 Requirements for next-generation iterative learning control
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dard feedforward using identical model knowledge. The price that has to be
paid is that algorithm (1.7) is subject to a performance/robustness tradeoff,
since the convergence properties hinge on model knowledge. Indeed, in view of
the internal model principle, see e.g, [143, 151], iterative learning control constitutes a feedback controller in the trial domain that includes integral action.
Trial-invariant disturbances have the interpretation of steady-state disturbances
in the trial domain, which are compensated with the integral action in ILC.
Although ILC can deliver dramatic performance improvements, several limitations obstruct the adoption in printing systems. First of all, a key assumption is
that the task is strictly repeating. The developments in printing systems elaborated on in Section 1.3 demand references that vary from task to task. Indeed, in
document printing the references are optimized per document for maximal speed.
In 3D printing, many layers need to be printed, and typically, the previous layer
is different than the next.
Also, distinguishing performance from the measured variables is essential to
achieve high-quality prints when printing speed is increased. As illustrated with
Fig. 1.4 in Section 1.3, internal deformations cause differences in measured variables and performance. Increased printing speeds necessitate increased actuator
forces (or lighter structures) and hence a more pronounced flexible behavior.
Consequently, this leads to larger differences between measured variables and
the performance.
Finally, as illustrated in the present section, ILC algorithms are subject to
a performance/robustness tradeoff since the convergence and performance properties hinge on model knowledge. Essentially, this means that ILC performance
in printing systems is limited by model uncertainties. Since printing systems are
complex and mass-produced, identifying a model for each unit is a formidable
and non-economical task. Using a single model for all units necessarily leads
to conservative controller designs with low performance due to variations from
system to system.
In order to fully adopt the use of ILC in printing systems such that the
cost/speed/accuracy tradeoff can be improved, the outlined control limitations
must be addressed. Therefore, the requirements for next-generation Iterative
Learning Control in the light of future printing systems are presented in the
following section.

1.5

Requirements for next-generation iterative
learning control

In this section, the control requirements for next-generation printing systems
are presented and evaluated in more detail. The properties of the considered
systems are presented first, after which the properties are reviewed in regard of
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developments for printing systems and iterative learning control.
Description 1.5.1. The properties for the considered class of systems are:
1. the system mainly exhibits a reproducible, linear, and time-invariant behavior;
2. parasitic effects such as small nonlinearities and non-repeatable behavior
may be present;
3. the system can be highly complex with a large number of dynamical modes
and/or multiple in- and outputs;
4. the system is required to perform repetitive tasks, which can be unknown a
priori, and also may vary to a certain extent
5. the real-time sensor measurements may not directly correspond with the
performance of the system, and in this case the performance can be determined a posteriori (e.g., through product inspection);
6. unsupervised experimentation (e.g., automatic calibration) is economical
compared to a manual system setup.
The first property in Description 1.5.1 facilitates systematic approaches in
control design. A systematic design approach for general and diverse printing
systems is crucial for a wide adoption. This property can be satisfied using
appropriate system design.
In practice, every system suffers from some nonlinear and non-repeatable
behavior, constituting the second property. The considered control approaches
should be able to cope with such parasitic effects without explicit addressing
during the controller design stage.
As shown in Section 1.3, printing systems often include multiple axes of
movement and may include a large number of flexible connections such as belts,
gears, and beams, leading to inherently multivariable behavior [86, 116]. With
the increasing performance demands, it is expected that performance is increasingly affected by such system behavior. Especially if costs are reduced leading
to less stiffer structures. Therefore, such systems are included in the considered
class of systems with property 3.
For most of the time, printing systems are expected to perform repetitive
tasks. For instance, when printing a document, a meandering movement as
shown in Fig. 1.3 is required. This movement speed is typically optimized for
each document while the characteristics of the reference remain identical. In
3D printing, many layers need to be printed. Each layer is different than the
previous layer. Hence, the references change from layer to layer. Summarizing,
the tasks for printing systems have a main repetitive character in general, with
deviation from task to task, leading to property 4.
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As illustrated in Section 1.3, the performance does not directly correspond
to the measurements in printing systems. This leads to system property 5 in Description 1.5.1. In the printer in Fig. 1.4, the sensor is located at the motor, while
performance desired at the deposition location. Conceptually, a printed layer
could be inspected with a scanner or camera in order to determine performance
a posteriori. This enables batch-to-batch control using the true performance.
Finally, the last property demands that unsupervised experimentation time
is more economical than a manual controller setup. Generally, printing systems
are produced on a large scale in excess of thousands of units annually. Future
developments demand more flexible and reconfigurable units. This implies that
any manual setup required for the fabrication and/or reconfiguration of printing systems multiplies to very large labor investments. In this situation, an
automatic procedure to replace setup time is expected to be significantly more
economical, leading to the last system property.
Iterative Learning Control (ILC) is potentially well-suited for the control of
systems that belong to the class of systems in Description 1.5.1. This is mainly by
virtue of the dramatic performance improvements enabled through ILC and the
repetitive nature of printing systems. In ILC the control signals for the coming
repetitions are updated by learning from measurement data of past repetitions.
Conceptually, this enables the elimination of all repetitive errors. The first
idea of iteratively learning control signals to compensate actuator characteristics
appears in a US patent filed in 1967 [59]. The first scientific paper is published
in 1978, and is written in Japanese [162]. The first English paper is found in [5]
and spurred a significant body of literature on ILC for both linear and nonlinear
systems, including [32, 40, 80, 98, 108, 140].
Linear ILC approaches have been shown to be very robust for the parasitic effects in property 2 through practical experimentation. Indeed, successful applications of ILC include additive manufacturing machines [7, 75], robotic
arms [168], printing systems [22], pick-and-place machines, electron microscopes,
and wafer stages [70, 102, 104]. In these examples, systems suffer from sensor
nonlinearities such as quantization, position-dependent nonlinearities such as
mechanical friction, and stochastic effects such as measurement noise, leading to
non-reproducible behavior.
Although ILC is potentially well-suited for systems that belong to Description
1.5.1, limitations in ILC prohibit the full adoption in printing systems. Indeed,
a performance/robustness tradeoff in standard ILC is already illustrated in Section 1.4. In the next section, limitations with respect to properties 4, 5, and 6
in Description 1.5.1 are investigated in detail.
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Present limitations in iterative learning control

In this section, the limitations of currently existing ILC approaches in view of
the requirements in Description 1.5.1 are investigated.

1.6.1

Performance limitations in case of varying references

A key assumption in ILC is that the task of the system is strictly repetitive.
As a consequence, the learned control signal is optimal for a specific task only.
In general, extrapolation of the learned command signal to other tasks leads
to significant performance deteriorations. Consequently, standard ILC methods
are not able to meet required property 4 in Description 1.5.1
This has led to the developments of ILC approaches with extrapolation capabilities. In [104], a segmented approach to ILC is presented and applied to a wafer
stage. This approach is extended in [75], where the tasks are divided into subtasks. For each of these subtasks, a control signal is learned individually. In [83]
an approach is presented where the ILC can be re-initialized using an estimated
model and knowledge of the future task. These approaches are restricting in the
sense that the tasks are required to be known a priori. An adaptive Q−filtering
approach for piecewise varying references is presented in [144]. This imposes
important restrictions on the class of allowable references. Concluding, these
approaches are not suitable for the systems in Description 1.5.1.
A conceptually different approach is pursued in [60, 115, 131, 173], where the
extrapolation properties of ILC are enhanced through the use of basis functions.
These basis functions are used to parameterize the ILC command signal in terms
of the task. The pre-existing results employ so-called polynomial basis functions. These polynomial basis functions can be interpreted as parameterizing
the command signal in terms of the reference using a Finite Impulse Response
(FIR) filter. Importantly, in case this filter is causal, no a priori knowledge of
the reference is necessary4 . In [102], the polynomial basis functions in [91] are
implemented in the ILC framework of [173] and successfully applied to an industrial wafer stage system. Extensions of the approaches towards input shaping
are presented in [33].
Clearly, the use of basis functions is promising in the light of Description
1.5.1. However, although the use of polynomial basis functions enhances the
extrapolation properties of ILC algorithms, the polynomial nature of the basis
functions severely limits the achievable performance and extrapolation properties. The basis functions typically constitute an approximate model inverse of the
true system [49], [36]. The use of polynomial basis functions implies that a perfect inverse can be obtained only if the system has a unit numerator. Since many
4 Note that a causal feedforward parameterization does not restrict the learning filters to
be causal, hence the full capabilities of noncausal learning in ILC are exploited.
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Fig. 1.8. Reference r1 (black solid) and r2 (gray dashed). These example
references are typical in printing systems.

physical systems are modeled using rational models, containing both poles and
zeros, this implies that existing results necessarily lead to biased model inverses.
Consequently, both the achievable performance and extrapolation properties are
limited. This discussion is affirmed in the following example, where feedback,
feedforward, ILC and ILC with a polynomial basis are evaluated for a reference
change.
Example 1.6.1. Consider the motion system in Fig. 1.5. The z measurement
is ignored in this example and used later. This system is operated in closed-loop
with the control structure in Fig. 1.6. Representations for C and P are given
the appendix of this chapter, see pp. 24.
Two different reference trajectories are considered and are denoted as r1 and
2
r to avoid confusion with the subscript trial index j. The references are presented in Fig. 1.8. The references consist of 4th order polynomial segments that
are constructed using the approach in [91]. The accelerations in r2 are a factor
1.5 higher than the acceleration in r1 . Consequently, the forces required to follow
reference r2 are higher. Hence, it is expected that the flexible interconnection of
masses M1 and M2 plays a more dominant role when r2 is applied.
For these references, feedback, feedback with feedforward, feedback with standard ILC, and feedback with ILC and polynomial basis functions are evaluated.
The feedforward is given by fjff = (M1 + M2 )r̈j , here j is the trial index and r̈j
is the reference acceleration. The feedforward is based on the assumption that
the spring behaves rigidly. The standard ILC algorithm is given in (1.7), with
Q = 1 and L based on a common inverse-model approach, see [32]. The feedforward parameterization using polynomial basis functions is given by fjbf = Ψj θj ,
with Ψj = r̈j . Hence, a single basis function is used that resembles acceleration
feedforward. The parameter update is given by θj+1 = θj + Lbf ej , with Lbf also
designed using the inverse-model approach. A perfect model is assumed, hence
convergence in a single trial is expected, see Section 1.4.3.
In the test case, rj = r1 for trials 0 ≤ j ≤ 3 and rj = r2 for trials 4 ≤ j ≤ 9.
The performance is given by J (fj ) = eTj ej . The iterative learning controllers are
initialized with f0 = (M1 + M2 )r̈j1 . The simulations are invoked and the resulting
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Fig. 1.9. Cost function values J (fj ): 1. (△) feedback control only, 2. (◻) standard ILC, 3. (○) feedforward, 4. (◇) ILC with a polynomial basis. At trial 4,
the reference is changed from r1 to r2 . The performance of standard ILC decreases dramatically when the reference is changed. Using feedback control only
yields a low performance. At trials where the reference does not change, the
performance with standard feedforward and ILC with the polynomial basis is
significantly lower than the achievable performance with standard ILC.

performance is presented in Fig. 1.9. Analysis of the results reveals four main
observations:
1. using feedback control only yields a low performance, which is robust for
the reference change,
2. standard ILC potentially achieves the best performance in case the task does
not change, however, a dramatic increase in the cost function (decrease in
performance) occurs when the task chances,
3. introducing feedforward improves the performance with respect to feedback
control only, and a performance decrease is visible when the reference is
changed,
4. using ILC with basis functions improves performance with respect to feedforward, but also suffers from an increase in cost function when the reference is changed.
The key result of the example is that, in principle, a very high performance
is possible, which is demonstrated with standard ILC. Although a very high
performance is achieved, standard ILC suffers from serious performance decrease
when the task is changed. Extrapolation capabilities are demonstrated with
the polynomial basis. The polynomial basis is not able to fully capture the
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system dynamics. In particular, the system in (1.8) is rational and includes both
poles and zeros. As a result, the performance and extrapolation capabilities of
polynomial basis functions are severely limited.
Summarizing, currently existing approaches that address the extrapolation
capabilities in ILC are unable to deliver the best performance for the systems
in Description 1.5.1. Therefore, to address increasing performance demands in
printing systems,
Research Item I: investigate the lack of extrapolation capabilities in ILC
with respect to exogenous signals such as references, and
Research Item II: develop a new flexible ILC approach that includes extrapolation capabilities and leads to optimal performance.

1.6.2

Distinguishing true performance from real-time sensor measurements

Increasing performance requirements in future printing systems require an explicit distinction between measured variables and performance variables, constituting property 5 in Description 1.5.1. As discussed in Section 1.5, performance variables may not be available for real-time feedback control for various
reasons. This situation is referred to as the inferential control [51]. Next to
printing systems, application examples include heat exchangers [128], distillation columns [178], and motion systems [118] such as wafers stages [119].
In many cases, the performance variables are only available offline. For instance, by inspecting the final product. This enables iterative learning control
using performance variables. The use of performance variables for ILC and different real-time measured variables for feedback control is referred to as inferential
ILC in the present report. A commonly used control configuration, see e.g. [181],
with inferential ILC implemented is shown in Fig. 1.10. Traditionally, ILC is
applied to the measured variables that are also available for the feedback controller [77, 106, 127, 148]. This classical approach is well-established with many
results on the convergence and robustness properties [2, 3, 93, 113, 160].
A direct combination of ILC acting on the performance variables while the
feedback controller uses different real-time measured variables may lead to potentially hazardous situations. Indeed, the feedback controller aims to regulate
the measured variables while the ILC regulates the performance variables. This
may lead to a conflict. In [99], initial indications of the existence of such a
conflict are already reported. In [168], a specific approach is presented to use
observers to infer the performance variables from the real-time measurements
instead of a direct performance measurement. The observer is model-based, and
the resulting performance is hence fully determined with the model quality. As
illustrated in Section 1.4, the performance of standard ILC is robust to modeling errors to a certain extent. Consequently, only the proposed approach fully
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Fig. 1.10. General control configuration with inferential ILC implemented.

exploits the use of ILC.
Although ILC is potentially promising in view of property 5 in Description
1.5.1, the following example reveals that the direct application of pre-existing
ILC design methods does not lead to satisfactory stability properties.
Example 1.6.2. In this example, the system and feedback controller from Example 1.6.1 are used, with representations for C and P given the appendix of
this chapter, see pp. 24. Integral action in the controller is introduced by setting fI = 2 Hz. In addition, the measurement zj is assumed available for ILC,
while the feedback controller operates on the real-time measured variables yj , resembling the illustrative structure in Fig. 1.10. The learning update is given by
fj+1 = fj + Lz ezj , with ezj = r − zj and Lz based an inverse-model approach, see
e.g., [32].
A simulation is performed using reference r1 (which is extended to 0.7 s).
Time-domain measurements of the converged tracking errors e∞ and ez∞ (left),
as well as the converged ILC signal f∞ and the feedback control effort Ce∞ (right)
are shown in Fig. 1.11.
The results show that perfect performance is obtained with ez∞ = 0. The error
available for the feedback controller ej remains nonzero, as expected since both
ez∞ and ej cannot be zero at the same time for this example system due to the
5% sensor error α (see the appendix, pp. 24). Analysis of the converged control
signals reveals that the feedback controller is in conflict with the ILC. Indeed,
C regulates ej and the ILC regulates ezj . For the present example, this leads
to unbounded growing control signals, with opposite signs. Obviously, this is
undesired when implementing inferential ILC in practice.
This example reveals that a hazardous situation occurs, although a typical
ILC approach is followed, i.e., a stable closed-loop system and a convergent ILC
algorithm. A main consequence of the unbounded control signals in practice is
that if the systems in the control loop are changed, or fail, the input to the system
may be unbounded as well, with potentially disastrous consequences [155].
Summarizing, for the developments in printing systems it is crucial that
learning control strategies can cope with the inferential situation for systems
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Fig. 1.11. Left, converged errors ez∞ (black solid) and e∞ (gray dashed),
showing perfect performance with ez∞ = 0; right, converged signals Ce∞ (black
solid) and f∞ (gray dashed), showing undesired unbounded growth of the control
signals, with opposite signs.

that belong to the class in Description 1.5.1. Therefore,
Research Item III: investigate stability issues in inferential ILC, and
Research Item IV: develop a framework for inferential ILC, in which the stability can be appropriately analyzed.

1.6.3

Performance/robustness tradeoffs in ILC

As illustrated in Section 1.4.3, ILC is subject to a performance/robustness tradeoff. Indeed, many algorithms such as frequency domain ILC [98, 113] and Optimal ILC [3,68,88,93,125,136] are to some extent model-based. The convergence
criteria and performance properties of these learning control algorithms hinge
on model knowledge of the controlled system with model errors allowable up to
100%, see e.g., [49, 113]. Due to the inherent approximate nature of models, the
model of any physical system typically has a large model error. For example, in
mechanical systems, if a resonance is missed, then both magnitude and phase
have a large error with respect to the true system, see [151, Section 7.4.6]. Indeed, robustness to modeling errors in ILC is a vital issue, as is evidenced by
the development of robust ILC approaches such as [30, 153, 160, 174].
Although there are substantial developments in robust ILC, such approaches
lead to a performance/robustness tradeoff and drastically increase the modeling
requirements. In particular, these approaches require both a nominal model and
a description of model uncertainty. Especially in the multivariable situation,
such models are difficult and expensive to obtain. In addition, since uncertainty is always present in practice, the required robustness leads to a poor
performance. Hence, these approaches are not suited for the class of systems in
Description 1.5.1.
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According to property 6 in Description 1.5.1, using unsupervised experiment
time is more economical than performing, for instance, a manual a priori modelidentification for use in ILC. To this end, fully data-driven ILC approaches have
been developed. In [41, 82, 87, 135], a model is estimated after each trial. The
model is used to determine the learning filters, and as such, the approach essentially classifies to a traditional model-based ILC approach, possibly involving
a recursive or adaptive estimation scheme. These methods are hence also subject to a performance/robustness tradeoff depending on how well the estimated
model captures the system.
Therefore, to meet increasing performance demands in printing systems by
eliminating performance/robustness tradeoffs in ILC,
Research Item V: develop a method for multivariable ILC with simultaneous
optimal performance and robustness, and
Research Item VI: validate the proposed approach by performing experiments
on a representative complex multivariable system.
The limitations investigated in the present section have lead to several research items, which are summarized in the following section.

1.7

Research plan

In the previous sections, it is argued that ILC has a high potential in enabling
the development of future printing systems. However, in Section 1.6, several
limitations in currently existing ILC approaches are revealed for the class of
systems in Description 1.5.1.
These limitations need to be addressed, and lead to the following research
items. In particular,
Research Item I: investigate the lack of extrapolation capabilities in ILC
with respect to exogenous signals such as references, and
Research Item II: develop a new flexible ILC approach that includes extrapolation capabilities and leads to optimal performance.
Furthermore,
Research Item III: investigate stability issues in inferential ILC, and
Research Item IV: develop a framework for inferential ILC, in which the stability can be appropriately analyzed.
Finally,
Research Item V: develop a method for multivariable ILC with simultaneous
optimal performance and robustness, and
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Research Item VI: validate the proposed approach by performing experiments
on a representative complex multivariable system.
These items are investigated and result in the flexible and robust ILC approach presented in this thesis. In the next section, the research approach and
contributions are presented.

1.8

Approach, contributions and outline

In this section, the research approach and contributions are elaborated on, and
the present report is outlined. Each Chapter is written to be sufficiently selfcontained. For a general overview of the research, see [16] (in Dutch).
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3: Enhanced extrapolation capabilities using
rational basis functions
In Chapters 2 and 3,
I: the lack of extrapolation capabilities in ILC with respect to exogenous
signals such as references is investigated,
constituting the first research item. A rational parameterization of the ILC signal is proposed in aim to both enhance the extrapolation properties and increase
performance. The consequences of the proposed rational basis functions are investigated, revealing a significantly more complex optimization problem. Several
solutions are investigated and analyzed in terms of their efficacy in achieving optimal results. This
II: results in a flexible ILC framework that includes extrapolation capabilities
with respect to exogenous signals and leads to optimal performance,
constituting the second research item. In addition, the proposed approaches
are validated experimentally. In Chapter 2, a laboratory setup is considered
which is similar to the example printing system in Section 1.6. An industrial
flatbed printer is considered in Chapter 3. Chapter 2 is based on [21], and
Chapter 3 is in part based on [183]. Related preliminary results are presented
in [23, 109, 182, 184].
Chapter 4: Inferential ILC: A 2D-System Approach
Chapter 4 features an
III: in-depth investigation of potential stability issues in inferential ILC,
constituting the third research item. To facilitate the analysis, a common ILC
algorithm such as in (1.7) is cast into a 2D framework. The motivation for
using 2D systems stems from the observation that the unstable behavior remains
undetected in traditional approaches, as illustrated in Section 1.6. The main
result includes
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IV: a framework for inferential ILC with suitable controller structures and
appropriate stability conditions,
constituting the fourth research item. In addition, it is shown that the related
observer approach [168] as discussed in Section 1.6 can be captured as a special
case in the presented framework. Finally, the developed theory also leads to new
results for the traditional ILC case where the performance variables are equal to
the measured variables in the common situation where the feedback controller
contains an integrator.
A preliminary version Chapter is found in [19]. Related preliminary results
are reported in [25] and [24].
Chapter 5: Data-driven Optimal ILC for Multivariable Systems
In Chapter 5, a
V: fully data-driven multivariable ILC approach that does not require modeling effort and is not subject to a performance/robustness tradeoff is
developed,
constituting the fifth research item. The main idea is to replace the model in the
learning update by dedicated experiments on the system. Convergence criteria
are developed in a finite-time framework and insight in the convergence aspects
are presented using a frequency domain analysis. In addition, extensions to
increase the convergence speed are proposed. The developed is
VI: validated through experiments on a multivariable industrial flatbed
printer, where both increased performance and robustness is demonstrated
in a comparison with closely related model-based ILC approaches,
constituting the final research item.
This Chapter is based on [17], and related preliminary results are reported
in [20] and [89].
Chapter 6: Using ILC With Basis Functions to Compensate Medium
Deformation in a Wide-Format Inkjet Printer
In Chapter 6, a successful experimental study is presented where basis functions
are used in the inferential ILC setting by relying on the results from Chapter 2,
3 and 4.
The results demonstrate extrapolation capabilities in ILC on a wide-format
inkjet printer, where a scanner in the printhead is used to measure the true performance line-by-line, while the feedback controller uses real-time motor encoder
measurements.
A preliminary version of this Chapter is presented in [22]. Related preliminary results reported in [18, 179, 180] and [94].
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations
In this final chapter, the main results are summarized and discussed. This leads
to the presentation of potential future research directions.

1.9

Research results beyond this thesis

The following results have been developed during the research period but are
not included in this thesis.
For an extensive comparison of the rational basis functions approach in Chapter 2 with related approaches, see [109], where the approaches are examined on
different industrial printing systems. An iterative algorithm for the use of rational basis functions in ILC is developed in [182–184]. This algorithm leads to
optimal performance if the iterations converge. The algorithm is experimentally
validated in Chapter 3.
The use of multivariable ILC with basis functions is presented in [48, 53].
These results cover the basis design for several operating conditions of a multivariable flatbed printer. Successful experiments highlight the achievable performance and extrapolation properties of multivariable ILC with basis functions
for complex position-dependent systems.
For the development and experimental validation of a numerically efficient
norm-optimal ILC implementation see [48, 175, 182]. In [48], experiments are
performed with a trial length of 20 000 samples for a 3 × 3 multivariable system.
In the standard lifted/supervector framework this requires learning filters with
3.6 ⋅ 109 elements. Computation of such filters is infeasible using presently
available computer hardware.
Several students have performed BSc. and MSc. research projects with subjects adjacent to the subjects covered in this thesis. For the development and
control of a handwriting mechanism for a flatbed printer see [81,138]. See [29], for
an experimental validation of the robustness properties of repetitive controllers
using printing systems. In [8], an ILC approach is developed for a printing system with very large variations in the dynamical behavior. For an exploitative
experimental study of ILC with basis functions in printing systems, see [94].
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1.10

Appendix: State-space representations example systems

A state-space representation for the system in Fig. 1.5 is given by
ẋ = Ax + Bu

(1.8)

z
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y
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The input-output representation is given by
Pz
[ ] = C(sI − A)−1 B + D
P
The parameters are M1 = 0.5 kg, M2 = 0.5 kg, c = 104 Nm−1 , d = 1.22 Nsm−1 ,
and α = 0.95, which resembles a 5% sensor error in y. The feedback controller
is a lead/lag compensator with a pure integral action and includes a cutoff zero.
The controller is given by the transfer function
C(s) = k ⋅

sτ1 + 1 s + 2πfI
⋅
,
sτ2 + 1
s

with gain k = 2900 N/m, lead zero τ1 = (2π10/3)−1 s, lag pole τ2 = (2π10 ⋅ 3)−1
s, integrator cutoff fI = 0 Hz. This controller achieves a closed-loop bandwidth5
of 10 Hz, with a peak sensitivity of 5.7 dB, which is well within in typical
robustness margins [55]. The controller is implemented digitally by sampling
and zero-order-hold interpolation with a sampling period ts = 10−3 s.

5 Frequency of the first 0-dB crossing of the open-loop transfer function P C, also known as
the crossover frequency.

Chapter 2

Rational Basis Functions in
Iterative Learning Control - With
Experimental Verification on a
Motion System1
Iterative Learning Control (ILC) approaches often exhibit poor extrapolation
properties with respect to exogenous signals, such as setpoint variations. This
chapter introduces rational basis functions in ILC. Such rational basis functions
have the potential to both increase performance and enhance the extrapolation properties. The key difficulty that is associated with these rational basis
functions lies in a significantly more complex optimization problem when compared with using pre-existing polynomial basis functions. In this chapter, a new
iterative optimization algorithm is proposed that enables the use of rational basis functions in ILC for single-input single-output systems. An experimental
case study confirms the advantages of rational basis functions compared to preexisting results, as well as the effectiveness of the proposed iterative algorithm.

2.1

Introduction

Learning control is used in many motion systems. Examples include: additive
manufacturing machines [7, 75], robotic arms [168], printing systems [18], pickand-place machines, electron microscopes, and wafer stages [70, 102, 104]. The
often repetitive tasks for these systems typically vary to some degree to address
tolerances in the products being processed.
1 This

chapter is based on [21], for related preliminary results see [23, 109].
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Iterative Learning Control (ILC) [68] can significantly enhance the performance of systems that perform repeated tasks. After each repetition the command signal for the next repetition is updated by learning from past executions.
A key assumption in ILC is that the task of the system is invariant under the
repetitions. As a consequence, the learned command signal is optimal for the
specific task only. In general, extrapolation of the learned command signal to
other tasks leads to a significant performance deterioration [102].
Several approaches have been proposed to enhance the extrapolation properties of ILC to a class of reference signals. In [104] a segmented approach to
ILC is presented and applied to a wafer stage. This approach is further extended in [75], where the complete task is divided into subtasks that are learned
individually. The use of such a signal library is restricting in the sense that
tasks are required to consist of standardized building blocks. Instead of using
a signal library, in [115, 131, 173], the extrapolation properties of ILC are enhanced through the use of basis functions. These basis functions can be used to
parameterize the ILC command signal in terms of the task.
The pre-existing results [18,102] employ so-called polynomial basis functions.
These polynomial basis functions can be interpreted as parameterizing the command signal in terms of the reference using a Finite Impulse Response (FIR)
filter. Importantly, such polynomial basis functions retain the analytic solution
of the ILC as obtained in [68]. In [102], the polynomial basis functions in [91]
are implemented in the ILC framework of [173] and successfully applied to an
industrial wafer stage system, whereas in [18] an application to a wide-format
printer application is reported. Finally, extensions of the approach towards input
shaping are presented in [11].
Although the use of polynomial basis functions enhances the extrapolation properties of ILC algorithms, the polynomial nature of the basis functions
severely limits the achievable performance and extrapolation properties. The
basis functions typically constitute an approximate model inverse of the true
system [49], [36]. The use of polynomial basis functions implies that a perfect
inverse can be obtained only if the system has a unit numerator. Since many
physical systems are modeled using rational models, containing both poles and
zeros, this implies that existing results necessarily lead to undermodeling in the
model inverses. Consequently, both the achievable performance and extrapolation properties are limited.
This chapter aims to introduce a new ILC framework that can achieve improved performance and extrapolation properties for the class of single-input
single-output rational systems. To this end, this chapter introduces rational basis functions in ILC. The key feature is that both the numerator and denominator
of the rational structure are parameterized, hence allowing both zeros and poles
in obtaining the model inverse. The technical difficulty associated with these
basis functions is that the analytic solution of standard optimal ILC [68] and
the basis function approach in [173] is lost. In fact, the resulting optimization
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problem is non-convex, in general.

The main and novel contribution of this chapter is the introduction of rational
basis functions in iterative learning control, and a new parameter update solution
that resorts to a sequence of optimization problems with an analytic solution.
Interestingly, the results in [173], [102], [11] are directly recovered as a special case
of the novel results. The proposed solution has strong connections to common
algorithms in both time domain system identification [154] and frequency domain
system identification [15, 146].
The notation that is used in this chapter is introduced in the next section. In
Section 2.3, the problem formulation is formally stated. Then, in Section 2.4, the
new parameterization is proposed, followed by an analysis of its consequences for
the optimization problem (Section 2.4.1). Section 2.4.2 contains a novel iterative
solution to the optimization problem, which constitutes the main contribution
of this chapter. Section 2.6 establishes connections to pre-existing results that
employ basis functions in ILC. In Section 2.7, an experimental case study is
presented that reveals the advantages of employing rational basis functions and
efficacy of the proposed iterative solution.

2.2

Preliminaries

A discrete-time transfer function is denoted as H(z), with z a complex indeterminate. The ith element of a vector θ is expressed as θ[i]. A matrix B ∈ RN ×N
is defined positive definite iff xT Bx > 0, ∀x ≠ 0 ∈ RN and is denoted as B ≻ 0.
A matrix C ∈ RN ×N is defined positive semi-definite iff xT Cx ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ RN
and is denoted
as C ⪰ 0. For a vector x, the weighted 2-norm is denoted as
√
∣∣x∣∣W ∶= xT W x, where W is a weighting matrix. If W = I, then W is tacitly
omitted.
Systems and signals are discrete time where signals are often implicitly assumed of length N . Given a system H(z), and input and output vectors
u, y ∈ RN ×1 . Let h(t), t ∈ Z be the infinite-time impulse response vector of
H(z). Then, the finite-time response of H to u is given by truncating a standard convolution operation, yielding

y[t] =

t

∑

h(l)u[t − l],

l=t+1−N

with 0 ≤ t < N , and zero initial conditions. This finite-time response is written
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as:
⎡ y[0] ⎤ ⎡ h(0) h(−1) ⋯ h(1−N ) ⎤ ⎡ u[0] ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ y[1] ⎥ ⎢⎢ h(1) h(0) ⋯ h(2−N ) ⎥⎥ ⎢ u[1] ⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎢
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥=⎢
⎥,
⎥ ⎢⎢
⋱
⋮
⎢
⎥ ⎢ ⋮
⎥
⋮
⋮
⎥⎢
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎥
⎢y[N − 1]⎥ ⎣ h(N −1) h(N −2) ⋯ h(0) ⎦ ⎢u[N − 1]⎥
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¸ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶ ´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶ ´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶
y

H

(2.1)

u

with H the convolution matrix corresponding to H(z), and u, y the input and
output vectors. Note that H(z) is not restricted to be a causal system. To facilitate presentation, systems are occasionally assumed causal to enable a direct
relation between system representation (2.1) and transfer functions, as commonly encountered in ILC [32, 113].
A transfer function with linear parametric coefficients is denoted as
m

H(θ, z) = ∑ ξi (z)θ[i],

(2.2)

i=1

with parameters θ ∈ Rm×1 , and basis functions ξi (z), here i = 1, 2, ... , m. The
finite-time response of H to input u is given by
y = ΨHu θ

(2.3)

with ΨHu = [ξ1 u, ξ2 u, ... , ξm u] ∈ RN ×m , here ξi ∈ RN ×N are the convolution
matrices corresponding to ξi (z) in (2.2). Note that (2.3) is equivalent to y =
H(θ)u, with H(θ) the convolution matrix of H(θ, z).
As an example, let N = 4, ξ1 (z) = 1 and ξ2 (z) = z −1 , then H(θ, z) = θ[1] +
−1
z θ[2], and accordingly:
⎡θ[1]
⎡u(1)
0
0
0 ⎤⎥
⎢
⎢
⎢θ[2] θ[1]
⎥
⎢u(2)
0
0 ⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥ , ΨHu = ⎢
H(θ) = ⎢
⎢ 0
⎥
⎢u(3)
θ[2]
θ[1]
0
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢ 0
⎥
⎢u(4)
0
θ[2]
θ[1]
⎣
⎦
⎣

2.3

0 ⎤⎥
u(1)⎥⎥
⎥
u(2)⎥⎥
u(3)⎥⎦

Problem formulation

In this section, the problem addressed in this chapter is defined in detail. First,
in Section 2.3.1, the general ILC setup is introduced. Then, in Section 2.3.2,
optimization-based ILC is introduced. This is further tailored towards polynomial basis functions in Section 2.3.3, followed by a definition of the problem that
is addressed in the present chapter.
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fj
ej

r

C

−

uj

P0

yj

Fig. 2.1. ILC setup.

2.3.1

Problem setup

The considered ILC setup is shown in Fig. 2.1. The setup consists of a feedback
controller C, and system P0 . Both are assumed linear time invariant (LTI),
causal, and single-input single-output. During an experiment with index j and
length N , the reference r and system output yj are measured. The feedforward
signal is denoted fj . Note from Fig. 2.1 that
ej = S0 r − S0 P0 fj ,

(2.4)

with S0 ∶= (I + P0 C)−1 the sensitivity. In ILC, the feedforward is generated by
learning from measured data of previous experiments, also called trials. The
objective is to minimize ej+1 , i.e., the tracking error for the next experiment.
From (2.4), it follows that
ej+1 = S0 r − S0 P0 fj+1 .

(2.5)

Since r is constant, S0 r is eliminated from (2.4) and (2.5), yielding the error
propagation from trial j to trial j + 1:
ej+1 = ej − S0 P0 (fj+1 − fj ).

2.3.2

Norm-optimal ILC

Norm-optimal ILC is an important class of ILC algorithms, where fj+1 is determined from the solution of an optimization problem, see [3,93], and [68]. Further
extension, namely constrained optimization is considered in [84, 106], which can
for instance be used to prevent actuator saturation.
The optimization criterion in norm-optimal ILC is typically defined as follows.
Definition 2.3.1 (Norm-optimal ILC). The optimization criterion for normoptimal ILC algorithms is given by
J (fj+1 ) ∶= ∣∣êj+1 ∣∣2We + ∣∣fj+1 ∣∣2Wf + ∣∣fj+1 − fj ∣∣2W∆f ,

(2.6)

with We ≻ 0, Wf , W∆f ⪰ 0, and êj+1 = ej − SP (fj+1 − fj ), where SP is a model
representing S0 P0 .
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In (2.6), We ≻ 0, and Wf , W∆f ⪰ 0 are user-defined weighting matrices to
specify performance and robustness objectives, including: i) robustness with
respect to model uncertainty (Wf ), and ii) convergence speed and sensitivity
to trial varying disturbances (W∆f ). The corresponding feedforward update is
given by
fj+1 = arg min J (fj+1 ).
fj+1

(2.7)

The solution to (2.7) can be computed analytically from measurements ej and
fj , given a model SP , since (2.6) is a quadratic function in fj+1 . The advantage
of using a model in ILC in comparison to model-based feedback approaches is the
significant performance improvements enabled by non-causal filtering operations
in the time-domain as explained in [32].
In view of (2.5), the norm-optimal ILC computes a command signal fj+1 that
is optimal in (2.6) for a specific reference trajectory r. As a result, changing r
implies that the command signal fj+1 is not optimal in general. To introduce
extrapolation capabilities in ILC, basis functions are introduced in the next
section.

2.3.3

Norm-optimal ILC with polynomial basis functions

In [173], basis functions have been introduced in ILC that are of the form
fj = Ψθj ,

(2.8)

where fj is a linear combination of user-selected vectors Ψ = [ψ1 , ψ2 , ... , ψm ].
Notice that the basis functions Ψ in (2.8) are in so-called lifted notation. The
basis functions in (2.8) encompass standard norm-optimal ILC with Ψ = I. Only
specific choices enhance the extrapolation properties. The essence of enhancing
extrapolation of the ILC command signal to different tasks lies in choosing fj
to be a function of r. Therefore, let fj = F (θj )r. Subsequent substitution into
(2.4) yields
ej = S0 r − S0 P0 F (θj )r

(2.9)

= S0 (I − P0 F (θj )) r.
Equation (2.9) reveals that if the feedforward is parameterized in terms of the
reference r, then the error in (2.9) can be made invariant under the choice of r,
given that F (θj ) is selected as F (θj ) = P0−1 .
In order to retain the analytic solution to (2.7), the filter F (θj ) is typically
chosen as a polynomial function that is linear in θj 2 , e.g., FIR filters. Hence,
2 A generalization of these polynomial basis functions to rational functions with unknown
coefficients in the numerator only, e.g., as in [72], is straight-forward since the parameterization
remains linear in the parameters. This chapter aims to generalize these results to rational
functions with unknown coefficients in both the numerator and denominator.
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for this particular choice, the basis functions are referred to as polynomial basis
functions, e.g., a FIR filter, see [70, 102].
Application examples of the use of a polynomial basis for F (θj ) are presented
in [102] and [22] (see also Chapter 6), which are captured in the ILC with basis
functions framework with fj as follows
f j = ΨF r θ j ,

(2.10)

for this particular case ΨF r = [ξr, ξ 2 r, ..., ξ m r], with ξ the matrix representation
of ξ(z) = 1 − z −1 , i.e., a differentiator.
By virtue of (2.9), the use of basis functions can significantly enhance the
extrapolation properties of ILC. The following theorem reveals that an analytic
solution exists to the norm-optimal ILC problem with the basis functions defined
in (2.8) and criterion defined in (2.6).
Theorem 2.3.2. Given a model P of P0 and S = (I +P C)−1 , Ψ with full column
rank, We , Wf s.t. P T S T We SP + Wf ≻ 0 and given measurements ej , fj , then
the minimizer of J (θj+1 ), see (2.6) with êj+1 = ej − SP (Ψθj+1 − fj ), is given by
θj+1 = Lej + Qfj ,

(2.11)

with
L = [ΨT (P T S T We SP + Wf + W∆f ) Ψ]

−1

[ΨT P T S T We ] ,

Q = [ΨT (P T S T We SP + Wf + W∆f ) Ψ]

−1

ΨT (P T S T We SP + W∆f ) .

Proof. The proof follows along identical lines as in standard norm-optimal ILC,
e.g., [68] and is based on the necessary condition for optimality ∂θ∂J
= 0, and
j+1
solving this linear equation for θj+1 , yields the parameter update in (2.11).
In Theorem 2.3.2, L and Q are the learning filters and fj+1 = Ψθj+1 . In addition, (2.11) leads to monotonic convergence of ∣∣fj − f∞ ∣∣, for properly designed
weighting filters We , Wf and W∆f .
Although the polynomial basis (2.10) enhances the extrapolation properties
of ILC (viz. (2.9)) and retains the analytic solution (2.11), these results only
hold exactly if F (θj ) = P0−1 . This can only be achieved if P0 is restricted to be
a rational function with a unit numerator, i.e., no zeros. In case this condition
is violated, the achievable performance and extrapolation properties of ILC are
severely deteriorated. Since typical physical systems are modeled using rational
models that contain both poles and zeros, a unit numerator imposes a significant
restriction.
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2.3.4

Chapter contribution: ILC with rational basis functions for enhancing performance and extrapolation
properties

In view of the limitations imposed by the polynomial basis functions in Section 2.3.3, this chapter aims to investigate more general parameterizations that
enhance: i) tracking performance, and ii) extrapolation properties of the learned
feedforward command signal. This chapter contains the following contributions:
I. general rational basis functions are proposed,
II. the consequences of a more general rational parameterization on the resulting ILC optimization problem are investigated, revealing a significantly
more complex optimization problem,
III. a solution strategy is proposed to deal with the more difficult optimization
problem that is introduced by the general rational parameterization,
IV. the results are experimentally validated on a benchmark motion system
and compared with pre-existing results.

2.4

A new framework for iterative learning control with rational basis functions

In this section, the main contribution of this chapter is presented: the formulation, analysis, and synthesis of an optimal ILC with rational basis functions,
i.e., aspects I, II, and III in Section 2.3.4. As is argued in Section 2.3.3, the
motivation for using such basis functions stems from (2.9), which reveals that
parameterizing the feedforward command signal in terms of the reference signal enables extrapolation of the learned feedforward command signal to other
reference trajectories.
Definition 2.4.1 (Rational basis for optimal ILC). The rational basis functions
are defined as
fj = F (θj )r,

(2.12)

F = {B(θj )−1 A(θj ) ∣θj ∈ Rma +mb } ,

(2.13)

where F ∈ F,
and
ma

A(θj ) = ∑ ξiA θj [i],
i=1

mb

B(θj ) = I + ∑ ξiB θj [i + ma ].
i=1
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F (θj )
Learning Update
r
−

ej

C

θj
ucj

fj
uj

P0

yj

Fig. 2.2. Controller structure with rational basis

Here, ξiA and ξiB are the convolution matrices corresponding to user-chosen polynomial transfer functions ξiA (z) and ξiB (z), respectively. The matrix B(θj )−1
is the convolution matrix corresponding to B(θj , z)−1 with B(θj , z) = 1 +
m
∑i=1b ξiB (z)θj [i + ma ]. The parameters θj = [θjA , θjB ]T .
The ILC command fj for ILC with rational basis functions in Definition 2.4.1
is implemented in the ILC setup of Fig. 2.1, see Fig. 2.2 for the resulting block
diagram.
Remark 2.4.2. The underlying transfer function F (θj , z) of F (θj ) can be
computed and analyzed in the frequency domain, e.g., by its frequency reA
a
sponse function F (θj , eiω ), using: A(θj , z) = ∑m
i=1 ξi (z)θj [i], B(θj , z) = 1 +
mb B
−1
∑i=1 ξi (z)θj [i + ma ], and F (θj , z) = B(θj , z) A(θj , z).
Remark 2.4.3. The classical ILC with polynomial basis functions approach, see
Section 2.3.3 and [70, 102], is recovered by setting mb = 0. Indeed, this leads to
B(θj ) = I, and hence F (θj ) = A(θj ) with A linear in θj .

2.4.1

Analysis of the resulting optimization problem

Aspect II in Section 2.3.4 is elaborated on in this section. The difficulty associated with the rational basis function parameterization (2.13) involves the
complexity of solving the corresponding optimization problem. In fact, the rational basis (2.13) in general prevents an analytic solution to (2.7). This is
revealed by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4.4. Let Wf = W∆f = 0 and consider the parameterization (2.13)
and (2.12). Then J (θj+1 ), see (2.6) with êj+1 = ej −SP (Ψθj+1 −fj ), is nonlinear
in θj+1 .
Proof. Substitution of (2.13) and (2.12) into êj+1 yields
êj+1 =ej + SP fj − B(θj+1 )−1 A(θj+1 )SP r,

(2.14)
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substituting (2.14) in (2.6) yields
J (θj+1 ) =

(2.15)
eTj We ej + fjT P T S T We SP fj +
rT P T S T B(θj+1 )−T A(θj+1 )We B(θj+1 )−1 A(θj+1 )SP r+
2eTj We SP fj − 2eTj We B(θj+1 )−1 A(θj+1 )SP r−
2fjT P T S T We B(θj+1 )−1 A(θj+1 )SP r.

Theorem 2.4.4 reveals that B(θj+1 )−1 in (2.15) leads to a performance criterion (2.6) that is nonlinear in the parameters θj+1 . As a result, no analytic
solution is available in general and the performance criterion is typically nonconvex in θj+1 . In the next section, an iterative solution is proposed to calculate
θj+1 , constituting contribution III, see Section 2.3.4.

2.4.2

Synthesis of optimal iterative learning controllers
with rational basis functions

In this section, an ILC algorithm is developed that enables optimal controller
synthesis using rational basis functions. The main idea is to solve a sequence of
least-squares problems and to consider the nonlinear terms as a priori unknown
weighting functions. The basic concept is to recast (2.6) to:
J (θj+1 ) = ∥B (θj+1 )

−1
−1

∥B (θj+1 )

−1

∥B (θj+1 )

2

[B(θj+1 )êj+1 ]∥

We
2

[B(θj+1 )fj+1 ]∥

Wf

+

(2.16)

+

[B(θj+1 )fj+1 ] − fj ∥

2
W∆f

.
−1

In (2.16), J (θj+1 ) is nonlinear in θj+1 due to the term B (θj+1 ) . However,
J (θj+1 ) is linear in θj+1 in the terms B(θj+1 )ej+1 and B(θj+1 )fj+1 . In view of
<k> and θ<k−1> . These
this distinction, an auxiliary index k is introduced, i.e., θj+1
j+1
are substituted into (2.16), yielding
<k> ) = ∥B (θ<k−1> )−1 [B (θ<k> ) ê<k> ]∥2 +
Jk (θj+1
j+1
j+1
j+1
We

<k−1> )−1 [B (θ<k> ) f <k> ]∥2
∥B (θj+1
j+1
j+1

Wf

+

<k−1> )−1 [B (θ<k> ) f <k> ] − f ∥2
∥B (θj+1
j
j+1
j+1

W∆f

(2.17)
,
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where
k>
<k> )−1 A (θ<k> ) SP r.
=ej + SP fj − B (θj+1
ê<j+1
j+1

<k> = θ<k−1> . In addition, notice
Notice that (2.16) is recovered by setting θj+1 = θj+1
j+1
k−1>
k>
<
<
<k> . Consethat if θj+1 is known, then Jk (θj+1 ) is a quadratic function of θj+1
<k> can be calculated analytically. The basic principle is to fix the
quently, θj+1
<k−1> )−1 at iteration k and interpret it as an iteratively adjusted
nonlinear B (θj+1
weighting function. By iterating over θ<k> , it is aimed that the a priori unj+1

<k−1> ) is effectively compensated after convergence of
known weighting by B (θj+1
<k> ,
the iterative procedure. Clearly, this necessitates a solution to (2.17) for θj+1
<k−1> . The following theorem provides the analytic solution to θ<k> that
given θj+1
j+1
<k> ).
minimizes Jk (θj+1
−1

<k−1> , f and e . Then J (θ<k> ), see (2.17), is miniTheorem 2.4.5. Given θj+1
j
j
k j+1
mized by
<k> = L<k> e + Q<k> f ,
θj+1
j
j

(2.18)

with
−1

<k−1> )−1
ΨT1 We B (θj+1

−1

<k−1> )−1 SP )
(ΨT2 W∆f + ΨT1 We B (θj+1

L<k> = [ΨT1 We Ψ1 + ΨT2 (Wf + W∆f )Ψ2 ]
Q<k> = [ΨT1 We Ψ1 + ΨT2 (Wf + W∆f )Ψ2 ]
where

<k−1> )−1 [Ψ
Ψ1 = B (θj+1
ASP r , −ΨBej − ΨBSP fj ] ,
−1
Ψ = B (θ<k−1> ) [Ψ , 0] .
2

j+1

Ar

<k> . A necessary condition for optimality
Proof. Note that (2.17) is quadratic in θj+1
<k> yields the parameter update in
is ∂J<kk> = 0. Solving this linear equation for θj+1
∂θj+1

(2.18).

Note that Theorem 2.4.5 in itself does not lead to the optimal solution of (2.7)
<k−1> )−1 is unknown. The proposed solution is to iteratively
in general, since B (θj+1
<k> in (2.17), given an θ<k=0> , for increasing k. In this approach,
solve for θj+1
j+1
−1
B (θ<k−1> ) can be interpreted as an a priori unknown weighting in the cost
j+1

function. This weighting is compensated for during each iteration over k by
updating L<k> and Q<k> . These steps are formulated in the following parameter
update algorithm that addresses aspect III, see Section 2.3.4.
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<k−1> = θ . Then,
Algorithm 2.4.6. Given fj and ej , set k = 0 and initialize θj+1
j
perform the following sequence of steps.

1. Determine L<k> , Q<k> .
<k+1> = Q<k> f + L<k> e .
2. Determine θj+1
j
j

3. Set k → k + 1 and go back to (1) until an appropriate convergence condition
<k→∞>
is met: θj+1
= θj+1 .
Theorem 2.4.5 and Algorithm 2.4.6 provide a new solution and algorithm
to minimize J (θj+1 ) in (2.16), constituting the main result of this chapter.
The key novelty of these results lies in their use in optimal ILC algorithms.
Indeed, related algorithms, see [146,154], and [15] are successfully used in system
identification. Despite the fact that the objective function is non-convex in
general, practical use has revealed good convergence properties and in fact global
convergence has been established for specific cases, e.g., see [158] and [137].
Remark 2.4.7 (Extension to multivariable systems). Note that the key step
in (2.16) is applicable to single-input single-output systems since B(θj+1 )ej+1
is linear in θj+1 through commutation of B(θj+1 ) and SP . Since multivariable
systems generally not commute, the main challenge in extending the approach
to multivariable systems is to recast (2.16) without requiring commutation. This
may be achieved by performing multiple experiments in a single trial.

2.5

Summary ILC with rational basis functions
approach

The ILC design steps and typical design choices are briefly recapitulated in this
section, followed by the experimental implementation aspects.

2.5.1

Summary of design steps

Given the feedback controller C, perform the following steps.
1. Derive a model P of P0 and determine SP .
2. Select weighting matrices We , Wf and W∆f .
3. Choose the basis functions ξiA , i = 1, 2, ..., ma and ξjB , j = 1, 2, ..., mb
4. Specify θ0 .
Next, perform the following iterative experimental procedure.
4. Perform an experiment (trial) using θj .

2.5 Summary ILC with rational basis functions approach
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5. Use iterative Algorithm 2.4.6 to compute θj+1 .
6. Go back to step (1) until a suitable convergence condition is met, yielding
θj→∞ = θ∞ .

2.5.2

Suitable design choices

A model P could be obtained using system identification, see [97] and [132]
for both measurement and modeling procedures. The weighting matrices could
be selected We = we I, Wf = wf I and W∆f = w∆f I. The basis functions could
A
be chosen ξ(z) = 1 − z −1 , then ξ1A = ξ, ξ2A = ξ 2 , ..., ξm
= ξ ma and ξ1B = ξ, ξ2B =
a
2
B
mb
ξ , ..., ξmb = ξ . The initial parameters could straight forwardly be θ0 = 0, or
ideally, as close as possible to the parameters of the system inverse P0−1 .

2.5.3

Implementation aspects

<k−1> , z) and hence unIn case Theorem 2.4.5 involves a non-minimum phase B(θj+1
<k−1> , z)−1 , or similarly, when B(θ , z) is non-minimum phase yielding
stable B(θj+1
j
unstable F (θj , z), the filtering operations cannot be performed in the usual
manner, since time domain computation leads to unbounded results. Several
approaches to calculate the filtered signals can be pursued, including: i) approximations, e.g., see [36, 66, 161], and ii) exact methods, for instance, the stable
inversion approaches in [49] and [110]. In the latter, the filter is seen as a noncausal operator instead of an unstable one [166, Section 1.5]. The following is
a recapitulation of the relevant steps for calculating f = F (θ)r with unstable
F (θ, z) using a stable inversion technique. Assume that F (θ, z) has no poles on
the unit circle in the complex plane.

1. Let F (θ, z) have the state space realization AF , BF , CF , DF :
xF (t + 1) = AF xF (t) + BF r(t)
f (t + 1) = CF xF (t) + DF r(t)
2. Introduce the following state transformation:
x+ (t + 1)
A+
[ −F
]=[ F
0
xF (t + 1)

0
x+F (t)
B+
] + [ F− ] r(t)
− ][ −
AF xF (t)
BF

f = [CF+ (t)

x+ (t)
CF− (t)] [ F
] + Dr(t)
x−F (t)

with λ(A+F ) ⊂ D and λ(A−F ) ∩ D = ∅, i.e., the state space realization is partitioned with all stable poles of F (θj , z) contained in A+F and the unstable
poles in A−F .
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3. Solve
forwards in time with x(0) = 0 ∶

x+F (t + 1) = A+F x+F (t) + BF+ r(t)

backwards in time with x(N − 1) = 0 ∶

x−F (t + 1) = A−F x−F (t) + BF− r(t)

4. Compute f (t) = [CF+ (t)

x+ (t)
CF− (t)] [ −F ] + Dr(t)
xF (t)

Remark 2.5.1. If ma > mb then F (θj , z) is non-proper, but still, the above
solution can be directly adopted by setting F ′ (θj , z) = F (θj , z)H(z) with H(z) =
z mb −ma , and performing the stable inverse filtering with F ′ (θj , z) yielding fj′ =
F ′ (θj )r. Afterwards fj is recovered with fj = H T fj′ .

2.6

Connections to pre-existing approaches

As mentioned throughout the preceding sections, specific basis choices can be
recovered as special cases, including the results in [70, 102], and [11]. In this
section, these specific parameterizations are compared with respect to the unified
framework and solution as proposed in the present chapter.

2.6.1

FIR structure

In [102], a polynomial basis F (θj ) is used that is linear in the parameters θj .
Given its close resemblance to the well-known FIR basis, the parameterization
is referred to as FIR parameterization. This FIR parameterization connects to
the rational basis functions in Definition 2.4.1 by setting mb = 0 and ma = m. As
a result, B(θj ) = I. Furthermore, in [102], We = I and Wf = W∆f = 0. Finally,
A
let ξ(z) = 1 − z −1 , then the basis functions used are ξ1A = ξ, ξ2A = ξ 2 , ..., ξm
= ξm.

2.6.2

Extended FIR

In [11], a more general polynomial basis is presented that extends the FIR parameterization in [102]. By exploiting the commutativity property for SISO LTI
systems, the framework in [11] can be recast in the form of Fig. 2.2 by selecting:
We = I, Wf = W∆f = 0; let ξ(z) = 1 − z −1 , then the basis functions used are:
−1
A
B
ξ1A = ξ, ξ2A = ξ 2 , ..., ξm
= ξ ma , ξ1B = ξ, ξ2B = ξ 2 , ..., ξm
= ξ mb , and B (θj+1 ) ∶= I.
a
b
This approach coincides with Algorithm 2.4.6, but without step 3. Hence, there
is no compensation of the a priori unknown weighting function. As a result, an
a priori unknown weighting B(θj+1 ) is introduced in the performance criterion
2
JERR (θj+1 ) = ∥[B(θj+1 )êj+1 ]∥We .
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2.7

Experimental results

In this section, the proposed algorithm is experimentally demonstrated, revealing
the increased performance and extrapolation properties in comparison with preexisting results. In particular, the following approaches are compared:
1. the proposed norm-optimal ILC with rational basis functions,
2. the pre-existing norm-optimal ILC with polynomial basis functions (FIR),
see, e.g., [102], and
3. standard norm-optimal ILC.

2.7.1

Experimental Setup

The experimental two-mass spring motion system is presented in Fig. 2.3. The
system consists of a current-controlled DC-motor (Fig. 2.3b) driving a mass
(inertia) m1 that is connected to mass (inertia) m2 (Fig. 2.3) via a flexible
shaft (Fig. 2.3c). The positions of m1 and m2 are measured by optical encoders
(Fig. 2.3a and d). In the results presented in this chapter only the position
measurement of m1 is used for control, and the position measurement of m2 is
ignored.
This simple system isolates the dynamic phenomena that often prove to be
limiting performance in practice, in particular, the dynamics associated with
the flexible connection of the two masses. It is hence well-suited to use as a
benchmark system in order to examine prototype control algorithms, see also
[107] and [172].
The feedback controller C is given: it consists of a lead, notch, and second
order low-pass filter. The bandwidth (lowest frequency where ∣P C(eiω )∣ = 1) of
the feedback control system is approximately 8.75 Hz and the modulus margin
of max ∣S(eiω )∣ < 6 dB is satisfied [55]. Bode diagrams of the relevant feedback
transfer functions are given in Appendix A, see Section 2.9. The controller is
implemented with a sampling frequency fs of 1 kHz, with a state space realization
given by
xcj (t + 1) = Ac xcj (t) + Bc ej (t)
ucj (t + 1) = Cc xcj (t) + Dc ej (t)
where Ac , Bc , Cc and Dc are given in (2.19) in Appendix B, see Section 2.9.

2.7.2

Iterative learning controller design

Step 1, system identification: open-loop system identification is performed
to identify the system P0 . The system is excited with random phased multisines
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Fig. 2.3. Two-mass spring motion system: optical encoder (a), motor (b),
mass-spring-mass (c), optical encoder (d).

m2

m1

uj

yj
Fig. 2.4. Setup overview: force uj acting on m1 that is connected with a spring
and damper to m2 . The position of m1 is measured.

at a sampling frequency fs of 1 kHz. Both a parametric (P (z)) and a nonparametric model (Pfrf ) is estimated using the measurement data. The corresponding Bode diagrams are shown in Fig. 2.5, accompanied with the 3σ (99.7%)
confidence interval of the measured frequency response function Pfrf . Analysis of
the results reveals that two regions with large uncertainty are present: the antiresonance mode at 16.3 Hz, and the region with frequencies above 300Hz. Both
are attributed to a poor signal-to-noise ratio. The identified model P shows a
good correspondence with the measurement. A balanced state space realization
of P (z) is given by
xpj (t + 1) = Ap xpj (t) + Bp uj (t)
y(t + 1) = Cp xpj (t)
with Ap , Bp and Cp given in (2.20) in Appendix B, see Section 2.10. The
model includes six poles: two poles are integrators (z = 1), two poles at z = 0,
constitute a delay of two samples from the input to the output, and a pair of
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Fig. 2.5. Frequency response measurement Pfrf (solid black), 3σ confidence
interval of Pfrf (shaded gray), model P (eiω ) (dashed gray).

complex-conjugated poles captures the resonance at 29.3 Hz. Three zeros are
present: a pair of complex-conjugated zeros representing the anti-resonance at
16.3 Hz, and a sampling zero.
Step 2, basis functions and weighting matrices: The selection of
basis functions ξiA , ξIB determines the model set F (θ), see Definition 2.4.1.
Ideally, the structure of A(θj ) and B(θj ) should include the structure of the
true inverse-system P0−1 = B0 (θ)−1 A0 (θ). Here, the structure of A(θj ) and
B(θj ) is selected as follows: let ξ(z) = T1s (1 − z −1 ) be a differentiator, then
A
B
ξ1A = ξ, ξ2A = ξ 2 , ..., ξm
= ξ ma and ξ1B = ξ, ξ2B = ξ 2 , ..., ξm
= ξ mb . This structure
a
b
ensures the DC-gain A(θj , z = 1) = 0, and B(θj , z = 1) = 1, the latter guarantees
that the rational structure F is well defined for all θ. This basis is expected
to work well for all systems with infinite gain at zero frequency. If desired, it
can easily be changed for systems with a finite DC-gain by adding a parameter
such that A(θj , z = 1) = θj [1]. In the FIR case, this basis selection allows θjA to
be directly interpreted as the feedforward parameters compensating for effects
related to: velocity, acceleration, jerk and snap, see [91]. The scaling in ξ(z)
with the sampling time Ts is to improve the numerical conditioning, and is
related to the δ-operator approach in [63, Section 12.9].
Clearly, the optimal solution for the feedforward filter is given by F (θ) =
P0−1 , since this choice leads to minimal J(θ). Using the identified model as a
guideline, this choice corresponds to ma = 6 and mb = 3. However, to enable
a fair comparison, also for the proposed rational basis, a restricted complexity
parameterization is pursued such that under-modeling is present.
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In particular,
• proposed ma = 4, mb = 2,
• FIR ma = 4, mb = 0.
The rational filter is an extension of the FIR filter, where two zeros are added
by setting mb = 2. The selection of the number of parameters is similar to the
problem of model order selection in system identification, see [38]. On the one
hand, additional parameters increase the size of the model-set and therefore reduce bias, on the other hand, the variance on the parameters typically increases.
Both aspects are a source of error between F (θ) and P0−1 , and as such, manipulating this trade-off is part of the controller design. Notice that standard
norm-optimal ILC can be viewed as using a FIR structure with ma = N and
mb = 0 parameters in the ILC with basis functions framework. Hence, the basis
functions affect the performance only and do not affect the convergence speed.
The weighting matrices in Definition 2.3.1 specify the performance and robustness objectives. In the results for both the FIR and Rational structure
presented in this chapter We = I ⋅ 103 , Wf = W∆f = 0. This leads to an inverse
model ILC, where the inverses in Theorem 2.4.5 are well-defined for the particular basis functions. For standard norm-optimal ILC, a small weighting on the
learning speed is introduced: W∆f = I ⋅ 0.05.
Remark 2.7.1. If an inverse-model ILC design is pursued and the inverses in
Theorem 2.3.2 or 2.4.5 do not exist (preventing the analytic solution to L and
Q), then introducing Wf = I or W∆f = I with  a small positive constant
ensures the existence of L and Q at the cost of increased tracking error or slower
convergence, respectively.

2.7.3

Preliminary simulation with a fixed reference

The proposed rational structure is compared with the FIR structure. The reference used is r1 , depicted in Fig. 2.9. The corresponding ILC algorithms are
invoked. The results are presented in Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7. Since the model P
is assumed equal to the true system P0 in the computation of the learning filter,
i.e., P = P0 , convergence in a single trial is expected for the FIR and rational
case. This is indeed achieved, see Fig. 2.6. In contrast to the results of standard norm-optimal ILC, that show a learning transient. The latter results from
selecting W∆f ≻ 0, see Remark 2.7.1.
Fig. 2.6 reveals that the converged results of all learning controllers lead to
improved performance compared to feedback only, i.e., trial 0. The proposed
structure leads to enhanced performance compared to the FIR structure. The
results also reveal that the norm-optimal ILC leads to the best performance.
However, as will be shown in Section 2.7.4.2, this is at the expense of extrapolation capabilities.
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Fig. 2.6. Simulation results for a fixed reference r1 , cost function values J(θj ):
proposed rational approach (×) showing improved performance compared to
pre-existing FIR approach (○) and standard norm-optimal (△) for comparison.

To interpret the converged feedforward, the parameterized feedforward filters are visualized using a Bode diagram in Fig. 2.7, where F (θ∞ , eiω )−1 for
the FIR and rational structures, and P0 (eiω ) are compared. Fig. 2.7 reveals
that for frequencies up to 5 Hz the dynamics of P0 are captured well by both
approaches. The anti-resonance (i.e., complex conjugates zeros) around 16.3 Hz
is only captured by the proposed approach. The FIR structure does not have
poles, hence its inverse does not have zeros and cannot accurately represent the
anti-resonance. Summarizing, from visual inspection it is concluded that for
the proposed approach in this chapter F (θ∞ , eiω )−1 has the closest resemblance
with the system P0 (eiω ). It is therefore expected that the proposed approach
has the best extrapolation capabilities if r changes, and this will be validated in
the next section in an experimental test case on the benchmark motion setup in
Fig. 2.3.

2.7.4

Experimental results

In this section, an experimental case study is presented where the extrapolation
capabilities of the proposed rational and FIR feedforward parameterizations are
verified and compared with standard norm-optimal ILC. The model, basis functions, and weighting matrices obtained in the previous section are used in the
experiments. First, a preliminary experiment with reference r1 establishes correspondence with the simulations followed by a case study on the extrapolation
capabilities of the different approaches.
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Fig. 2.7. Simulation results for a fixed reference r1 : P0 (eiω ) and F (θ∞ , eiω )−1 ,
P0 (eiω ) (solid grey), proposed (solid black), FIR (dashed-dotted gray).

2.7.4.1

Experiment with a fixed reference

15 trials are performed. The Bode diagram of the converged parameterized feedforward filters is shown in Fig. 2.8. Here, F (θ14 , eiω )−1 for the FIR and rational
structures and Pfrf are compared. A visual comparison with the simulation, see
Fig. 2.7, reveals similar results, except for the proposed approach, that shows a
slightly better correspondence with Pfrf , in particular at the anti-resonance at
16.3 Hz.
2.7.4.2

Extrapolation of references

three 4

order polynomial references are defined, see Fig. 2.9, where:

th

• r2 is equal to r1 with 0.01s delay
• r3 has 5% extra distance with identical maximal velocity as r1 and r2 .
In total, 15 trials are performed, where the reference is changed from r1 to r2 to
r3 at trials 4 and 9, respectively. The feedforward signal, or parameter vector
θj , is not re-initialized when changing the reference in order to demonstrate the
extrapolation capabilities.
The results are presented in Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.11. The cost function values, see Fig. 2.10, show that all approaches improve performance compared to
feedback only (f0 = 0). At j = 4 and j = 9 the reference is changed without
re-initializing the feedforward signals. The key result is that both the FIR and
proposed parameterization are insensitive to the change in the task, in contrast to standard norm-optimal ILC, where the reference changes results in a
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Fig. 2.8. Experimental results: Pfrf and F (θ14 , eiω )−1 , Pfrf (solid grey), proposed (solid black), FIR (dashed-dotted gray).
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Fig. 2.9. The different references: r1 (solid black), r2 (dashed gray), r3
(dashed-dotted gray).

large increase in cost function value. The results in Fig. 2.10 also confirm that
the proposed rational feedforward parameterization leads to improved tracking
performance in comparison with the FIR structure. In addition, identical extrapolation capabilities are achieved.
The time domain tracking errors for trials 8 and 9 are shown in Fig. 2.11.
These correspond with the time domain signals prior to the reference change
r2 → r3 (Fig. 2.11, left column) and after the change (Fig. 2.11, right column),
respectively. These results confirm earlier conclusions, since: i) the sensitivity
of the tracking error when using standard norm-optimal ILC with respect to a
small, i.e., 5% reference change is demonstrated, ii) the tracking performance
of the FIR and proposed parameterizations are insensitive to the change in reference, and iii) the proposed approach outperforms the approach with the FIR
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Fig. 2.10. Cost function values J(θj ): where the proposed approach (×) and
the pre-existing FIR approach (○) are insensitive to the reference changes r1 →
r2 (black dashed) at j = 4 and from r2 → r3 at j = 9 (black dotted), in contrast
to standard norm-optimal (△).

structure.
Remark 2.7.2. As the results in Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.11 illustrate, the standard norm-optimal ILC can achieve significantly lower tracking errors than the
parameterized approaches. This may in part stem from the fact that standard
norm-optimal ILC is able to compensate for all repetitive disturbances. The current parameterizations of the feedforward are only in terms of r, see Definition
2.4.1. Nevertheless, other disturbances, e.g., effects related to position dependency or temperature, can be included in (2.9) and provide a purpose for using
additional performance-improving basis functions.

2.8

Conclusion

In this chapter, a novel framework for ILC with rational basis functions is presented. Herein, basis functions are adopted to enhance the extrapolation properties of learned command signals to other tasks. Indeed, in pre-existing approaches, polynomial basis functions are employed that are only optimal for
systems that have a unit numerator, i.e., no zeros.
The difficulty associated with rational basis functions lies in the synthesis
of optimal iterative learning controllers, since the analytic solution to optimal
ILC algorithms is lost. In this chapter, an iterative algorithm is proposed that
effectively solves the optimization problem. It has close connections to wellknown and powerful iterative solution methods in system identification.
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Fig. 2.11. Comparison of time domain tracking errors: prior to reference
change (left column, j = 8), and after the reference change (right column, j = 9).
Proposed approach (top row, black), FIR (middle row, gray), norm-optimal
(bottom row, gray).

The advantages of using rational basis functions in ILC are confirmed in
a relevant experimental study: i) improved performance with respect to preexisting methods that address extrapolation in ILC is demonstrated, and ii)
the performance is insensitive for the presented changes in the reference. The
convergence aspects of the proposed method are experienced to be good, as is
also confirmed in studies on related algorithms in system identification [15].
Ongoing research is towards: extending the approach to multiple-input
multiple-output systems, investigating other solutions to the optimization problem, and addressing non-measurable performance variables, see [122] and [168].

2.9

Appendix A: Bode diagrams feedback filters

The frequency responses of the open-loop Pfrf C(eiω ), the controller C(eiω ) and
the sensitivity measurement Sfrf are shown in the Bode diagram in Fig. 2.12. The
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Fig. 2.12. Bode diagram of Pfrf C(eiω ) (solid black), C(eiω ) (dashed gray),
Sfrf (dashed-dotted gray).

feedback controller C consists of a lead, notch, and second order low-pass filter.
The bandwidth (lowest frequency where ∣P C(eiω )∣ = 1) of the feedback control
system is approximately 8.75 Hz, see the 0-dB crossing of P C in Fig. 2.12. The
modulus margin of max ∣S(eiω )∣ < 6 dB is satisfied.
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2.10

Appendix B: State-space realizations

The state-space matrices Ac , Bc , Cc , Dc of controller C are given by
⎡ 2.484 ⋅ 10−1
⎢
⎢−5.349 ⋅ 10−1
⎢
⎢
Ac = ⎢ 7.775 ⋅ 10−2
⎢
⎢ 3.766 ⋅ 10−1
⎢
⎢−9.429 ⋅ 10−2
⎣

⎡
⎤
1.926
⎥
⎢
⎢−3.846 ⋅ 10−1 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢
−1 ⎥
Bc = ⎢−1.223 ⋅ 10 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢−5.342 ⋅ 10−1 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢ 2.206 ⋅ 10−1 ⎥
⎦
⎣

5.349 ⋅ 10−1
7.443 ⋅ 10−1
6.008 ⋅ 10−2
2.721 ⋅ 10−1
−8.347 ⋅ 10−2

7.775 ⋅ 10−2
−6.008 ⋅ 10−2
9.566 ⋅ 10−1
−2.226 ⋅ 10−1
−4.2 ⋅ 10−2

−3.766 ⋅ 10−1
2.721 ⋅ 10−1
2.226 ⋅ 10−1
1.518 ⋅ 10−1
3.241 ⋅ 10−1

9.429 ⋅ 10−2 ⎤⎥
−8.347 ⋅ 10−2 ⎥⎥
⎥
4.2 ⋅ 10−2 ⎥
−1 ⎥
3.241 ⋅ 10 ⎥⎥
8.568 ⋅ 10−1 ⎥⎦
(2.19)

⎤
⎡
1.926
⎥
⎢
⎢ 3.846 ⋅ 10−1 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢
−1 ⎥
CcT = ⎢−1.223 ⋅ 10 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢ 5.342 ⋅ 10−1 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢−2.206 ⋅ 10−1 ⎥
⎦
⎣

Dc = 1.608.
The state-space matrices Ap , Bp , Cp , Dp of system P are given by
⎡1 3.2 ⋅ 10−2
⎢
⎢0
1
⎢
⎢0
0
⎢
Ap = ⎢
⎢0
0
⎢
⎢0
0
⎢
⎢0
0
⎣
⎡−3.176 ⋅ 10−3 ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢ 6.214 ⋅ 10−2 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢−9.426 ⋅ 10−2 ⎥
Bp = ⎢⎢−1.241 ⋅ 10−1 ⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢−9.811 ⋅ 10−2 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ 9.163 ⋅ 10−3 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣
⎦

0
0
9.823 ⋅ 10−1
−1.824 ⋅ 10−1
−1.824 ⋅ 10−3
1.725 ⋅ 10−4

0
0
1.824 ⋅ 10−1
9.808 ⋅ 10−1
−3.7 ⋅ 10−3
3.427 ⋅ 10−4

⎡
⎤
1.027
⎢
⎥
⎢ 3.966 ⋅ 10−3 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
−2 ⎥
⎢
⎥
−9.426
⋅
10
CpT = ⎢⎢ 1.241 ⋅ 10−1 ⎥⎥ .
⎢
⎥
⎢−9.811 ⋅ 10−2 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢−9.163 ⋅ 10−3 ⎥
⎣
⎦

0
0
−1.824 ⋅ 10−3
3.7 ⋅ 10−3
2.795 ⋅ 10−1
2.795 ⋅ 10−1

⎤
0
⎥
⎥
0
⎥
−4 ⎥
−1.725 ⋅ 10 ⎥
⎥
3.427 ⋅ 10−4 ⎥⎥
−1 ⎥
−2.795 ⋅ 10 ⎥
−2.795 ⋅ 10−1 ⎥⎦
(2.20)

Chapter 3

Enhancing Flatbed Printer
Accuracy and Throughput using
Rational Basis Functions in ILC1
Increasing throughput in printing systems demands for control strategies that
do not suffer from the presently existing tradeoff between speed and accuracy.
The aim of this chapter is to develop a new flexible and optimal control approach
for a state-of-the-art flatbed printer. The main method involves exploiting concepts from Iterative Learning Control (ILC) and rational feedforward control.
An experimental implementation on the flatbed printer demonstrates significant
performance and flexibility improvements of rational basis functions with respect
to polynomial basis functions and standard norm-optimal ILC.

3.1

Introduction

Present printing systems are subject to a tradeoff between level of detail and
speed [65]. For instance, document printing is a prime example where accurate
position control is essential, since small errors directly result in visual artifacts
in the print [134, 177]. An overview of a document printing process is shown
in Fig. 3.1. When the printhead is commanded to move slowly, the command
is followed accurately. This results in a high-quality printed image. When the
speed is increased, the position of the printhead can severely deviate from the
commanded position. The effects on the printed image are detrimental.
To maximize throughput, the reference trajectory for the printhead is typically optimized for each document. In particular consider Fig. 3.1, where the
1 This

chapter is in part based on [182–184]
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printhead

slow and accurate

fast and inaccurate
Fig. 3.1. Illustration of a speed-accuracy tradeoff in present document printing. At slow speed (top), satisfactory quality is achieved since the printhead
follows the commanded positions accurately. At high speed (bottom), the actual
printhead position severely deviates from the commanded position, yielding a
bad quality print.

meandering movement of the printhead is shown. In Fig. 3.1, the full printing area is covered with the trajectory. In case the document is smaller, the
length of the meandering movement is reduced to achieve increased throughput.
Hence, typical reference changes for the printhead include displacement variations, while other main characteristics such as acceleration and maximal velocity
remain similar.
Control has a key role in the speed/accuracy tradeoff illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
Therefore, increasing throughput and accuracy in printing systems through control is investigated. The control objective is to achieve a high performance and
enable the required flexibility with respect to the task.
Iterative Learning Control (ILC) [32,68,113] is potentially well-suited for the
control of printing systems, see earlier successful applications of ILC in printing
[22, 170]. This is mainly by virtue of the dramatic performance improvements
enabled through ILC and the repetitive nature of printing processes. In ILC,
the control signals are updated from repetition to repetition by learning from
measurement data of past repetitions. Conceptually, this enables the elimination
of all repetitive errors. Other successful applications of ILC include additive
manufacturing [7, 75], robotic arms [168], printing systems [22], pick-and-place
machines, electron microscopes, and wafer stages [70, 102, 104].
While ILC is known to achieve very good tracking performance, the learned
command signal is optimal for a specific task only. Extrapolation to other tasks
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can lead to significant performance degradation, see e.g., [21,83,102], and Chapters 1 and 2 of this thesis. Various approaches are developed in order to introduce
flexibility with respect to the task. In [104], a segmented approach to ILC is presented and applied to a wafer stage. This approach is further extended in [75],
where the complete task is divided into subtasks that are learned individually.
The use of such a signal library is restricting in the sense that the tasks are
required to consist of standardized building blocks that must be learned a priori. The use of a time-varying robustness filter [30,144] introduces extrapolation
capabilities for specific filter structures [144], though only for a restricted class of
reference variations. In [56] an initial input selection for ILC is proposed. This
method can be used to re-initialize the ILC after a reference change, see the
related results in [83]. The re-initialization mapping is static and model-based,
hence modeling errors directly affect the extrapolation capabilities. In addition,
the reference must be known a priori.
Although many important developments in the extrapolation properties
of ILC are made, the performance of printing systems hinges on the accuracy/flexibility tradeoff which results in an achieved throughput. This chapter aims to exploit recent theoretical results in ILC [21, 184] and instrumentalvariable based system identification [10, 61] to develop a control strategy for
highly accurate positioning in printing systems while achieving maximal flexibility with respect to the tasks. To this end, basis functions in ILC are considered [21,60,102,173,184]. The key idea is to introduce extrapolation capabilities
with respect to the task through a parameterization of the control signal using
basis functions. The parameters of the basis are determined with an optimal
ILC algorithm. A related approach is presented in [13, 14], where the parameters of a polynomial basis are estimated directly from measurement data using
a system identification approach instead of ILC. In this chapter, a rational basis
is considered for potential increased performance and extrapolation capabilities
with respect to a polynomial basis.
In the present chapter, several ILC approaches are analyzed from the perspective of achieving maximal performance and flexibility for an industrial flatbed
printer. The main contributions are as follows.
1. Performance improvements using standard feedback, feedforward, and ILC
are investigated. It is shown that flexible dynamics in the flatbed printer
hamper achievable performance using standard feedforward and feedback
designs. Subsequently, the lack of flexibility in standard ILC is elaborated
on.
2. The use of polynomial and rational basis functions in ILC is presented. It is
shown that the polynomial basis severely restricts achievable performance
and flexibility for the flatbed printer, while the rational basis conceptually
delivers perfect performance and extrapolation capabilities.
3. Several algorithms for ILC with rational basis functions are investigated,
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the algorithms are analyzed in terms of their effectiveness in delivering
optimal performance.
4. An experimental implementation using the flatbed printer is presented. A
standard ILC algorithm and ILC with both polynomial and rational basis
functions are validated for typical printing conditions involving different
reference trajectories.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, the problem that is addressed is
defined in detail in Section 3.2. A discussion on performance improvements using
classical control techniques is presented in Section 3.3. Next, basis functions
are introduced in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5, norm-optimal ILC algorithms to
determine the learning update are presented. The effectiveness of the algorithms
in delivering optimal performance for rational basis functions is investigated
in Section 3.6. In Section 3.7, the experimental implementation is presented,
followed by the conclusions and ongoing research in Section 3.8.
Preliminaries A discrete-time transfer function is denoted as H(z), with z
a complex indeterminate. The ith element of a vector θ is expressed as θ[i].
A matrix B ∈ RN ×N is defined positive definite iff xT Bx > 0, ∀x ≠ 0 ∈ RN and
is denoted as B ≻ 0. A matrix C ∈ RN ×N is defined positive semi-definite iff
xT Cx ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ RN and√is denoted as C ⪰ 0. For a vector x, the weighted 2-norm
is denoted as ∣∣x∣∣W ∶= xT W x, where W is a weighting matrix. If W = I, then
W is tacitly omitted.
All signals and systems are discrete time, with the time index denoted as t.
Signals are often implicitly assumed of length N . Given a system H(z), an input
u(t), and an output y(t). Let h(t) be the impulse response of H(z). Assume
that for u(t) = 0 for t < 0 and t ≥ N , then, the response of H to u in the interval
0 ≤ t < N is given by
y(t) =

t

∑

h(l)u(t − l),

l=t+1−N

with 0 ≤ t < N . Hence,
⎡ y(0) ⎤ ⎡ h(0) h(−1) ⋯ h(1−N ) ⎤ ⎡ u(0) ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ y(1) ⎥ ⎢⎢ h(1) h(0) ⋯ h(2−N ) ⎥⎥ ⎢ u(1) ⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎢
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥=⎢
⎥,
⎥ ⎢⎢
⋱
⋮
⎢
⎥ ⎢ ⋮
⎥
⋮
⋮
⎥⎢
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎥
⎢y(N − 1)⎥ ⎣ h(N −1) h(N −2) ⋯ h(0) ⎦ ⎢u(N − 1)⎥
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶ ´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶ ´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶
y
u
H
with H ∈ RN ×N a finite-time matrix representation of H(z), and u ∈ RN ×1 , y ∈
RN ×1 the input and output vectors in the finite-time interval. Note that H(z)
is not restricted to be a causal system.
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3.2 Problem formulation: requirements for printing
A transfer function with linear parametric coefficients is denoted as
m

H(θ, z) = ∑ ξi (z)θ[i],

(3.1)

i=1

with parameters θ ∈ Rm×1 , and basis functions ξi (z), here i = 1, 2, ... , m. The
finite-time response of H to input u is given by
y = H(θ)u = ΨHu θ

(3.2)

with ΨHu = [ξ1 u, ξ2 u, ... , ξm u] ∈ RN ×m , here ξi ∈ RN ×N are the matrix representations corresponding to ξi (z).
As an example, let N = 4, ξ1 (z) = 1 and ξ2 (z) = z −1 , then from (3.1) follows
H(θ, z) = θ[1] + z −1 θ[2], and accordingly:
⎡θ[1]
0
⎢
⎢θ[2] θ[1]
⎢
H(θ) = ⎢
⎢ 0
θ[2]
⎢
⎢ 0
0
⎣

⎡u(1)
0
0 ⎤⎥
⎢
⎢u(2)
⎥
0
0 ⎥
⎢
⎥ , ΨHu = ⎢
⎢u(3)
θ[1]
0 ⎥⎥
⎢
⎢u(4)
θ[2] θ[1]⎥⎦
⎣

0 ⎤⎥
u(1)⎥⎥
⎥.
u(2)⎥⎥
u(3)⎥⎦

Using the latter, (3.2) can be verified.

3.2

Problem formulation: requirements for printing

In this section the state-of-the-art flatbed printing system is presented, followed
by the problem formulation.

3.2.1

Experimental system: Arizona flatbed printer

The system considered in present chapter is an industrial flatbed printer. The
flatbed printer is presented in Fig. 3.2. The carriage (which holds the printheads)
has four degrees of freedom: translations x, y and z, and a small rotation ϕ
around the z axis. The y axis of the carriage is considered for control in the
present chapter. The actuator is a current-driven brushless electrical motor with
input u that is connected to the carriage via a steel belt drive. The sensor is an
optical encoder mounted in the carriage, resulting in a position measurement y.
The carriage system is denoted as P0 , with y = P0 u.
In the flatbed printer, ultraviolet (UV) light is used to cure the ink. Two UV
lamps are connected to the carriage, these are indicated in Fig. 3.2. Increasing
productivity requirements may lead to increased carriage sizes, and hence also
increased lamp sizes. To simulate these developments, additional weights are
attached to the lamps.
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belt drive

lamps carriage

motor
z
x

y

Fig. 3.2. Océ Arizona flatbed printer at the CST Motion laboratory, Eindhoven
University of Technology. The printer has four motion axes, the carriage can
translate in the x, y, and z directions, and rotate around the z axis with angle
ϕ (not indicated). The y translation of the carriage is considered for control in
the present chapter. The position sensor for y is located inside the carriage, the
motor with input u is connected via a belt-drive to the carriage. The UV lamps
introduce parasitic flexible dynamics.

System identification is performed to illustrate that the flatbed printer suffers
from parasitic flexible dynamics. A frequency response measurement Pfrf and a
parametric model P (z) are presented with a bode diagram in Fig. 3.3. Details
of the system identification procedure are elaborated on in Section 3.7. Analysis
of Pfrf (z) reveals an anti-resonance at 7 Hz, and a resonance at 7.75 Hz. This
anti-resonance/resonance pair is associated with the decoupling (see [86]) of
the UV-lamps of the carriage in Fig. 3.2. It will be shown that these flexible
dynamics are detrimental for positioning accuracy when standard feedforward
and feedback control approaches are used.

3.2.2

Problem formulation

Increasing throughput requirements in printing systems demand accurate positioning and flexibility with respect to the reference trajectories. Increasing
printing speeds requires higher actuator forces or a decrease in mass, leading
to more flexible structures. In both cases, a pronounced flexible behavior is expected. This leads to the following requirements for control of printing systems.
R1. The approach should be able to deal with next-generation printing systems
that exhibit pronounced flexible dynamical behavior.
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Fig. 3.3. Bode diagram of the frequency response measurement Pfrf (z) (⋯)
and identified model P (z) (–). The flexible dynamics at approximately 7.5 Hz
are associated with the UV lamps, and are clearly visible.

R2. The approach should be able to deal with optimal and varying trajectories,
which may be unknown a priori.
The approach in meeting requirements R1 and R2 is as follows. First, it
is shown in the next section that classical feedforward and feedback design approaches are not suitable in meeting requirement R1. Second, it is highlighted
that standard ILC is potentially suited for R1, but the lack of flexibility with
respect to the task renders standard ILC not suited for requirement R2. To this
end, basis functions are introduced. Several approaches are analyzed in terms
of meeting R1 and R2, and validated in an experimental implementation. The
results show significantly improved performance and extrapolation capabilities.

3.3

Experimental system and classical control

In this section, it is illustrated that standard control approaches including feedforward and ILC [32] are not suited in meeting the requirements in Section 3.2
for the experimental system.

3.3.1

Control setup

The considered control setup is shown in Fig. 3.4. The printing system operates
repetitively. Each task is considered as a separate trial with finite length and the
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fj
ej

rj
−

C

uj

P0

yj

Fig. 3.4. Considered control setup.

corresponding signals are indexed with trial index j. The system P0 resembles
the carriage in Fig. 3.2 with yj = P0 uj . In Fig. 3.4, C is a feedback controller,
rj is an iteration-varying reference position, ej = rj − yj is the tracking error,
and fj is a feedforward signal. Typical references include forward and backward
movements with varying displacements. From Fig. 3.4 follows
ej = Srj − S0 P0 fj ,

(3.3)

with
S0 ∶=

1
,
1 + P0 C

the sensitivity.

3.3.2

Standard feedforward and feedback control

The performance of the flatbed printer in Fig. 3.2 is evaluated when standard
feedback control and feedback with feedforward is used. It is shown that the
flexible dynamics of the UV lamps significantly impacts the achievable performance.
The feedback controller C is given and consists of a lead/lag filter with integral action up to 5 Hz and a first-order low-pass filter that introduces roll-off
for frequencies of 60 Hz and higher. The achieved bandwidth2 is 7 Hz. The
achieved robustness is sufficient, with a modulus margin3 of 12 dB. This relatively high modulus margin is attributed to the strong integral action in C,
which is required to suppress low-frequency trial-varying disturbances, see [55]
for additional feedback design considerations.
A standard model-based feedforward design is followed, see e.g., [55, 157],
yielding a feedforward signal f ff , wherein the required acceleration force and
friction compensation are included using knowledge of P0 and rj . The feedforward is tuned using typical forward and backward movement references. The
feedforward is implemented in the control setup in Fig. 3.4 by setting fj ∶= f ff .
To illustrate the performance of feedback and feedforward, consider the cumulative power spectrum of a typical error measurement ej in Fig. 3.5. This
2 Frequency
3 Peak

of the first 0-dB crossing of P C.
value of ∣S∣.
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Fig. 3.5. Cumulative power spectrum of a typical measurement ej with feedback only (–), and feedback with acceleration and friction feedforward implemented (- -). The results show that feedforward significantly improves the
tracking performance, yielding a factor 6.5 reduction. Note that the error increases significantly at approximately 7 Hz in both approaches due the flexible
dynamics of the UV lamps.

error is measured while performing a forward and backward movement of the
carriage, (see r1 in Fig. 3.8 in Section 3.7). The results show that a significant
performance improvement is achieved using feedforward next to standard feedback, achieving a factor 6.5 reduction in error energy. However, analysis also
reveals that the error energy increases significantly at approximately 7 Hz. Indeed, this can be attributed to the flexible dynamics of the UV lamps in Fig. 3.2,
see the anti-resonance/resonance phenomenon around 7 Hz in Fig. 3.3. In fact,
the major part of the remaining tracking error can be attributed to these flexible
dynamics. It is expected that increasing the feedback control gain around 7 Hz
does not significantly improve the performance due to causality constraints in
feedback control, see e.g, [149, 156].
As illustrated, a standard feedforward/feedback design suffers from performance degradation when the system is subject to parasitic flexible dynamics.
Consequently, these approaches are not directly suited for requirement R1 in
Section 3.2. Further performance improvements may be achieved by using ILC,
potentially meeting requirement R1. The use of ILC is hence investigated next.

3.3.3

Lack of flexibility in standard iterative learning control

Standard ILC approaches such as [32, 68] are known to achieve excellent performance improvements in general, hence meeting requirement R1 in Section 3.2.
However, a key assumption in ILC is that the task of the system is invariant
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under the repetitions. As a consequence, the learned command signal is optimal
for the specific task only. This may lead to significant performance deterioration when reference changes are introduced, hence ILC is not directly suited for
meeting requirement R2 in Section 3.2. This is illustrated next.
Standard ILC approaches consider algorithms of the form
fj+1 = Qfj + Lej ,

(3.4)

here, Q is a robustness filter and L is a learning filter. Appropriate substitution
of ej , see (3.3), in (3.4) leads to iteration domain dynamics
fj+1 = (Q − LS0 P0 ) fj + LS0 rj ,

(3.5)
−1

For the purpose of illustration, set Q = I and L = (S0 P0 ) , hence S0 P0 is
assumed invertible and known. In this case, (3.5) reduces to fj+1 = P0−1 rj .
Substituting the latter in ej+1 = S0 rj+1 − S0 P0 fj+1 yields
ej+1 = S0 (rj+1 − rj ) .

(3.6)

The latter shows that perfect performance with ej+1 = 0 is achieved in case
rj+1 = rj . However, as an example, assume that rj+1 = −rj , hence each trial the
reference changes sign. In this case, (3.6) reveals that in the resulting error ej+1 =
−2S0 rj , consequently, the resulting error is twice as large the error achieved
with feedback control only, which can be verified by setting fj = 0 in (3.7).
In essence, changing the reference in standard ILC has identical effects on the
performance as trial-varying disturbances, see [21, 22, 184] for further analysis.
By virtue of (3.6), standard ILC is not directly suited for meeting requirement
R2 in Section 3.2. Therefore, the use of basis functions in ILC is considered
next.

3.4

Using rational basis functions in ILC

The essence of obtaining the ideal feedforward signal lies in choosing fj to be a
function of rj . Let fj = F (θj )rj , with F (θ) the finite-time matrix representation
of a system F (θ, z) with parameters θj . The particular structure of F (θ) and
algorithms to determine θj remain to be chosen. Subsequent substitution of
fj = F (θj )rj into (3.3) yields
ej = S0 r − S0 P0 F (θj )rj

(3.7)

= S0 (I − P0 F (θj )) rj .
Equation (3.7) reveals that if the feedforward is parameterized in terms of the
reference rj , then the error in (3.7) can be made invariant under the choice of rj ,
given that F (θj ) = P0−1 , yielding ej = 0 ∀rj . This shows that if F (θj ) = P0−1 , perfect performance and extrapolation capabilities with respect to rj are obtained,
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F (θj )
ILC algorithm
rj
−
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fj
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P0

yj

Fig. 3.6. Iterative learning control setup with basis functions F (θj ) implemented.

potentially meeting requirements R1 and R2 in Section 3.2. The introduced
feedforward parameterization F (θj ) is implemented in the controller structure
and shown in Fig. 3.6.
Structure choices for F (θj ) include polynomial parameterizations in θj and
rational parameterizations in θj , both are elaborated on next.
• The structure of F (θj ) is often chosen as a polynomial function that is
linear in θj , e.g., a FIR filter, see [60, 70, 102], in order to retain a specific
analytic solution for θj . For this particular choice, the structure of F (θj )
is referred to as using polynomial basis functions. A consequence of using
polynomial basis functions is that F (θj ) = P0−1 can only be achieved for a
rational P0 if N parameters are used. Especially for lightly damped flexible
systems such as the flatbed printer, see requirement R1 in Section 3.2, the
‘tail’ of the dynamics can be very long [86]. Hence, it is expected that using
polynomial basis functions for the flatbed printer poses a severe restriction
in achievable performance and extrapolation capabilities.
• To achieve optimal performance and extrapolation capabilities for rational
systems, a rational structure for F (θj ) is proposed in [21, 184] (see also
Chapter 2), and this is referred to as using rational basis functions in
the present chapter. Conceptually, a rational basis facilitates an efficient
parameterization that achieves F (θj ) = P0−1 for rational systems using
significantly less parameters than a polynomial basis.
A general rational basis, that encompasses and extends the rational basis structures in [21, 184] (and Chapter 2) is presented next.
Definition 3.4.1 (Rational basis functions). The rational basis functions are
defined as
fj = F (θj )rj

(3.8)

where F (θj ) is the finite-time matrix representation of F(θj , z) ∈ F, with
F={

A(θj , z)
∣ θ j ∈ Rm } ,
B(θj , z)

(3.9)
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and
m

A
A(θj , z) = ξ A
0 (z) + ∑ ξ n (z)θj [n],

(3.10)

B
B(θj , z) = ξ B
0 (z) + ∑ ξ n (z)θj [n],

(3.11)

n=1
m

n=1

B
here, ξ A
n (z), ξ n (z), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , m are polynomial functions in complex indeterminate z, and A(θj , z) and B(θj , z) are linear parameters θj ∈ Rm×1 .

Remark 3.4.2. Note a subtle difference in the present definition of A(θj , z)
and B(θj , z) with the definition in [21, 184] (and Chapter 2). In the present
chapter, θj has no specific partitioning, in contrast to these earlier approaches
⊺

⊺ ⊺

where θj = [θjA , θjB ] .
The basis in (3.9) is referred to as rational since it contains parameters in
both the numerator and denominator. Importantly, both poles and zeros in
F (θj ) can be introduced and optimized with θj to achieve F (θ) = P0−1 . Next,
it is shown that several pre-existing feedforward basis choices are captured as
special cases.
A
1. Standard feedforward is recovered by setting ξ B
0 (z) = 1 and ξ n (z) =
B
ξ n (z) = 0 for n = 1, . . . , m, yielding B(θj , z) = 1 and A(θj , z) = ξ A
0 (z),
A
hence fj = ξ A
0 rj . Here, ξ 0 has the interpretation of a feedforward filter,
and could for instance include differentiators to achieve velocity, acceleration, etc., feedforward.

2. Polynomial (or FIR) basis functions are recovered by setting ξ B
0 (z) = 1 and
ξB
(z)
=
0
for
n
=
1,
.
.
.
,
m,
yielding
B(θ
,
z)
=
1,
resulting
in
f
j
j = A(θj )rj ,
n
with A(θj ) the finite-time representation of A(θj , z).
3. A basis with pre-specified poles such as in [72] is recovered by setting
B
ξB
n (z) = 0 for n = 1, . . . , m, yielding B(θj , z) = ξ 0 (z).
The rational basis in Definition 3.4.1 potentially enables perfect performance
and extrapolation capabilities for rational systems. The relation between θj and
ej is very complex in general for a rational structure for F (θj ) and prohibits an
optimal manual selection of θj . To achieve an optimal performance, the idea is to
use norm-optimal ILC algorithms to determine θj+1 , such that ej+1 is minimized
given measurement data ej , fj , and rj .

3.5

Norm-optimal algorithms for ILC with rational and polynomial basis functions

Norm-optimal ILC is an important class of ILC algorithms, where fj+1 is determined from the solution of an optimization problem using measurements of ej
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and fj , see [3, 68, 93]. The following performance criterion is typical in normoptimal ILC approaches.
Definition 3.5.1 (Performance criterion). The performance criterion is given
by
J (θj+1 ) ∶=

(3.12)

2
∥êj+1 (θj+1 )∥We

2
+ ∥fj+1 (θj+1 )∥Wf

2
+ ∥fj+1 (θj+1 ) − fj ∥W∆f

with We , Wf , W∆f ⪰ 0 and êj+1 = ej − P S(fj+1 − fj ). Here, P S is a model of
P0 S0 .
In (3.12), We , Wf , and W∆f are user-defined weighting matrices to specify performance and robustness objectives such as robustness with respect to
model uncertainty (Wf ) and sensitivity to trial varying disturbances (W∆f ), see
e.g., [174]. These matrices should satisfy certain conditions that are developed
later in this section. The weighting matrices can be tailored towards different
motion tasks such as reference tracking, point-to-point tasks, residual vibration
suppression, and rate-limiting.
∗
The parameters that minimize (3.12) are denoted as θj+1
, and are given by
∗
θj+1
= arg min J (θj+1 ).
θj+1

(3.13)

Using the rational basis functions in (3.9) introduces significant complexity
in determining (3.13), as elaborated on in [21] (and Chapter 2). Therefore, several solution algorithms are investigated next. First, a straight-forward analytic
solution to (3.13) for polynomial basis functions is presented, followed by two
different approaches for rational basis functions.

3.5.1

Analytic solution for polynomial basis functions

In case polynomial basis functions are used, (3.13) can be solved analytically
since in this case (3.12) is a quadratic function in θj+1 . Assume that B(θj , z) = 1,
as discussed in Section 3.4. A norm-optimal ILC algorithm that minimizes (3.12)
each trial is presented next.
Algorithm 3.5.2 (ILC with a polynomial basis). Given a basis fj = A(θj )rj ,
weighting matrices We , Wf , W∆f ⪰ 0 such that (3.12) is a well-defined criterion
(see Appendix A, see pp. 76), and initial parameters θ0 . Then, set j = 0 and
perform the following steps:
1. Perform an experiment with fj and rj , measure ej ,
2. determine Lpol , Qpol and Rpol ,
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3. determine
θj+1 = Lpol ej + Qpol fj − Rpol rj ,

(3.14)

4. implement fj+1 = F (θj+1 )rj+1 , set j → j + 1 and go back to step 1.
Expressions for the learning filter Lpol , robustness filter Qpol and direct
feedthrough Rpol are given in Appendix A, see pp. 76.
Note that no a priori knowledge of rj+1 is needed in determining θj+1 with
(3.14) in step 3. In case F (θj+1 ) is causal, fj+1 can be generated directly in
real-time during step 1. Also note that a causal structure for F (θj ) does not
imply that the learning algorithm is causal, hence in (3.14) the full non-causal
learning capabilities in ILC are exploited.
<k−1> )−1
Remark 3.5.3. In the case of unstable F (θj+1 ) in (3.8) or unstable B (θj+1
in Appendix B, see pp. 77, and Appendix C, see pp. 78, the filtering operations
cannot be performed in the usual manner, since time domain computation leads
to unbounded results. Several approaches to calculate the filtered signals can be
pursued, including: i) approximations, e.g., see [36, 66, 161], and ii) exact methods, for instance, the stable inversion approach in [49,110], see also Section 2.5.3
in Chapter 2. In the latter, the filter is seen as a non-causal operator instead of
an unstable one, see also [166, Section 1.5].

As is elaborated on in Section 3.4, the use of a polynomial bases for rational
systems severely restricts the achievable performance and extrapolation capabilities. The algorithms in [21] (see Chapter 2) and [184] enable the use of rational
basis functions in ILC and are investigated next.

3.5.2

Algorithms for ILC with rational basis functions

The difficulty associated with the rational structure for F (θj ) in Definition 3.4.1
involves the complexity of solving the corresponding optimization problem in
(3.13). In fact, the rational basis (3.9) in general prevents an analytic solution to
(3.13). On the other hand, significantly increased performance and extrapolation
capabilities may be achieved. Two solutions are investigated.
The fist solution, see [21] (see Chapter 2), has close connections with algorithms in system identification, see [146, 154], the algorithm in [21] is referred
to as Steiglitz-McBride (SM) approach. The SM approach relies on introducing
a weighting B(θj+1 ) in the performance criterion (3.12) such that the weighted
performance criterion is quadratic in θj+1 , enabling an analytic solution along
similar lines as with the polynomial basis functions. The introduced weighting
is then compensated in an iterative numerical procedure, recovering the original
cost function. The second solution, see [184] is referred to as instrumentalvariable (IV) approach in the present chapter, given the close connections with
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related system identification algorithms, see e.g. [10, 61]. Here, the same idea of
iterative re-weighing is applied to the gradient of (3.12) instead of (3.12) directly.
The differences in these approaches are clarified further in the following.
The SM solution is proposed in [21] and presented next.
Algorithm 3.5.4 (ILC with a rational basis, SM approach). Given a rational
basis
F (θj , z) =

A(θj , z)
,
B(θj , z)

with fj = F (θj )rj , and F (θj ) the finite-time matrix representation of (3.15),
weighting matrices We , Wf , W∆f ⪰ 0 such that (3.12) is a well-defined criterion
(see Appendix B, see pp. 77), and initial parameters θ0 . Then, set j = k = 0 and
perform the following steps:
1. Perform an experiment with fj and rj , measure ej ,
k>
k>
<k> ,
2. determine L<sm
, Q<sm
and Rsm

3. determine
<k> = L<k> e + Q<k> f − R<k> r ,
θj+1
sm j
sm j
sm j

4. set k → k + 1 and repeatedly go back to 2 until a pre-specified maximal
<k→∞> , then proceed to the next
number of iterations is met resulting in θj+1
step,
<k→∞> and implement f
5. set θj+1 = θj+1
j+1 = F (θj+1 )rj+1 , set j → j + 1, k = 0,
and go back to step 1.
k>
k>
Expressions for the learning filter L<sm
, robustness filter Q<sm
and direct
feedthrough R<k> are given in Appendix B, see pp. 77.
sm

Despite the fact that the performance criterion in (3.13) is non-convex for a
rational basis in general, practical use of similar approaches as Algorithm 3.5.4
have revealed good convergence properties yielding fast convergence to a fixed
point which often coincides with a low value of the performance criterion, e.g.,
see [158] and [137]. Indeed, related algorithms, see [146, 154], and [15] are used
abundantly in system identification.
Although fast convergence and increased performance is demonstrated with
Algorithm 3.5.4 in [21], the resulting θj+1 at step 5 is not necessarily a minimum
of the the performance criterion in (3.12). Indeed, the iterative re-weighting in
(3.12) recovers the original unweighted performance criterion after convergence
<k> , this does however not imply that the original unweighted gradient is
in θj+1
recovered, see the analysis in [184] and Section 3.6 of the present chapter. To this
end, an improved algorithm is proposed in [184] and this algorithm is presented
next.
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Algorithm 3.5.5 (ILC with a rational basis, IV approach). Given a rational
basis
F (θj , z) =

A(θj , z)
,
B(θj , z)

(3.15)

with fj = F (θj )rj , and F (θj ) the finite-time matrix representation of (3.15),
weighting matrices We , Wf , W∆f ⪰ 0 such that (3.12) is a well-defined criterion
(see Appendix C, see pp. 78), and initial parameters θ0 . Then, set j = k = 0 and
perform the following steps:
1. Perform an experiment with fj and rj , measure ej ,
2. Determine L<k> , Q<k> and R<k> .
iv

iv

iv

3. Determine
<k> = L<k> e + Q<k> f − R<k> r .
θj+1
iv j
iv j
iv j

4. Set k → k + 1 and repeatedly go back to 2 until a pre-specified maximal
<k→∞> , then proceed to the next
number of iterations is met resulting in θj+1
step.
5. Set θ
= θ<k→∞> and implement f
= F (θ )r , set j → j + 1, k = 0
j+1

j+1

j+1

j+1

j+1

and go back to step 1.
<k> , robustness filter Q<k> and direct
Expressions for the learning filter Liv
iv
<
k>
feedthrough Riv are given in Appendix B, see pp. 78.

Similar to the SM approach, the convergence of IV Algorithm 3.5.5 is experienced to be good [184], as is also observed in closely related algorithms in
instrumental variable system identification, see [10, 61].
The key difference with the SM approach, see Algorithm 3.5.4, is that if the
IV approach converges, then the resulting θj+1 at step 5 is guaranteed to be a
minimizer of the performance criterion in (3.12), see [184] for a detailed theoretical analysis. Indeed, in case the dynamics of P0−1 are not fully captured in
(3.9), bias in θj+1 resulting from Algorithm 3.5.4 may be present. This implies
that θj+1 resulting from step 5 in Algorithm 3.5.4 is not necessarily a minimizer
of (3.12). Furthermore, this bias is typically larger in case of stochastic disturbances, see [171]. The effects of bias in θj+1 are investigated in the following
section.

3.6

Analysis of algorithm optimality through simulation

In this section the performance of the algorithms outlined in the previous section
is illustrated with a simulation example. In addition, the optimality of the
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algorithms is investigated by evaluating the gradient of the cost function after
the algorithms have converged.
The carriage model P shown in Fig. 3.3 and the feedback controller C presented in Section 3.3 are used in the simulations. A forward and backward
reference trajectory is used, see r1 in Fig. 3.8 in Section 3.7. The performance of
polynomial and rational basis functions is evaluated using θj ∈ R4 for both approaches, i.e. m = 4 in Definition 3.4.1. Hence, the same number of parameters
is used to illustrate that significantly improved performance can be achieved by
using a rational basis. The simulations are fully deterministic, i.e., without simulated stochastic effects such as measurement noise. The structures for F (θj )
are presented next.

3.6.1

Polynomial basis selection

For the simulation with polynomial basis functions F pol (θjpol , z) = Apol (θjpol , z),
and the structure of Apol (θj , z) is as follows
2

Apol (θj , z) = K(z) (1 + ( z−1
) θj [1] + ( z−1
) θj [2]+
zTs
zTs
3

(3.16)
4

) θj [3] + ( z−1
) θj [4]) ,
( z−1
zTs
zTs
here Ts = 10−3 is the sampling time and K(z) = α (z − 1) with α = 7.15 ⋅ 105
is a double differentiator that constitutes a fixed acceleration feedforward. This
choice for A(θj , z) has the interpretation of compensating forces related to acceleration, jerk, and higher order effects, see e.g., [91]. The coefficients ξ A
n (z) with
n = 1, 2, . . . 4 in Definition 3.4.1 follow from (3.16). The resulting feedforward for
polynomial basis functions in the simulation is given by fjpol = F pol (θjpol )rj .
2

3.6.2

Rational basis selection

In rational basis functions, both poles and zeros are parameterized in the feedforward basis using numerator Arat (θjrat , z) and denominator Brat (θjrat , z). The
rational feedforward basis is given by
F rat (θj , z) =

Arat (θj , z)
,
Brat (θj , z)

(3.17)

with
2

z−1
z−1
Arat (θj , z) = K(z) (1 + ( zT
) θj [1] + ( zT
) θj [2]) ,
s
s
2

Brat (θj , z) = 1 + ( z−1
) θj [3] + ( z−1
) θj [4].
zTs
zTs
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The resulting feedforward signal is given by fjrat = F rat (θjrat )rj with F rat (θjrat )
the finite-time matrix representation of (3.17) with θj = θjrat . The rational basis
includes a second order numerator and a second order denominator, hence two
zeros and two poles are optimized, for instance to compensate for the effects of
flexible dynamics.
Remark 3.6.1. In case F (θj ) is unstable, stable inversion is used to compute
the filtered signals, see [49,110]. Also, both the polynomial and rational bases are
non-proper. In this case, filtering is performed by time-shifting rj before filtering
and shifting fj back after filtering, see [21] (and also Chapter 2) for more details
on this approach.

3.6.3

Weighting matrices and algorithm settings

The weighting matrices in the performance criterion in (3.12) are selected
We = I ⋅ 106 , Wf = W∆f = 0, hence a minimal tracking error is pursued. The
initial parameters θ0 are set close to zero, i.e., in the order of 10−8 for improved
numerical conditioning. A maximum of 10 iterations in k is used, see step 4 in
Algorithm 3.5.4 and Algorithm 3.5.5. The model used in the learning filters is
identical to the model used for the simulations, hence, only two trials are needed
to achieve converged signals, see Section 3.3.3.

3.6.4

Simulation results

The simulations are invoked using a single reference that demands a forward
and backward movement of the carriage. The simulation results are presented
in Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.7. The results in Table 3.1 show that ILC with rational
basis functions significantly improves performance compared to a polynomial
basis, while the same number of parameters are used. In addition, the rational
IV approach achieves a 21% reduction in cost function value compared to the SM
approach. This is attributed to the bias in θj+1 resulting from the SM approach.
Indeed, analysis of the gradients of the cost function in Table 3.1 reveals that
both the polynomial and IV approach are very close to optimal, in contrast to
the rational SM approach, that shows a maximal absolute gradient of 3.43 after
convergence. The gradient of J (θj ) in (3.12) for Wf = W∆f = 0 is given by
∂fj
∂JWe (θj )
= −2ej We SP
,
∂θj
∂θj
∂fj
<k−1> = θ in (3.24). The converged tracking erfollows by setting θj+1
j
∂θj
rors are shown in Fig. 3.7. Clearly, the time domain data confirms the earlier
conclusions.

where
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J (θ∞ )

Approach
Polynomial
Rational SM
Rational IV

∂J
∣
∂θ θ∞
−5
3.38 ⋅ 10
3.43
1.94 ⋅ 10−6

max abs

0.111
8.21 ⋅ 10−4
6.80 ⋅ 10−4

Table 3.1. Convergence properties of the polynomial and rational approaches.
The results show that the polynomial approach is optimal. The SM approach
significantly improves performance with respect to the polynomial approach,
though it is not optimal. The use of the rational IV approach leads to an
improved performance with respect to the SM approach, and the IV approach
is also optimal, confirming the results in Section 3.5.

e∞ µm
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6.4
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7
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t [s]

Fig. 3.7. Simulation of the converged tracking error e∞ for the polynomial
basis (- -), rational basis SM approach (–), and rational basis IV approach (–).
Both rational approaches achieve significant performance improvements in comparison with the polynomial basis while using the same number of parameters,
and the rational IV approach achieves the best performance with approximately
21% improvement in cost function value.

3.6.5

Simulation conclusions

The simulation example illustrates that the rational SM approach is not optimal
in general. The ‘size’ of the bias in θj+1 depends on several factors, such as the
size of the set F in Definition 3.4.1 in relation to the true system P0 , and the
severity of noise and disturbances that may be present in practice, see [171] for
further analysis.
In the next section, the optimal rational IV approach is validated and compared with standard norm-optimal ILC and ILC with polynomial basis functions
in an experimental implementation on the flatbed printer in Fig. 3.2. The use
of the SM approach is not considered in the experiments of the present chapter,
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since it does not yield optimal performance, in contrast to the IV approach. For
an experimental study of the SM approach, see [21] (and also Chapter 2).

3.7

Experimental results

In this section, ILC with polynomial basis functions, ILC with rational basis
functions and standard ILC are experimentally verified using the Arizona flatbed
printer in Fig. 3.2. The objective is to verify the approaches in terms of achievable performance and extrapolation capabilities.
For the standard ILC algorithm, see (3.4). The learning filter L and robustness filter Q are determined using a standard norm-optimal approach using the
model in Fig. 3.3, see e.g., [32]. The learning filters follow by setting ΨA
rj = I
and ξ0A = 0 in (3.20) in Appendix A, see pp. 76.

3.7.1

System identification

A frequency response measurement of P0 is performed. A Gaussian noise excitation signal is used with a sampling frequency of 1 kHz. A Von Hann window is
used to deal with leakage effects. This yields a frequency response measurement
with a satisfactory quality for the purpose at hand. However, for an improved
measurement setup for motion systems, see the recent results in [119, Appendix
A]. The non-parametric model Pfrf is estimated using the procedure in [132,
Chapter 3]. The frequency response measurement Pfrf results from 150 averaged
measurement blocks to reduce the variance. The obtained frequency resolution
is 0.125 Hz. The parametric model P (z) is estimated using an iterative identification procedure, as e.g. in [146]. The resulting underlying state-space model
for P (z) is of 10th order. The Bode diagrams of Pfrf and P (z) are shown in
Fig. 3.3, see Section 3.3. The identified model P (z) resembles relatively well
with the measurement Pfrf for frequencies up to approximately 150 Hz.

3.7.2

Benchmark references

Three different reference trajectories are used in the experiments and are denoted
as r1 , r2 , and r3 . The references are presented in Fig. 3.8. It shows that forward
and backward movements are performed, which are typical references for the
carriage. The maximal displacement of r1 equals 2 m, with a maximal velocity
of 1 ms−1 , a forward acceleration of 1 ms−2 , and a backward acceleration of 6
ms−2 . The displacement of r2 equals 1.9 m and of r3 equals 1.8 m, with identical
maximal accelerations and velocities as r1 .
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Fig. 3.8. References r1 (–), r2 (⋯), and r3 (- -).

3.7.3

Basis functions selection

A standard feedforward design that compensates friction and acceleration forces
is already present in the experimental setup. This feedforward is incorporated
in the bases through a filter K(z). In particular, the basis functions are selected
as follows.
Rational basis basis, m = 8 parameters
The rational basis is given by
F rat (θjrat , z) =

A(θjrat , z)
B(θjrat , z)

(3.18)

,

with rational feedforward parameterization fjrat = F rat (θjrat )rj and F rat (θjrat )
the finite-time matrix representation of (3.18). The numerator A(θj , z) and
denominator B(θj , z) are selected as follows
2

z−1
) θj [1] + ( z−1
) θj [2]+
A(θj , z) = K(z) (1 + ( zT
zTs
s
3

(3.19)
4

( z−1
) θj [3] + ( z−1
) θj [4]) ,
zTs
zTs
2

z−1
B(θj , z) = 1 + ( z−1
) θj [5] + ( zT
) θj [6]+
zTs
s
3

4

) θj [7] + ( z−1
) θj [8],
( z−1
zTs
zTs
where K(z) is is given by
K(z) =

β(z − 1)2
z
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in the latter, β = 6.40 ⋅ 105 . The filter K(z) constitutes a fixed acceleration and
friction compensation, see [91, 157]. In addition to a numerator, the rational
basis includes a fourth order denominator constituting of four poles.
Polynomial basis, m = 4 parameters
The polynomial basis is given by F pol (θjpol , z) = A(θjpol , z), with A(θj , z) given in
(3.19). Hence, the structure of the polynomial basis is identical to the structure
of the numerator of the rational basis. The polynomial feedforward parameterization is given by fjpol = F pol (θjpol )rj , with F pol (θjpol ) the finite-time matrix
representation of F pol (θjpol , z).

3.7.4

Weighting matrices, settings, and initialization

The weighting matrices in the performance criterion in (3.12) are selected We =
I ⋅ 106 , and Wf = W∆f = 0, hence a minimal tracking error is pursued. For
standard ILC, an additional small weighting Wf is introduced to ensure a sensible
optimization criterion since SP is a singular matrix.
The initial parameters θ0 are set to values close to zero, i.e. in the order
10−8 , for improved numerical conditioning. For the rational basis functions,
a maximum of 10 iterations in k is used, see step 4 in Algorithm 3.5.5. For
standard ILC, f0 = 0.

3.7.5

Main experimental results

In total, 60 trials are performed, where the reference rj is given by
rj = r1 , for 0 ≤ j < 20,
rj = r2 , for 20 ≤ j < 40,
rj = r3 , for 40 ≤ j < 60.
Hence, the reference is changed at trials 20 and 40, enabling an in-depth analysis
of the performance during reference changes and in-between reference changes.
Note that during normal operation of the flatbed printer in Fig. 3.2, the references are expected to change approximately every trial, hence, much more often
than presented here.
The algorithms are invoked, and the results are presented in Fig. 3.9,
Fig. 3.10, Fig. 3.11, and Fig. 3.12, revealing the following key observations.
Analysis of the performance criterion in Fig. 3.9 reveals that the rational
basis achieves a factor 3.3 better performance than the polynomial basis for
r1 , a factor 1.9 for r2 and a factor 1.15 for r3 . The performance of the ILC
with a rational basis is much less sensitive to the reference variations than the
performance of the polynomial basis and standard ILC, illustrating significantly
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Fig. 3.9. Cost function values J (θj ). The performance of rational basis functions with the IV algorithm (×) is insensitive to the reference change r1 → r2
at j = 20 and slightly sensitive to the reference change r2 → r3 at j = 40. The
performance of ILC with polynomial basis functions (○) is sensitive for both
reference changes. The performance of standard norm-optimal (△) is extremely
sensitive to reference changes, resulting in a dramatic decrease in performance
at j = 20 and j = 40, hence, confirming (3.6).

improved extrapolation capabilities. Although standard ILC achieves the lowest
cost function values, the performance deteriorates drastically when the reference
is changed, leading to unacceptable values and confirming (3.6).
The cumulative power spectra of ej in Fig. 3.10 show that the rational basis
compensates the flexible dynamics around 7 Hz approximately a factor 5 better
than the polynomial basis for j = 20. In addition, the results support the earlier
observations since the performance of the polynomial basis and standard ILC
significantly deteriorates after the reference change at j = 21.
The time domain measurements of fj and ej in Fig. 3.11 show that the rational basis and standard ILC are able to generate control signals that compensate
the parasitic flexible dynamics, leading to significantly smaller tracking errors,
in contrast to the polynomial basis.
A comparison of the Bode diagrams of the converged feedforward filters in
Fig. 3.12 shows that the rational basis (black solid) indeed compensates the
flexible dynamics associated with the UV lamps attached to the carriage, see
Fig. 3.2 and the corresponding discussion in Section 3.2.
Concluding the experiments, the use of rational basis functions and IV ILC
Algorithm 3.5.5 is very promising in light of requirements R1 and R2 in Section 3.2, demonstrating significant performance improvements for a complex
industrial printing system with respect to polynomial basis functions, as well as
enhanced extrapolation capabilities.
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Fig. 3.10. Comparison of cumulative power spectra of e20 (left column, before
a reference change) and e21 (right column, after a reference change). The results
show that the IV algorithm for ILC with rational basis functions (top) achieves
approximately identical performance before and after a reference change. The
results also show that the performance using polynomial basis functions (center)
is more sensitive to the reference change than the performance using rational
basis functions. The results also show that standard norm-optimal ILC (bottom) achieves the best performance at e20 , while a reference change dramatically
decreases the performance in e20 .

3.8

Conclusion and outlook

The main result of the present chapter is a flexible and optimal control design
framework in order to meet speed and accuracy demands in next-generation
printing systems. Printing systems require a high positioning accuracy while
maintaining a large freedom in the reference trajectories. Therefore, rational
basis functions in ILC are employed.
The rational basis can potentially compensate effects related to parasitic flexible dynamics in the flatbed printer. The difficulty associated with a rational
basis lies in the synthesis of optimal learning controllers, since the analytic solu-
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Fig. 3.11. Time domain measurements of f10 (top) and e10 (bottom) for the IV
algorithm for ILC with rational basis functions (–), polynomial basis functions
(- -), and standard ILC (–). Clearly, the feedforward signal of standard ILC
and ILC with a rational basis compensate the oscillations in the error to a
large extent, in contrast to the polynomial basis, that cannot generate such
feedforward signals.

tion to optimal ILC algorithms is lost. Two solutions that have close connections
with well-known system identification techniques are investigated in terms of the
effectiveness in achieving optimal results.
The advantages of using a rational basis in ILC for a printing system are confirmed in a relevant experimental implementation, where significant performance
improvements as well as enhanced extrapolation capabilities are demonstrated.
Ongoing research is towards extending the approaches towards multivariable
systems, incorporating position dependent effects in the basis functions, as well
as investigating the numerical aspects along the lines of [71].

Magnitude [dB]
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Fig. 3.12.
Comparison of the Bode diagrams of the rational basis
pol
rat
F rat (θ59
, z)−1 (–) and polynomial basis F pol (θ59
, z)−1 (- -) with Pfrf (z) (–).
Clearly, the IV algorithm for ILC with rational basis functions compensates
the flexible dynamics associated with the UV lamps of the flatbed printer, in
contrast to the polynomial basis , that cannot include poles.

3.9

Appendix A: Learning filters for polynomial
basis functions

The learning filters for polynomial basis functions are given by
⊺

−1

⊺

−1

⊺

−1

T
A
Lpol = [ΨA
rj (J We J + Wf + W∆f ) Ψrj ]

T
A
Qpol = [ΨA
rj (J We J + Wf + W∆f ) Ψrj ]
T
A
Rpol = [ΨA
rj (J We J + Wf + W∆f ) Ψrj ]

⊺

T
(ΨA
rj J W e ) ,

(3.20)

⊺

T
ΨA
rj (J We J + W∆f ) ,
⊺

T
A
ΨA
rj (J We J + Wf + W∆f ) ξ0 ,

with
J ∶= SP

(3.21)

a model of the process sensitivity, weighting matrices We , Wf , W∆f ⪰ 0 such
that (3.12) is a well-defined criterion, i.e., ΨAr ⊺ (J T We J + Wf + W∆f ) ΨAr must have
full rank, the basis functions ΨA
rj are given by
j

A
ΨA
rj = [ξ1 rj ,

A
ξ2A rj , . . . , ξm
rj ] ,

j

(3.22)
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∗
and ξ0A resulting from (3.10). These learning filters yield θj+1
in (3.13) when
using polynomial basis functions. Note that in many cases the direct feedthrough
in A(θj ) is selected zero, i.e., ξ0A = 0 yielding Rpol = 0, see [11, 21, 102]. The
derivation of the learning filters follows along identical lines as in standard normoptimal ILC, e.g., [68] and is based on the necessary condition for optimality
∂J
= 0, and solving this linear equation for θj+1 , yields the parameter update
∂θj+1
in (3.14).

3.10

Appendix B: Learning filters for rational basis functions - Steiglitz-McBride approach

<k−1> = θ . The learning filters for rational basis functions
If k = 0, then initialize θj+1
j
with the SM approach are given by
−1
<k−1> )−1 ξ B
k>
= [ΨT1 We Ψ1 + ΨT2 (Wf + W∆f )Ψ2 ] ΨT1 We B (θj+1
L<sm
0
−1
k>
<k−1> )−1 ξ B J)
Q<sm
= [ΨT1 We Ψ1 + ΨT2 (Wf + W∆f )Ψ2 ] (ΨT2 W∆f + ΨT1 We B (θj+1
0

<k> =[ΨT W Ψ + ΨT (W + W )Ψ ] (ΨT W J + ΨT W + ΨT W ) B (θ<k−1> ) ξ A
Rsm
e 1
f
∆f
2
e
f
∆f
1
2
1
2
2
0
j+1
−1

−1

where
<k−1> )−1 [ΨA − ΨB − ΨB ] ,
Ψ1 = B (θj+1
ej
Jrj
Jfj
<k−1> )−1 ΨA .
Ψ2 = B (θj+1
rj

The basis functions are given by
A
ΨA
Jrj = [ξ1 Jrj
B
ΨB
ej = [ξ1 ej

ΨB
Jfj

=

[ξ1B Jfj

A
ξ2A Jrj , . . . , ξm
Jrj ] ,
A
ξ2B ej , . . . , ξm
ej ] ,

ξ2B Jfj ,

...

(3.23)

B
, ξm
Jfj ] ,

A
B
and see (3.22) for ΨA
rj . For ξn see (3.10), and for ξn , see (3.11), J is given in
(3.21). The weighting matrices We , Wf , W∆f ⪰ 0 should be chosen such that
(3.12) is a well-defined criterion, i.e., ΨT1 We Ψ1 + ΨT2 (Wf + W∆f )Ψ2 must have full
rank. For the key ideas behind this algorithm and a detailed derivation, see [21]
(or Chapter 2).
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3.11

Appendix C: Learning filters for rational basis functions - instrumental variable solution

<k−1> = θ . The learning filters for rational basis functions
If k = 0, then initialize θj+1
j
with the IV approach are given by
−1
L<ivk> = (ζ <k> Γ) ζ <k> J T We ξ0B ,
−1
Q<k> = (ζ <k> Γ) ζ <k> (J T W J + W
e

iv

<k> = (ζ <k> Γ)
Riv

−1

B
∆f ) ξ0 ,

ζ <k> (J T We J + Wf + W∆f ) ξ0A ,

with
Γ = (J T We J + Wf + W∆f ) ΨA
rj
T
B
− J T W e ΨB
ej − (J We J + W∆f ) Ψfj ,

and
<k−1> ⎞⊺
⎛ ∂fj+1
<
k>
−1 <k−1>
ζ =
<k−1> ⎠ B (θj+1 ),
⎝ ∂θj+1

where
<k−1>
∂fj+1
<k−1> )−1 ΨA − A(θ<k−1> )B (θ<k−1> )−2 ΨB .
= B (θj+1
rj
j+1
j+1
rj
k−1
<
>
∂θ

(3.24)

j+1

The basis functions are given by
B
ΨB
fj = [ξ1 fj

A
ξ2B fj , . . . , ξm
fj ] ,

B
ΨB
rj = [ξ1 rj

B
ξ2B rj , . . . , ξm
rj ] ,

B
A
B
see (3.22) for ΨA
rj , and see (3.23) for Ψej . For ξn see (3.10), for ξn , see (3.11),
and J is given in (3.21). The weighting matrices We , Wf , W∆f ⪰ 0 should be
chosen such that (3.12) is a well-defined criterion, i.e., ζ <k> Γ must have full rank.
For the key ideas behind this algorithm and a detailed derivation, see [184].

Chapter 4

Inferential Iterative Learning
Control: A 2D-System Approach1
Certain control applications require that performance variables are explicitly
distinguished from measured variables. The performance variables are not available for real-time feedback. Instead, they are often available after a task. This
enables the application of batch-to-batch control strategies such as Iterative
Learning Control (ILC) to the performance variables. The aim of this chapter
is first to show that the pre-existing ILC controllers may not be directly implementable in this setting, and second to develop a new approach that enables the
use of different variables for feedback and batch-to-batch control. The analysis
reveals that by using pre-existing ILC methods, the ILC and feedback controllers
may not be stable in an inferential setting. Therefore, the complete closed-loop
system is cast in a 2D framework to analyze stability. Several solution strategies
are outlined. The analysis is illustrated through an application example in a
printing system. Finally, the developed theory also leads to new results for traditional ILC algorithms in the common situation where the feedback controller
contains a pure integrator.

4.1

Introduction

Increasing performance requirements on systems demand an explicit distinction
between measured variables and performance variables. Performance variables
may not be available for real-time feedback control due to computational constraints, due to physical limitations in sensor placement, due to delays in ac1 Submitted for journal publication, preliminary results of this research are reported in
[24, 25].
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quiring measurements, etc. Examples include heat exchangers [128], printing
systems [22], distillation columns [178], motion systems [118] such as wafers
stages [119].
In many cases, the performance variables are available offline. For instance,
when the final product is inspected afterwards, the ‘true’ performance is revealed.
This enables batch-to-batch control using performance variables. A common
batch-to-batch control strategy is Iterative Learning Control (ILC) [32, 39, 64].
In ILC, the control signal is updated trial-to-trial using measurement data of
previous trials to improve performance. Traditionally, ILC is applied to the
measured variables that are also available for the feedback controller [77, 106,
127, 148]. This classical approach is well-established with many results on the
convergence and robustness properties [2, 3, 93, 113, 160].
A direct combination of ILC acting on the performance variables while the
feedback controller uses different real-time measured variables may lead to potentially hazardous situations. Indeed, the feedback controller aims to regulate
the measured variables while the ILC regulates the performance variables. This
may lead to a conflict. In [99], initial indications of the existence of such a
conflict are already reported. In [168], a related and specific approach is presented to use observers to infer the performance variables from the real-time
measurements instead of a direct performance measurement. The main idea is
that distinguishing between performance and measured variables can potentially
fully exploit the use of ILC. The use of performance variables for ILC and different real-time measured variables for feedback control is referred to as inferential
ILC in the present chapter.
Although ILC is potentially promising for the mentioned inferential control
applications, the direct application of pre-existing ILC design methods does
not lead to satisfactory performance and stability properties. In fact, in this
chapter it is shown through a formal analysis that using traditional ILC design approaches such as [32, 113] in the inferential ILC situation can lead to
implementations that are unstable, i.e., unbounded control signals although the
reference and disturbances are bounded.
The main result of the present chapter is a framework for inferential ILC,
including detailed analysis and new learning control approaches. To facilitate
the analysis, the time-trial dynamics of a common ILC algorithm with dynamic
learning filters is cast into a 2D Framework. The motivation for using 2D systems stems from the observation that while the feedback controller internally
stabilizes the system in the traditional sense, introducing ILC in the inferential
setting can result in unstable behavior of the complete system. This behavior
remains undetected in traditional ILC approaches such as the lifted/supervector
approach in [113]. Suitable stability conditions are developed using 2D systems
theory. Solutions are presented and analyzed using these stability conditions.
The analysis is illustrated through an application example in printing systems.
In addition, it is shown that the related approach in [168] can be captured as
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a special case in the presented framework. Finally, the developed theory also
leads to new results for the traditional ILC case where the performance variables
are equal to the measured variables in the common situation where the feedback
controller contains an integrator. In particular, pure integrators in the feedback
controller cannot be directly dealt with in common ILC design approaches such
as the zero phase error tracking control method in [161] and stable inversion [49].
A new approach is presented to deal with these integrators.
The considered class of 2D systems in the present chapter is the discrete
linear repetitive process (dLRP) [140]. The notion of stability along the pass
is adopted in this chapter and is first introduced in [123]. In [130] a method
for the joint synthesis of feedback and iterative learning controllers is presented
using dLRPs. In [43] a non-causal extension is proposed, which is especially
relevant for analysis and synthesis in ILC. For an overview of the developments
in linear repetitive processes see [140], [141] and [52]. Note that dLRPs have
close connections to other classes of 2D systems such as the Roesser [139] and
Fornasini-Marchesini models [54]. An essential difference is that dLRPs may
include boundary conditions that are a function of the pass profile. In such
cases, there are no equivalent Roesser or Fornasini-Marchesini representations,
see [140, Section 1.3] for details.
Notation The set of non-negative integers 0, 1, 2, ... is denoted as Z∗ , the set
of positive integers 1, 2, 3, . . . is denoted as Z+ . Discrete time is denoted with
p ∈ Z, where k ∈ Z is the trial index. For A ∈ Cn×n , ρ(A) = max1≤i≤n ∣λi ∣, with
λ = {λ0 , λ1 , . . . , λn } the spectrum of A. Systems are discrete-time, for a system
G,
G ∶= [

AG
CG

BG
]
DG

denotes a state-space representation with state xG , which is often assumed minimal. The real-rational transfer function for G is given by G(z) = C G (zI −
AG )−1 B G + DG , with z a complex indeterminate and G ∈ Rny ×nu . Over a finitetime interval p ∈ Z ∩ [0, α − 1], with α ∈ Z+ , the input-output behavior of G can
be denoted as ȳ = Ḡū with
⎡ h(0)
0
⋯
0 ⎤⎥
⎢
⎢ h(1)
h(0)
⋱
⋮ ⎥⎥
⎢
⎥,
Ḡ = ⎢
⎢
⋮
⋮
⋱
0 ⎥⎥
⎢
⎢h(α − 1) h(α − 2) ⋯ h(0)⎥
⎣
⎦
p−1

here, input ū ∈ Rαnu , output ȳ ∈ Rαny , and h(p) = C G (AG ) B G for p > 0
and h(0) = DG , with h(p) ∈ Rny ×nu , Ḡ ∈ Rαny ×αnu , and zero initial states.
Single-input single-output systems are often tacitly assumed throughout to facilitate the presentation. The extension to multivariable systems is conceptually
straightforward. In fact, many of the results in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 are
directly applicable to the multivariable case.
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rollers

printhead

paper

z

scanner
u
y
motor

worm drive

encoder

Fig. 4.1. Side-view of the positioning drive in a printer. The paper position
z is controlled using the motor. The feedback controller uses real-time encoder
measurements y. The performance z is measured line-by-line using the scanner.

4.2

Problem definition and application motivation

First, the control setup is motivated from an application perspective. Next, the
considered problem in this chapter is defined.

4.2.1

Application motivation and control setup

Printing systems are an important example where performance variables cannot
be measured directly in real-time. The paper positioning drive of a printer, see
Fig. 4.1, is traditionally controlled through feedback using inexpensive encoder
position measurements. High tracking accuracy using the encoder measurement
y does not imply good printing performance z due to mechanical deformations
in the drive.
Recently, a scanner has been mounted in the printhead, which enables lineby-line measurements of the printing performance z [22] (see Chapter 6). This
direct measurement of the performance is not available real-time feedback, but
can directly be used for batch-to-batch control strategies including Iterative
Learning Control (ILC).
Summarizing, the additional scanner leads to the situation where the variables for feedback control y are not equal to variables for ILC z. In terms of
block diagrams, this situation coincides with the control setup of Fig. 4.2. The
system P is given by
z
[ k ] = P uk .
yk
Here, P has two outputs, the performance variable zk and the measured variable
C
yk . The input to the system equals uk = uC
k + fk . Here, uk (r, yk ) is the feedback
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fk
eyk

r

C

−

uC
k

zk

uk

P

yk

Fig. 4.2. Traditional feedback control setup.

control signal. In traditional printing systems, it is assumed that yk ≈ zk , in
which case a feedback controller is implemented as uC
k = C(r − yk ), with C
assumed fixed and designed such that the closed-loop system is internally stable.
In the setting considered in the present chapter, the feedforward signal fk results
from a batch-to-batch control algorithm. For instance, standard ILC approaches
[32] consider an algorithm of the form
fk+1 = Q(fk + Lezk ),

(4.1)

where ezk = r − zk , L is a learning filter, Q is a robustness filter, and k is the
trial index. Appropriate substitution of ezk in (4.1) leads to iteration domain
dynamics
fk+1 = Q(1 − LJ)fk + L(1 − JC)r,
with
Pz
.
(4.2)
1 + CP y
Next, a simplified example is presented to illustrate potential stability issues in
inferential ILC.
J=

4.2.2

Illustrative example

In the following example, it is shown that using the traditional ILC approach
of [32] in the batch-to-batch inferential control setting where yk ≠ zk can lead to
an undesirable situation.
Example 4.2.1. To show potential issues for the considered case with yk ≠ zk ,
let
Pz
1
P = [ y] = [ ] ,
P
3
Thus, P is a static system and
given by
⎡
⎢
zk
⎢
[ ]=⎢
⎢
yk
⎢
⎣

C=[

1
0.5

1
].
0

(4.3)

C an I-controller. The closed-loop system is
−0.5
−0.5
−1.5

1
0
0

3
1
3

⎤
⎥ r
⎥
⎥[ ].
⎥ fk
⎥
⎦

(4.4)
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Clearly, (4.4) is a stable system.
Next, an ILC algorithm (4.1) is designed following [32, 113], with Q = 1 and
an L such that (4.1) converges. The converged command signal f∞ is given is
given by
f∞ = lim fk+1 = (1 + CP y − CP z )P z r,
−1

k→∞

(4.5)

and the resulting limit error error ez∞ = 0. Next, note that a minimal state-space
realization for (4.5) and ez∞ is given by
⎡
−2 ⎤⎥
1
⎢
f∞
⎥
⎢
[ z ] = ⎢ −0.5
1 ⎥ r.
⎥
⎢
e∞
⎢
0
0 ⎥⎦
⎣
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶

(4.6)

F

In this case, a bounded nonzero r yields ez∞ = 0, however, f∞ is unbounded, due
to a pole z = 1 in F (z).
This example reveals that a hazardous situation occurs, although a typical
ILC approach is followed, i.e., a stable closed-loop system and a convergent ILC
algorithm. A main consequence in practice includes unbounded control signals
after minimal changes in system dynamics or failure. Essentially, if any of the
systems in the control loop are changed, or fail, the input to the system may be
unbounded as well, with potentially disastrous consequences [155].

4.2.3

Problem formulation and contributions

In this chapter, inferential ILC is investigated: ILC using offline measurements
of the performance variables z while feedback uses real-time measurements y.
The problem addressed in this chapter is the formal stability analysis of this
situation.
This chapter includes the following contributions.
1. Illustration of stability problems in inferential ILC.
2. Analysis and solutions using a 2D-systems approach.
3. Investigation of connections with a pre-existing approach.
4. Presentation of new insights in classical ILC, where y = z, when C includes
integral action.
5. The results are supported with numerical examples.
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fk

eyk

r
−

C

uC
k

fk+1
Q

uk

zk
−
yk

P

lk

FB
ezk

L
ILC

Fig. 4.3. Inferential control setup with traditional feedback control and the
ILC algorithm implemented.

Preliminary research related to contributions 1 and 2 appeared in [24, 25]. The
present chapter extends these initial findings with additional theory and explanations, new examples, and also extends with contributions 3, 4 and 5.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, a 2D framework for the inferential
ILC situation is developed in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, the stability aspects
and connections with classical ILC design approaches are investigated. Solutions
to stability are proposed and supported with simulation examples in Section 4.5,
and it is shown that a pre-existing inferential ILC approach can be captured in
the presented framework as a special case. Implications for the classical ILC case
are presented in Section 4.6. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 4.7.

4.3

Linear repetitive process framework for inferential ILC

In the previous section, it is shown that standard ILC designs can lead to unbounded control signals in the inferential y ≠ z setting. Standard analyses using
the lifted/supervector approach, see e.g. [32, 113], do not reveal the aspect of
unbounded control signals as shown in the example in Section 4.2.2. In this
chapter, an extended analysis is performed by casting the ILC algorithm into a
discrete linear repetitive process, see [140] and [52] for a definition.
State-space representations for the system P and feedback controller C are
given by
⎡ AP
B P ⎤⎥
⎢
AC B C
⎥
⎢
Pz
P =⎢ C
].
(4.7)
DP z ⎥ , and C = [ C
⎥
⎢
C
0
Py
⎥
⎢ CP y
D
⎣
⎦
The output state-space matrices for P are partitioned for zk and yk separately.
To facilitate the presentation, the controller is assumed strictly proper. This is
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a non-restrictive assumption and guarantees well-posedness. In addition, statespace representations for L and Q in (4.1) are given by
Q=[

AQ
CQ

BQ
AL
Q ] , and L = [
D
CL

BL
].
DL

(4.8)

Figure 4.3 shows the inferential ILC setup with traditional feedback control
implemented. First consider the general form of a dLRP in Definition 4.3.1.
Definition 4.3.1. A discrete linear repetitive process is defined as
Xk+1 (p + 1) = AXk+1 (p) + BUk+1 (p) + B0 Yk (p)

(4.9)

.
Yk+1 (p) = CXk+1 (p) + DUk+1 (p) + D0 Yk (p)

The discrete-time is denoted by p ∈ Z ∩ [0, α − 1], α ∈ Z+ . The pass index is
denoted as k ∈ Z∗ . Here Xk (p) is the state, Yk (p) is the pass-profile, and Uk (p)
the input.
For the inferential control structure of (4.7) and (4.8), the state is defined as
⎡xP (p)⎤
⎢ k+1 ⎥
⎢xC (p)⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥,
Xk+1 (p) = ⎢ k+1
⎥
⎢xL
(p)
k+1
⎥
⎢ Q
⎢x (p)⎥
⎣ k+1 ⎦
and the pass profile is equal to the feedforward signal, Yk (p) = fk+1 (p). The
input of the dLRP is the reference r, hence Uk+1 (p) = r(p). Note that the
reference is pass-invariant. The boundary conditions are assumed constant,
Xk+1 (0) = x0 ∀k, Y0 (p) = f0 (p) throughout, which is a standard assumption
in ILC [32]. The matrices A, B, B0 , C, D, and D0 follow using (4.7), (4.8) and
interconnection relations ezk = r − zk and uk = C(r − yk ) + fk , and are given by
⎡
AP
⎢
⎢ −B C C P y
⎢
A=⎢
⎢ −B L C P z
⎢ Q L Pz
⎢−B D C
⎣
⎡ 0 ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢ BC ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥
B=⎢
⎢ BL ⎥
⎢ Q L⎥
⎢B D ⎥
⎣
⎦
Q L Pz
C = [−D D C
D = [DQ DL ]

BP C C
0
0 ⎤⎥
A − B C DP y C C
0
0 ⎥⎥
⎥
L Pz C
L
−B D C
A
0 ⎥⎥
Q L Pz C
Q L
Q⎥
−B D D C
B C
A ⎦
P
⎡
⎤
B
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
C Py
−B
D
⎢
⎥
⎥
B0 = ⎢
L Pz
⎢
⎥
−B
D
⎢ Q
⎥
⎢B (I − DL DP z )⎥
⎣
⎦
C

−DQ DL DP z C C

DQ C L

(4.10)

C Q]

D0 = [DQ (I − DL DP z )] .

In the next section, a formal 2D stability analysis of inferential ILC is presented
using the dLRP in (4.9) and (4.10).
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4.4

Stability aspects

The aim in this section is to investigate f∞ in (4.5) and the stability aspects
of ILC algorithm (4.1) in the inferential setting. To this end, relevant stability notions for dLRPs are connected with classical ILC convergence conditions.
These connections form the basis for solutions and also expose how the unstable
behavior remains undetected in traditional ILC design approaches.

4.4.1

Asymptotic stability and analysis of the limit profile

Asymptotic stability for dLRPs is a common definition of stability and is investigated first. Assume a pass-invariant input Uk+1 = U∞ in (4.9) as is the case in
the present ILC setting with U∞ = r(p).
Definition 4.4.1. The dLRP in (4.9) is called asymptotically stable if ∃Mα > 0
and γα ∈ (0, 1) such that
∣∣Yk − Y∞ ∣∣ ≤ Mα (γα )k Γα (Y0 , U∞ , γα ), ∀k ≥ 0,

(4.11)

for a finite pass length α. Here Y∞ = lim Yk is the limit profile, and Γα a
k→∞

constant that depends on the initial pass profile Y0 , U∞ , γα , and matrices A, B, C,
and D.
The latter definition is adopted from [140, Definition 2.1.1, pp. 41] where
also an expression for Γα in (4.11) is given. Essentially, asymptotic stability
guarantees that the pass profile Yk converges to a limit profile Y∞ = lim Yk
k→∞

when a pass-invariant input U∞ is applied for a finite pass-length α. Consider
the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4.2 (Asymptotic stability). The dLRP in (4.9) is asymptotically stable if and only if
ρ(D0 ) < 1.
Proof. See [140, Corollary 2.1.3, pp. 50] or the more general result in [52, Theorem 3.3.4, pp. 111] with m = 1.
The condition in Lemma 4.4.2 is directly applicable to the ILC algorithm
(4.1), leading to the following result.
Theorem 4.4.3. The dLRP in (4.9), with matrices (4.10) is asymptotically
stable if and only if
¯ < 1.
ρ(Q̄(I − L̄J))
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Proof. From (4.2) and (4.8) it directly follows that the first Markov parameters
¯ is lower-triangular with
of Q(1 − LJ) are equal to D0 . The matrix Q̄(I − L̄J)
¯ = ρ(D0 )
D0 on the diagonal since Q, L and J are causal. Hence, ρ(Q̄(I − L̄J))
follows directly.
Theorem 4.4.3 shows that asymptotic stability for dLRPs is identical to the
¯ < 1 developed in [113, Theorem
finite-time convergence condition ρ(Q̄(1 − L̄J))
1].
The following lemma and theorem are used to clarify that the resulting limit
profile f∞ may still be unbounded for increasing time, even though ρ(Q̄(1 −
¯ < 1 and C being an internally stabilizing controller.
L̄J))
Lemma 4.4.4 (Limit profile). Given an asymptotically stable dLRP, a passinvariant input sequence Uk+1 = Uk = U∞ , and boundary conditions Xk+1 (0) =
0, Y0 (p) = 0. Then, the state-space system that generates the limit profile Y∞ =
limk→∞ Yk for the inferential ILC system (4.9) is given by
Y∞ = [

A∞
C∞

B∞
] U∞
D∞

(4.12)

with
A∞ = [A + B0 (I − D0 )−1 C]

(4.13)

−1

B∞ = [B + B0 (I − D0 ) D]
C∞ =(I − D0 )−1 C
D∞ =(I − D0 )−1 D
Proof. Following the lines in [52, Section 3.1, pp. 112], [140, Section 2.1, pp. 50],
and computing the steady-state value in pass-to-pass direction using k = k + 1 ∶=
∞ in (4.9) and rearranging yields (4.13).
¯ < 1. Then, a state-space realization
Theorem 4.4.5. Let Q = 1 and ρ(Q̄(I−L̄J))
for f∞ in (4.5) is given by
⎡
⎢
f∞=⎢⎢
⎢
⎣

−1

AP −B P D P z C P z
0
−1
−B (C P y −D P y D P z C P z ) AC
C

−D P z

−1

C P z −C C

−1

B P DP z
−1
B (I−D P y D P z )
C

DP z

−1

⎤
⎥
⎥ r.
⎥
⎥
⎦

(4.14)

Proof. The state-space representation for the limit profile f∞ follows by substituting DQ = 1, AQ = ∅, B Q = ∅ and C Q = ∅ in (4.10), and the latter in (4.13)
in Lemma 4.4.4.
Consider the system matrix of the state-space system that generates f∞ in
(4.14). It shows that this matrix has a lower-triangular structure, hence the
eigenvalues of this matrix include the eigenvalues of AC .
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Example revisited - 1. In example 4.2.1 in Section 4.2.2, C included integral
action and consequently λ0 (AC ) = 1. In this case, ρ(A∞ ) = 1, resulting in an
unstable limit system. In this case, a bounded nonzero r yields an unbounded f∞
for increasing time. This is an undesired situation in practice, as illustrated in
Section 4.2.2.
A stronger notion of stability is necessary to guarantee a stable limit profile,
i.e., ρ(A∞ ) < 1 in Lemma 4.4.4. Indeed, this is also recognized in [140, Chapter 9,
pp. 369] where ILC and feedback are jointly synthesized for the y = z situation.
Therefore, the notion of stability along the pass is introduced next.
Remark 4.4.6. In the traditional ILC case with y = z, the state-space system for
−1
f∞ in (4.14) is non-minimal. Note that the input matrix B C (I − DP y DP z ) = 0
Py
Pz
y=z
in (4.14) if D = D . A state-space representation for f∞ is given by
⎡ AP − B P DP z−1 C P
0
⎢
y=z ⎢
0
AC
f∞
=⎢
⎢
−1
⎢
−DP C P −C C
⎣

B P DP
0
−1
DP

−1

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥r
⎥
⎥
⎦

(4.15)

The eigenvalues of AC are not controllable in (4.15). The underlying limit system
still contains an eigenvalue λ0 (A∞ ) = 1, and this situation may cause issues in
practice due to implementation effects. This is further clarified in Section 4.6,
y=z
and a solution to this issue is proposed. Note that it can be verified that f∞
=
−1
P r, recovering a well-known result in inverse-model feedforward [49].

4.4.2

Stability along the pass for inferential ILC

First, stability along the pass is introduced. Secondly, connections between
standard ILC analysis are developed. Using these connections it is revealed how
the potential instability in inferential ILC remains undetected using standard
ILC design approaches. Finally, it is proven that stability along the pass cannot
be achieved for any L in case C includes integral action and Q = 1. This forms
the basis for solutions, that are investigated in the next section.
The following definition for stability along the pass is adopted from [140,
Definition 2.2.1, pp. 57].
Definition 4.4.7. The dLRP in (4.9) is called stable along the pass if ∃M∞ > 0
and γ∞ ∈ (0, 1), independent of α, such that
∣∣Yk − Y∞ ∣∣ ≤ M∞ (γ∞ )k Γ∞ (Y0 , U∞ , γ∞ ), ∀k ≥ 0.

(4.16)

Here, Γ∞ is a constant that depends on the initial pass profile Y0 , U∞ , γα , and
matrices A, B, C, and D.
The essential difference with asymptotic stability in Definition 4.4.1 is that
constants M∞ and γ∞ are independent of α, and that (4.16) is also valid for the
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case α → ∞. An expression for Γ∞ is given in [140, Definition 2.2.1, pp. 57].
A test for stability along the pass for inferential ILC system (4.9) is given next
and the effect of Definition 4.4.7 is clarified directly after with a theorem.
Lemma 4.4.8 (Stability along the pass). Given the dLRP (4.9), where {A, B0 }
is controllable and {C, A} is observable. Then, (4.9) is stable along the pass if
and only if the following three conditions hold:
1. ρ(D0 ) < 1,
2. ρ(A) < 1,
3. ρ(G(z)) < 1, ∀∣z∣ = 1, z ∈ C,
with G(z) = C(zI − A)−1 B0 + D0 .
Proof. See Appendix 4.8.
Theorem 4.4.9. If a dLRP is stable along the pass, then ρ(A∞ ) < 1 in (4.12).
Proof. See Appendix 4.8.
The proof of Lemma 4.4.8 in Appendix 4.8 reveals that if conditions 2 and 3
hold then condition 1 holds automatically: if the dLRP is stable along the pass
then it is also asymptotically stable. The three conditions are all necessary, hence
in case a single conditions is not met, the dLRP is not stable along the pass.
Furthermore, Theorem 4.4.9 reveals that if a dLRP is stable along the pass, then
ρ(A∞ ) < 1. Hence, stability along the pass indeed leads to a stable limit profile.
If algorithm (4.1) is stable along the pass then the stability issues that are present
in Example 4.2.1 in Section 4.2.2 cannot occur. For a relaxed stability notion
with respect to stability along the pass that also ensures ρ(A∞ ) < 1 see [46,129].
Conditions for stability long the pass of inferential ILC algorithm (4.1) are
presented in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.4.10. Given is dLRP (4.9) with matrices A, B, B0 , C, D, and D0
in (4.10). Suppose that {A, B0 } is controllable and {C, A} is observable. Then,
(4.9) is stable along the pass if and only if, the following conditions hold:
¯ < 1,
1. ρ(Q̄(I − L̄J))
2. (a) ρ(ACP ) < 1,
(b) ρ(AL ) < 1,
(c) ρ(AQ ) < 1,
3. ρ (Q(z)(I − L(z)J(z))) < 1, ∀∣z∣ = 1, z ∈ C.
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with
J(z) =

P z (z)
,
1 + C(z)P y (z)

Q̄,L̄,J¯ finite-time matrix representations of Q, L and J, and
AP
ACP = [ C P y
−B C

BP C C
]
A − B C DP y C C
C

(4.17)

the system matrix of the closed-loop interconnection of C and P .
Proof. (1) See Theorem 4.4.3.
(2) Due to the lower triangular structure of A in (4.10), the set of eigenvalues are
given by λ(A) = {λ(ACP ), λ(AL ), λ(AQ )}. As a result, ρ(A) < 1 ⇔ ρ(ACP ) <
1, ρ(AL ) < 1, ρ(AQ ) < 1.
(3) Substituting matrices A, B0 , C and D0 in (4.10) in condition 3 in Lemma
4.4.8 yields G(z) = Q(z)(1 − L(z)J(z)), and hence ρ(G(z)) < 1 ⇔ ρ(Q(z)(1 −
L(z)J(z)) < 1.
Theorem 4.4.10 shows that stability along the pass has several connections
to well-known convergence conditions in ILC. Firstly, asymptotic stability of the
dLRP corresponds to the finite-time convergence criterion in [113, Theorem 1].
Secondly, stability along the pass demands that all time domain dynamics for
a fixed pass k are stable. In the present inferential ILC setting, this demands
L and Q filters that are strictly stable, and ρ(ACP ) < 1, i.e., C is an internally
stabilizing controller. Finally, Theorem 4.4.10 reveals that the third condition
for stability along the pass is equivalent to the well-known frequency domain
convergence criterion ρ(Q(z)(1 − L(z)J(z)) < 1, as is developed in, e.g., [113,
Theorem 6].
Following traditional ILC analysis and design such as in [32] in the inferential
setting involves weaker stability conditions then presented in Theorem 4.4.10.
This traditional approach often involves first designing an internally stabilizing
feedback controller, satisfying condition 2a in Theorem 4.4.10, and subsequently
designing a (monotonically) convergent ILC algorithm, satisfying either condition 1 or both 1 and 3. The results show that in the inferential ILC case there
is no guarantee that the limit profile is stable, i.e., ρ(A∞ ) < 1. This is precisely
the issue that arises. Clearly, a stable limit profile is a key requirement.
In example 4.2.1 in Section 4.2.2, a convergent ILC algorithm is assumed although no specific L is given. In the following result, the connections established
in Theorem 4.4.10 are used, and it is revealed that this setting cannot be stable
along the pass for any L, if C includes integral action and Q = 1.
Theorem 4.4.11. Given Q = 1,

P z (z)
P (z) = [ y ] ,
P (z)
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and C with minimal state-space representation AC , B C , C C , DC , satisfying
ρ(ACP ) < 1 in (4.17) and 1 ∈ λ(AC ).
Then, for any learning filter L it follows that either condition 2 or condition
3 for stability along the pass in Theorem 4.4.10 is violated.
Proof. Suppose that condition 2 in Theorem 4.4.10 holds, i.e., ρ(ACP ) < 1, and
ρ(AL ) < 1. Let S y = (1 + CP y )−1 . Since ρ(ACP ) < 1 it follows that S y (z = 1) = 0
since CP y has a pole z = 1, see [58]. Next, by internal stability ρ(ACP ) < 1,
J(z = 1) = P z (z = 1)S y (z = 1) = 0. From ρ(AL ) < 1, it directly follows that
ρ (1 − L(z = 1)J(z = 1)) = 1, hence condition 3 is violated.
To show the converse, suppose that condition 3 in Theorem 4.4.10 holds.
Since J(z = 1) = 0,
ρ (1 − L(z)J(z)) < 1, ∀ ∣z∣ = 1, z ∈ C,
necessitates L(z = 1)J(z = 1) ≠ 0, hence 1 ∈ λ(AL ) and ρ(AL ) ≥ 1, thus violating
condition 2 in Theorem 4.4.10.
In Theorem 4.4.11, it is shown that either condition 2, or condition 3 for
stability long the pass can be satisfied, but not simultaneously. Concluding,
stability along the pass indeed can often not be achieved for the inferential
control structure in Fig. 4.3.
Removing the integral action in C, or adding a robustness filter Q are only
considered partial solutions. Firstly, feedback control is often already present
before ILC algorithms are introduced and integral action is used to attenuate
trial-varying disturbances. Secondly, introducing a robustness filter in the ILC
algorithm often leads to performance deterioration, since lim ezk = 0 can no
k→∞

longer be achieved.
In view of the results in Theorem 4.4.11, a solution requires changes in the
control structure, this is investigated next.

4.5

Inferential ILC solutions

In this section, appropriate approaches for inferential ILC are presented that
guarantee stability in a 2D systems sense. One approach is to replace the parallel
ILC structure in Fig. 4.3 with a serial ILC structure. This serial structure is
presented in Fig. 4.4. The key difference is that the ILC signal is the reference
signal for the feedback loop instead of a feedforward signal as in the parallel
structure.
In Theorem 4.4.11 it is shown that stability along the pass in the parallel
structure cannot be achieved for any learning filter L if Q = 1 and C includes
integral action. Note that the serial structure is captured in the parallel structure
by setting C = 0 in Fig. 4.3 and P = Jser , with zk = Jser ηk . Here Jser is the
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r
FB
eyk

ηk
−
ηk+1
Q

lk

L

C

uk

zk
P

ezk

−
yk

ILC

Fig. 4.4. Serial inferential ILC setup: the ILC algorithm is cascaded with the
feedback control loop.

closed-loop system illustrated in Fig. 4.4 within the dotted area. Hence, the
previously developed theory for the parallel structure can be applied to the
serial structure as well by changing the definitions of C and P .
Consider the following corollary of Theorem 4.4.10 to analyze stability along
the pass for the serial structure.
Corollary 4.5.1. The serial inferential ILC structure is stable along the pass if
and only if the following three conditions hold:
1. ρ(Q̄(I − L̄J¯ser )) < 1,
2. (a) ρ(AJser ) < 1,
(b) ρ(AL ) < 1,
(c) ρ(AQ ) < 1,
3. ρ (Q(z)(I − L(z)Jser (z))) < 1, ∀∣z∣ = 1, z ∈ C.
with
Jser (z) =

C(z)P z (z)
,
1 + C(z)P y (z)

(4.18)

AJser the system matrix corresponding to a minimal realization of (4.18), and
Q̄,L̄,J¯ser finite-time matrix representations of Q, L and Jser .
The learning filter must include integral action when the parallel control
structure is used in order to satisfy condition 3 of stability long the pass, as
shown in part 2 of the proof in Theorem 4.4.11. This is not the case for the
P z (z)
serial structure, since lim Jser (z) = y
. Clearly, this limit does not include
z→1
P (z)
C −1 (z) as is the case with the parallel structure. This shows that if C includes
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integral action, then L does not need to include integral action and stability
along the pass can still be achieved with the serial structure. To illustrate this,
the numerical example in Section 4.2.2 is revisited.
Example revisited - 2. The system P is given in (4.3), the controller C
includes integral action and is given by
C=[

1
0.5

1
].
0.5

Here, C includes direct feed-through to facilitate the exposition, this assumption
is non-restrictive. The resulting closed-loop system zk = Jser ηk is given by
AJser B Jser
] ηk ,
C Jser DJser
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¶

zk = [

Jser

with A
= 0.4, B
= 0.4, C
= 0.2, and DJser = 0.2. Clearly, the closedloop system is asymptotically stable since ρ(AJser ) < 1. Let the learning filter
L = 5, and robustness filter Q = 1. The three conditions for stability along the
pass are verified next using Corollary 4.5.1.
The first condition ρ(Q̄(I − L̄J¯ser )) = 0 since 1 − LDJser = 0, hence the
underlying dLRP is asymptotically stable. The second condition in this case
only demands ρ(AJser ) < 1 since AL = ∅ and AQ = ∅. This is indeed the case
as already shown. The third condition requires ρ (Q(I − LJser (z))) < 1, ∀∣z∣ = 1,
z ∈ C, and it can be verified that
Jser

Jser

Jser

Q(1 − LJser (z)) = [

0.4 0.4
].
−1 0

Using the latter, the third condition is also satisfied since
2
ρ (Q(1 − LJser (z))) ≤ , ∀∣z∣ = 1, z ∈ C.
3
Consequently, the resulting limit profile must be asymptotically stable. This is
verified next by using Corollary 4.5.1 and Theorem 4.4.5. The limit profile is
given by
⎡ 0
2 ⎤⎥
⎢
η∞
⎢
⎥
[ z ] = ⎢ −1
(4.19)
5 ⎥ r.
⎢
⎥
e∞
⎢ 0
⎥
0
⎣
⎦
Clearly, the limit profile is indeed asymptotically stable, and that the resulting
ez∞ = 0. Figure 4.5 shows an example reference r, the corresponding limit profile
η∞ in (4.19), and the limit profile f∞ from the parallel structure in (4.6). The
results show that the serial structure can eliminate the stability issues with the
parallel structure, that are illustrated in the earlier example in Section 4.2.2.
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Fig. 4.5. Reference r (left), stable limit profile η∞ for the serial structure
(center), unstable limit profile f∞ for the parallel structure (right).

4.5.1

Connections with other inferential ILC approaches

In [168], a related inferential ILC setting is considered. The feedback controller
uses the real-time measurements, while observers are used to infer the performance variables from these measurements. In this section, it is shown that the
framework in [168] is a special case of the framework of the present chapter.
Hence, the developed stability theory can be directly applied, confirming stable
inferential ILC implementations.
For the purpose of exposition, consider the signal definitions of the parallel
structure in Fig. 4.3. Following [168], the estimated performance variables are
given by
ẑk = Fr r + Fu uk + Fy yk ,
were Fr , Fu and Fy are stable observer filters. The error is defined ezk = r − ẑk ,
hence the estimate ẑk is used instead of the offline measurement zk in ILC
algorithm (4.1). This fits in the proposed framework by recasting ezk to
ezk = (1 − Fr )r − Fu uk − Fy yk ,
= r̃ − (Fu + Fy P )uk ,
= r̃ − P̃ uk ,
using yk = P uk , with r̃ = (1 − Fr )r and P̃ = Fu + Fy P . The latter shows that the
inclusion of an observer in inferential ILC can be interpreted as a transformation
on the reference, and augmenting the observer filters to the system P , resulting
in an extended system P̃ . The developed results in the present chapter are
directly applicable by using P̃ instead of P and r̃ instead of r. Following similar
lines, the approach outlined here can also be used to analyze the observer-based
approach in the serial structure of Fig. 4.4.
In principle, ẑk can also be used for feedback control when possible. Relevant design choices for feedback control in the inferential setting include an
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observer, but also more general 2-degree-of-freedom feedback controllers that
include observers as a special case, see [118] for more details.

4.6

Stability of classical y = z ILC

In Remark 4.4.6 it is briefly mentioned that the states associated with AC in
(4.14) are not controllable in the traditional y = z case. This suggests that the
input-output behavior of (4.14) is stable, even if ρ(AC ) = 1 when C includes
integral action. Still, this configuration may cause stability issues due to implementation effects such as numerical integration errors.
In fact, this configuration cannot be stable along the pass. Note that the
results in Theorem 4.4.11 are also valid for the traditional y = z case, as is
illustrated in the following corollary.
Corollary 4.6.1. Given Q = 1, a system y = P (z)u, and an internally stabilizing
C with 1 ∈ λ(AC ).
Then, for any learning filter L follows that either condition 2 or condition 3
for stability along the pass in Theorem 4.4.10 is violated.
Proof. See Theorem 4.4.11, with P y = P z = P .
The latter shows that if C includes integral action and Q = 1, also classical
ILC implementations are not stable along the pass. Essentially, the corresponding limit profile in Remark 4.4.6 is not internally stable. Two possible solutions
for this scenario are: changing to a serial ILC structure as is proposed for the
y ≠ z case, or a change in the structure of C that is proposed next.
The changed controller structure is presented in Fig. 4.6 and is related to
a similar solution in optimal controller synthesis that relies on re-arranging the
loop structure, see also [90] for related ideas. Suppose C and L include integral
action. Let C(z) = Ci (z)Cs (z), with Ci the integrators, and Cs (z) strictly
stable. Then apply ILC algorithm f = Q(f + Ls Ci eyk ). The key idea is to use
Ci eyk as an extra output of the controller, as shown in Fig. 4.6.
Stability along the pass directly follows by setting J(z) ∶= Jstab (z) in Theorem 4.4.10, with
Jstab (z) =

Ci (z)P (z)
.
1 + Ci (z)Cs P (z)

Since lim J(z) = Cs−1 (z) with Cs strictly stable, the learning filter does not
z→1

need to include integral action if C includes integral action and ρ(AL ) < 1.
Hence, stability along the pass can be achieved with the proposed change in
structure. This in turn guarantees a stable limit profile, leading to a stable ILC
implementation.
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Fig. 4.6. Classical y = z case, with C including integral action. a) The traditional implementation cannot be stable along the pass and may cause issues in
practice. b) Solution with a stable learning filter Ls

4.7

Conclusion

In this chapter stability problems with inferential ILC are analyzed and solutions
are proposed. It is shown that directly casting feedback-feedforward structures
to the inferential setting can lead to configurations that are not stable in a 2D
systems setting.
This aspect is analyzed in detail by casting the time-trial dynamics into a
discrete linear repetitive process, which is a class of 2D systems. To facilitate the
analysis of the inferential control structure, the 2D stability notion of stability
along the pass is translated to conditions on the ILC algorithm.
In the case that the feedback controller includes integral action, the resulting
ILC and feedback combination cannot be stable in a 2D sense. Solutions are
presented and rely on changing the controller structure from a parallel to a
serial configuration, or changing the feedback controller to address the inferential
control objective along the lines of [118].
In addition, new insights in classical ILC where the performance variables
are also used for feedback control are obtained using the developed theory. Also,
connections with a pre-existing inferential ILC approach are investigated. The
results are illustrated through an example.
Inferential ILC has important application areas such as performance improvements using machine vision see [76] and [159], as well as promising applications in
printing systems see [22] (see also Chapter 6) for initial experimental results. On-
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going research is towards more experimental implementations and inter-sample
behavior [99, 121].

4.8

Appendix: auxiliary results

Definition 4.8.1. The characteristic polynomial polynomial of dLRP (4.9) is
given by
I − z1 A
ϕ(z1 , z2 ) ∶= det (
−z2 C

−z1 B0
),
I − z2 D0

(4.20)

with z1 , z2 ∈ C.
See [1] and [140, eq. (1.52), pp 36] for equivalent definitions.
Lemma 4.8.2. Let A ∈ Cn×n , B ∈ Cn×m , C ∈ Cm×n , and D ∈ Cm×m with A and
D non-singular. Then,
A
det [
C

B
] = det(A) det(D − CA−1 B) =
D
det(D) det(A − BD−1 C)

(4.21)
(4.22)

Proof. See [9, Proposition 2.8.3 and 2.8.4].
Lemma 4.8.3. Given a characteristic polynomial ϕ(z1 , z2 ) with z1 , z2 ∈ C, then
ϕ(z1 , z2 ) ≠ 0 ∀∣z1 ∣ ≤ 1, ∀∣z2 ∣ ≤ 1
if and only if
1. ϕ(z1 , 0) ≠ 0 ∀∣z1 ∣ ≤ 1,
2. ϕ(z1 , z2 ) ≠ 0 ∀∣z1 ∣ = 1, ∣z2 ∣ ≤ 1.
In the latter, the role of z1 and z2 may be interchanged.
Proof. These conditions are presented in [4] and initially appeared in a different
form in [78, Theorem 3], see also [47].
Proof Lemma 4.4.8. Given the controllability and the observability requirements, [140, Theorem 2.2.8, pp 64] reveals that the dLRP is stable along the
pass if and only if
ϕ(z1 , z2 ) ≠ 0, ∀z1 , z2 ∈ C, ∣z1 ∣ ≤ 1, ∣z2 ∣ ≤ 1.

(4.23)
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Here, ϕ(z1 , z2 ) is the characteristic polynomial of dLRP (4.9), see Definition
4.8.1 in Appendix 4.8. Applying (4.21) in Lemma 4.8.2 to (4.23) yields
ϕ(z1 , z2 ) = det(I − z1 A) det(I − z2 G(z1 )),
with G(z1 ) = C(z1 I − A)−1 B0 + D0 . Using Lemma 4.8.3 in Appendix 4.8 yields
that condition (4.23) is equivalent to satisfying the following two conditions,
1. det(z1 I − A) ≠ 0 ∀ ∣z1 ∣ ≤ 1,
2. det(I − z2 G(z1 )) ≠ 0, ∀ ∣z1 ∣ = 1, ∣z2 ∣ ≤ 1.
These conditions are satisfied iff ρ(A) < 1 and ρ(G(z1 )) < 1, ∀∣z1 ∣ = 1, corresponding to conditions 2 and 3 in Lemma 4.4.8, respectively. Finally, applying
(4.22) instead of (4.21) in Lemma 4.8.2 to (4.23) together with Lemma 4.8.3
yield that if the latter two conditions are satisfied, that also ρ(D0 ) < 1.
Proof Theorem 4.4.9. Applying (4.22) in Lemma 4.8.2 to (4.20)
teristic polynomial ϕ(z1 , z2 ) = det(I − z2 D0 ) det(I − z1 H(z2 )),
B0 (Iz2 − D0 )−1 C + A. Applying Lemma 4.8.3 yields ρ(H(z2 ))
From (4.13) follows A∞ = H(z2 = 1), hence ρ(A∞ ) < 1 if dLRP
along the pass.

yields characwith H(z2 ) =
< 1, ∀∣z2 ∣ = 1.
(4.9) is stable

Chapter 5

Data-Driven Multivariable ILC:
Enhanced Performance by
Eliminating L and Q Filters1
Iterative learning control algorithms enable high performance control design using only approximate models of the system. If the model is too inaccurate, then
often a robustness filter is designed. Irrespective of the large performance enhancement, these approaches thus require a modeling effort and are subject to
a performance/robustness tradeoff. The aim of this chapter is to develop a fully
data-driven ILC approach that does not require a modeling effort and is not
subject to a performance/robustness tradeoff. The main idea is to replace the
use of a model by dedicated experiments on the system. Convergence conditions
are developed in a finite-time framework and insight in the convergence aspects
are presented using a frequency domain analysis. Extensions to increase the
convergence speed are proposed. The developed framework is validated through
experiments on a multivariable industrial flatbed printer. Both increased performance and robustness are demonstrated in a comparison with closely related
model-based ILC algorithms.

5.1

Introduction

Iterative learning control (ILC) [32] can significantly enhance the performance
of systems that perform repeated tasks. After each repetition, the control signals for the next repetition are updated by learning from past experiments, see
1 In preparation for journal submission, preliminary results of this research are reported
in [20, 89].
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r
f0

J

e0
−

L

Q

f1

Fig. 5.1. Overview of a single trial in standard iterative learning control: the
initial control signal f0 is applied to system J, of which the output is compared
with reference r, yielding the error e0 . The error is passed through learning
filter L, of which the result is added to f0 . The next control signal f1 follows
after robustness filtering with Q.

the block diagram in Fig. 5.1. Examples applications include additive manufacturing machines [7, 75], robotic arms [168], printing systems [22], pick-and-place
machines, electron microscopes, and wafer stages [70, 102, 104].
Iterative learning control algorithms including frequency domain ILC [98,
113], optimal ILC [3, 68, 88, 93, 125, 136], and Arimoto-type algorithms [5] are to
some extent model-based. Indeed, the convergence conditions and performance
properties of these learning control algorithms hinge on model knowledge of
the controlled system. In view of achieving perfect performance, the learning
filter, typically denoted as L, is usually based on an approximate model where
model errors up to 100% are tolerable, see e.g., [49, 113]. Due to the inherent
approximate nature of models, the model of any physical system typically has a
large model error. For example, in mechanical systems, if a resonance is missed,
then both magnitude and phase have a large error with respect to the true
system, see [151, Section 7.4.6]. This necessitates the design of a robustness
filter, often denoted as Q, either manually or through robust ILC approaches
including [30, 153, 160, 174].
Although there are substantial developments in robust ILC, such approaches drastically increase the modeling requirements and lead to a performance/robustness tradeoff. In particular, these approaches require both a nominal model and a description of model uncertainty. Especially in the multivariable
situation, such models are difficult and expensive to obtain. In addition, when
the uncertainty is too large, the required robustness leads to a poor performance.
Several data-driven ILC approaches have been developed, aiming to address
the fact that a model is required in the design of the L and Q filters. In [41,
82, 87, 135], a model is estimated after each trial, and as such, the approaches
essentially classify to a traditional model-based ILC approach, possibly involving
a recursive or adaptive estimation scheme. The methods are hence also subject to
a performance/robustness tradeoff, depending on how well the estimated model
captures the true system.
The aim of this chapter is to develop an optimal ILC algorithm for multivariable systems in which the need for a model and the performance/robustness
tradeoff are eliminated. In fact, the proposed approach will have no learning
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and robustness filters in the usual ILC sense. Similar to iterative feedback tuning [74], the need for a model is replaced by dedicated experiments on the true
system. In these experiments, the gradient of a performance criterion is directly
measured on the true system. In contrast to classical ILC approaches where the
convergence criterion depends on a model and the true system, the convergence
properties of this approach essentially hinge on the true system only.
The main difficulty in the development of the presented approach lies in the
multivariable aspect. Indeed, when the proposed approach is applied to the
special case of SISO systems, a well-known result is recovered that is closely
related to the commonly used “FiltFilt" [101] approach in robustness filtering
[31, Section 36.3.3.1]. This standard solution for SISO systems is also well-known
and commonly applied in system identification [142, 167], [73, Section 12.2], as
well as in ILC [35, 57, 95, 114, 176].
The main contribution of this chapter lies in a fully data-driven optimal
ILC framework for multivariable systems. This is achieved by an approach that
resembles recent results in system identification [120]. The main contributions
are as follows:
1. the development of a data-driven ILC algorithm with convergence conditions, see Section 5.2,
2. insight in the convergence aspects is obtained using a frequency-domain
analysis, see Section 5.3,
3. an extension to enhance the convergence speed that relies on a data-driven
quasi-Newton approach is presented in Section 5.4,
4. connections with closely related model-based ILC algorithms are established, see Section 5.5,
5. experimental validation on an industrial multivariable flatbed printer, see
Section 5.7.
Preliminary research related to contribution 1 is to appear in [20]. The present
chapter extends these initial findings with more theory and explanations, and
also includes contributions 2 − 5.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. In the next section, the problem is
stated and the contributions are summarized. Then, in Section 5.2, the datadriven ILC algorithm and convergence conditions are developed. In Section 5.3, a
frequency-domain interpretation of the convergence aspects is presented, leading
to the extensions to increase convergence speed in Section 5.4. Several connections with common pre-existing ILC algorithms are established in Section 5.5.
Implementation aspects are elaborated on in Section 5.6. The results of the
present chapter are supported with an experimental validation on industrial
multi-axis flatbed printer in Section 5.7. Finally, the conclusions and ongoing
research topics are presented in Section 5.8.
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Data-driven learning: adjoint-based ILC

In this section, the proposed approach is developed. This constitutes contribution 1, see Section 5.1.

5.2.1

Preliminaries

A matrix B ∈ RN ×N is defined positive definite iff xT Bx > 0, ∀x ≠ 0 ∈ RN and
is denoted as B ≻ 0. A matrix C ∈ RN ×N is defined positive semi-definite iff
xT Cx ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ RN and√is denoted as C ⪰ 0. For a vector x, the weighted 2-norm
is denoted as ∣∣x∣∣W ∶= xT W x, where W is a weighting matrix. If W = I, then
W is tacitly omitted. For a matrix M , the induced matrix norm is denoted as
∣∣M ∣∣ and is given by ∣∣M ∣∣ ∶= sup∣∣x∣∣=1 ∣∣M x∣∣ = σ(M ), with σ the maximal singular
value of M .
Consider a single-input single-output (SISO) system J 11 with the corresponding transfer function denoted as
∞

J 11 (z) = ∑ hi z −i ,
i=0

here hi ∈ R, i = 0, . . . , ∞ are the Markov parameters of J 11 , and z a complex
indeterminate which can be tacitly omitted for conciseness. It is assumed that
signals have finite length N ∈ N. The response of the system y 1 = J 11 f 1 for the
finite-time interval 0 ≤ k < N is denoted as:
⎡ f 1 (0) ⎤
⎡ y 1 (0) ⎤
⎥
⎥ ⎡ h(0)
⎢
0
⋯
0 ⎤⎥ ⎢⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎢ 1
1
⎢ y (1) ⎥ ⎢ h(1)
⋱
⋱
⋮ ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ f (1) ⎥⎥
⎥ ⎢
⎢
⎥, (5.1)
⎢
⎥=⎢
⎥⎢
⎥
⎥ ⎢
⎢
⋮
⋮
⋱
⋱
0 ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢
⋮
⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎢h(N − 1) ⋯ h(1) h(0)⎥ ⎢ 1
⎢ 1
⎥
⎦ ⎢f (N − 1)⎥
⎢y (N − 1)⎥ ⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦ ´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶ ⎣
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¸ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¶
11
J
f1
y1

with y 1 ∈ RN , f 1 ∈ RN , and J 11 ∈ RN ×N a finite-time matrix representation of
J 11 (z).
Consider a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system J with transfer
function matrix J (z) ∈ Cno ×ni , with ni the number of inputs, n0 the number of
outputs. The finite-time response for the MIMO system J is denoted as
⎡ y 1 ⎤ ⎡ 1,1
⎡ 1⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢J
⋯ J 1,ni ⎤⎥ ⎢⎢ f ⎥⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎢ ⋮ ⎥=⎢ ⋮
⋮ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⋮ ⎥⎥,
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎢ no ⎥ ⎢J no ,1 ⋯ J no ,ni ⎥⎥ ⎢ ni ⎥
⎢y ⎥ ⎣
⎦ ⎢⎣f ⎥⎦
⎣ ⎦
´¹¹ ¹¸ ¹ ¹¶ ´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¸ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¶ ´¹¹ ¹¸ ¹ ¹¶
J
y
f

(5.2)
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r
fj

J

yj

ej
−

Fig. 5.2. Multivariable ILC setup with MIMO system J, output yj , input fj ,
reference r, and tracking error ej . The trial index is denoted as j.

where J i,j the matrix representation of the ij th entry in J (z), y i ∈ RN , f i ∈
RN , y ∈ Rno N , f ∈ Rni N , and J ∈ Rno N ×ni N is the matrix representation of
J (z).

5.2.2

Optimal adjoint-based ILC

The ILC framework used in this chapter is presented in Fig. 5.2. The system
J ∈ Rno N ×ni N is a MIMO system with output yj ∈ Rno N , input fj ∈ Rni N and
reference r ∈ Rno N . The trial index is denoted as j. From Fig. 5.2 follows the
tracking error
ej = r − Jfj .

(5.3)

The error propagation from trial j to j + 1 is given by
ej+1 = ej − J(fj+1 − fj ),
and follows by eliminating r from ej+1 = r − Jfj+1 .
Optimal ILC is an important class of ILC algorithms, e.g., [88, 125, 136],
where fj+1 is determined by minimizing a cost function with a gradient descent
approach. The optimization criterion used in this chapter is defined as follows.
Definition 5.2.1 (Performance criterion). The performance J (fj+1 ) is given
by

with ∣∣x∣∣W =

√

J (fj+1 ) ∶= ∣∣ej+1 ∣∣2We + ∣∣fj+1 ∣∣2Wf + ∣∣fj+1 − fj ∣∣2W∆f ,

(5.4)

xT W x, We ∈ Rno N ×no N , Wf ∈ Rni N ×ni N , and W∆f ∈ Rni N ×ni N .

In Definition 5.2.1, We ⪰ 0, Wf ⪰ 0 and W∆f ⪰ 0 are user-defined weighting
matrices.
Criterion J (fj+1 ) is quadratic in fj+1 , hence the gradient of J (fj+1 ) with
respect to fj+1 is a linear function of fj+1 . For a trial j, the steepest descent
direction is given by the negative gradient of J (fj+1 ), evaluated for the current
ILC command signal fj and tracking error ej . Hence, the steepest descent
direction is given by
−

∂J (fj+1 )
∣
= 2J T We ej − 2Wf fj .
∂fj+1 fj+1 =fj
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The gradient descent learning update follows by performing the learning update
in the steepest descent direction:
fj+1 = fj − ε

∂J (fj+1 )
∣
= fj + εJ T We ej − εWf fj ,
∂fj+1 fj+1 =fj

(5.5)

where the factor 2 is absorbed in the step size ε. Note that the steepest descent direction (5.5) does not depend on W∆f . Indeed, with a gradient descent
approach the step size ε is fixed and constant. Rearranging (5.5) leads to a
gradient-descent ILC algorithm for minimizing (5.4) and is given as follows.
Algorithm 5.2.2 (Gradient descent ILC). The gradient descent ILC algorithm
that minimizes (5.4) is given by
fj+1 = (I − εWf )fj + εJ T We ej ,

(5.6)

with ε ∈ R, ε > 0 the learning gain.
An upper bound on the learning gain ε ≤ ε to ensure convergence of algorithm
(5.6) is developed later, see Theorem 5.2.10 in Section 5.2.4. In the following, it
is shown that J T has the interpretation of the adjoint operator of J.
Definition 5.2.3 (Adjoint). Let the inner product of two signals be given by:
⟨u, g⟩ = uT g, with u, g ∈ RN . Then, for a linear operator J, the adjoint J ∗ is
defined as the operator that satisfies the condition:
⟨f, Jg⟩ = ⟨J ∗ f, g⟩∀ f, g ∈ RN .
See [112, Section 22] for an equivalent definition. Consider the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2.4 (Adjoint operator). The adjoint J ∗ of operator J, see (5.2), is
given by J ∗ = J T .
Proof. From Definition 5.2.3 follows that if J ∗ is the adjoint of J then
f T Jg = (J ∗ f )T g = f T (J ∗ )T g, ∀f, g ∈ RN .
From the above follows directly that for system J the adjoint J ∗ = J T .
Thus, Lemma 5.2.4 reveals that J T is the adjoint of J, hence, gradient descent
ILC Algorithm 5.2.2 has the interpretation of an adjoint-based algorithm.

5.2.3

Data-driven learning using the adjoint system

In this section, a data-driven approach is presented that enables filtering through
an adjoint of a multivariable system. In the well-known SISO case, an operation
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with the adjoint of a linear time invariant SISO system can be recast to an operation on the original system and time-reversal of the in- and output signals.
There are many applications that exploit this property, e.g., system identification [120, 142, 167], [73, Section 12.2] and iterative learning control [31, Section
36.3.3.1], [35, 57, 95, 114, 135, 145, 176]. The generalization to MIMO systems
requires significantly more steps and investigated next. The theory developed
here resembles recent developments in system identification [120].
Before presenting the main results for MIMO systems, note that for a SISO
T
system J 11 , the adjoint J 11 can be recast to:
T

J 11 = T J 11 T

(5.7)

with
⎡0
⎢
⎢0
⎢
⎢
T = ⎢⋮
⎢
⎢0
⎢
⎢1
⎣

⋯
⋯
⋰
0

0 1⎤⎥
1 0⎥⎥
⎥
0 0⎥
⎥
⋮ ⋮ ⎥⎥
⋯ 0 0⎥⎦
0
0
⋰

an involutory permutation matrix with size N × N . Here, T is interpreted as a
time-reversal operator. Consider the following operation:
T

y = J 11 f = T J 11 T u.

(5.8)

T

It shows that the operation y = J 11 f can be recast to an operation on the
original system J 11 , and time-reversing the input before applying operator J 11 ,
and time-reversing the resulting output afterwards. Note that (5.7) is only valid
for SISO systems and is in fact exactly the same operation as is performed using
the “FiltFilt" [101] operation in robustness filtering [31, Section 36.3.3.1]. For
a MIMO system J, the adjoint J T can be written as:
⎡T
0 ⎤⎥ ⎡⎢ J 1,1 ⋯ J no ,1 ⎤⎥ ⎡⎢T
0 ⎤⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥⎢
⎥⎢
⎥
⋱
⋮ ⎥⎢
⋱
⎥⎢ ⋮
⎥,
J =⎢
⎢
⎥ ⎢ 1,ni
⎥⎢
⎥
n
,n
o
i
⎢0
⎥ ⎢J
⎥⎢0
⎥
T
⋯
J
T
⎣
⎦⎣
⎦⎣
⎦
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¶ ´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶ ´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¶
T ni
T no
J̃
T

(5.9)

here J̃ ∈ Rni N ×no N , and Tni ∈ Rni N ×ni N , Tno ∈ Rno N ×no N are time-reversal
operators for the higher dimensional in- and output signals. Matrix J̃ is the
finite-time representation of J̃(z) ∈ Cni ×no , with
⎡ J 1,1 (z)
⎢
⎢
̃
⋮
J (z) = ⎢
⎢ 1,ni
⎢J
(z)
⎣

⋯
⋯

J no ,1 (z) ⎤⎥
⎥
⋮
⎥.
⎥
no ,ni
(z)⎥⎦
J
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If J a symmetric system then J̃ = J, in this case (5.7) is valid and the SISO
time-reversal approach in (5.8) can be applied. For general MIMO systems J̃ ≠ J.
The main idea of the presented approach is to develop a data-driven MIMO
ILC algorithm by noting that:
ni no

J̃(z) = ∑ ∑ I ij J (z)I ij ,

(5.10)

i=1 j=1

where I ij ∈ Rni ×no , is a static system with ni outputs and no inputs. For the
k th and lth entry of I ij holds
ij
Ik=i,l=j
= 1,
ij
Ik≠i,l≠j

(5.11)

= 0,

i.e., all entries are of I ij zero, except the ith , j th entry. The structure of I ij is
given by
I

ij

⎡ 0i−1 × j−1
⎢
⎢
= ⎢ 01 × j−1
⎢ ni −i × j−1
⎢ 0
⎣

0i−1 × 1
1
0ni −i × 1

0i−1×no −j
01 × no −j
0ni −i × no −j

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥,
⎥
⎥
⎦

where 0i×j is the zero matrix with dim(0i×j ) = (i, j). The role of I ij in y(z) =
J (z)I ij u(z) is selecting the j th entry in u(z) and apply it to the ith input of
J (z), where the rest of the inputs to J (z) are zero.
Let I ij be the finite-time representation of I ij , then the finite-time represeñ see (5.10), is given by
tation of J,
ni no

J̃ = ∑ ∑ I ij JI ij .
i=1 j=1

Substitution of the above in (5.9) yields the main result:
⎛ ni no
⎞
J T = Tni ∑ ∑ I ij JI ij Tno
⎝i=1 j=1
⎠

(5.12)

The above equation recasts the evaluation of J T as ni ⋅ no experiments on J.
This approach is used with ILC algorithm (5.6), to arrive at the data-driven
ILC algorithm for MIMO systems.
The following procedure provides the learning update for the ILC Algorithm 5.2.2.
Procedure 5.2.5 (Dedicated gradient experiment). The objective is to compute
J T ej by performing experiments on J. This is achieved by applying the following
sequence of steps:
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1. Time reverse ej = Tno ej
2. Compute zj by performing ni ⋅ no experiments on J:
ni no

zj = ∑ ∑ I ij JI ij ej ,
i=1 j=1

with I ij the matrix representation of static system Iij defined in (5.11).
3. Time reverse again to compute J T ej = Tni zj
The main idea is to replace the model by dedicated experiments on the system.
The above approach is visualized in a diagram for ni = no = 2 in Fig. 5.3.
The complete adjoint-based ILC algorithm (5.6) using the data-based learning update in (5.12) is summarized as follows.
Summary 5.2.6. Given an initial input f0 , set j = 0, perform the following
steps:
1. execute a trial and measure ej = r − Jfj ,
2. use Procedure 5.2.5 to experimentally determine vj = J T We ej ,
3. apply ILC algorithm (5.6), set fj+1 = (I − εWf )fj + ε vj ,
4. set j ∶= j + 1 and go back to step 1 or stop if a suitable stopping criterion
is met.
Note that the inclusion of weighting matrix We in step 2 of Summary 5.2.6 is a
straight-forward multiplication of ej prior to using Procedure 5.12.
Remark 5.2.7. In case MIMO system J is almost symmetric, i.e., J ≈ J T ,
only a single experiment is needed to experimentally determine J T We ej in step
2 in Summary 5.2.6 since J T We ej ≈ JWe ej . Standard robustness filtering, see
e.g. [32], could be applied to accommodate for differences between J and J T .
Remark 5.2.8. All measured signals contain noise. In principle, to show that
Procedure 5.2.5 yields unbiased results requires computing the expected value of
the filtered ej . A full stochastic proof that J T ej resulting from Procedure 5.2.5
is indeed unbiased is outside the scope of this chapter and follows along the lines
of [74].

5.2.4

Convergence conditions

Firstly, monotonic convergence is defined in Definition 5.2.9, secondly, the conditions for achieving monotonic convergence of ILC algorithm (5.6) are presented
in Theorem 5.2.10.
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Step 1
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1

ej
T ni

0

2

Step 3

3

4

J
0

J T ej

J
0

T no

J
0

J

Fig. 5.3. Overview of Procedure 5.2.5 for ni = no = 2.

Definition 5.2.9 (Monotonic convergence). The ILC algorithm is monotonically convergent if and only if the following condition holds:
∣∣fj+1 − f∞ ∣∣ ≤ γ∣∣fj − f∞ ∣∣,

∀fj , f∞

(5.13)

with f∞ the unique fixed point of iterative algorithm (5.6) and γ ∈ [0, 1) a convergence rate.
See [32] and [113] for equivalent definitions.
Theorem 5.2.10 (Condition for monotonic convergence). Given weighting matrices We , Wf , such that J T We J + Wf ≻ 0, then for any ε ≤ ε with
ε = 2∣∣J T We J + Wf ∣∣−1 ,

(5.14)

algorithm (5.6) is monotonically convergent. The converged signals equal
f∞ = lim fj = (J T We J + Wf )−1 J T We r,

(5.15)

e∞ = lim ej = (I − J(J T We J + Wf )−1 J T We )r.

(5.16)

j→∞

j→∞

Proof. Substituting (5.3) in (5.6) yields
fj+1 = (I − ε(J T We J + Wf )fj + εJ T We r,

(5.17)

= M fj + m,
with
M = I − ε(J T We J + Wf )

(5.18)

and m = εJ T We r. Assume convergence fj+1 = fj = f∞ . Then, f∞ = (I − M )−1 m,
proving (5.15). Similar steps yield e∞ in (5.16). Using (5.17) and f∞ in (5.15),
verify that
∣∣fj+1 − f∞ ∣∣ = ∣∣M fj − M f∞ ∣∣.
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Next, using ∣∣M fj −M f∞ ∣∣ ≤ ∣∣M ∣∣∣∣fj −f∞ ∣∣, it follows that if and only if ∣∣M ∣∣ < 1,
see [112, Theorem 3.15.2], then condition (5.13) for monotonic convergence is
satisfied ∀fj , f∞ with γ = ∣∣M ∣∣. To determine the upper-bound for ε, first note
that
λ(M T M ) < 1 ⇔ ∣∣M ∣∣ < 1.

(5.19)

Next, let v be the eigenvector associated with λ(M T M ). Then, using
v T λ(M T M )v = v T M T M v and substituting (5.18) in the latter, and the result in (5.19) yields v T (ε(J T We J + Wf )(J T We J + Wf − 2εI))v < 0 after suitable
rewriting. Since ε > 0 and J T We J + Wf ≻ 0, the latter holds if and only if
ε(J T We J + Wf ) − 2I ≺ 0. Let µ be the eigenvector corresponding to maximal
eigenvalue of J T We J + Wf , then
µT ελ(J T We J + Wf )µ < 2µT µ.
The latter is satisfied for all possible µ if and only if
ε<

λ(J T W

2
.
e J + Wf )

(5.20)

Since J T We J + Wf ≻ 0, (5.20) is equivalent with ε < 2∣∣J T We J + Wf ∣∣−1 , concluding this proof.
For convergence proofs of related adjoint-based ILC algorithms see [35] and
[125].
Remark 5.2.11. Model-based gradient-decent algorithms require additional robustness considerations. In [125] the robustness properties of (model-based)
gradient-descent ILC for SISO systems are investigated. Essentially, ε determines a trade-off between convergence rate and robustness for model uncertainty.
For large modeling errors ε << ε, with very slow convergence as a consequence.
Since the approach presented in this chapter does not require a model, it is inherently robust for modeling errors.
From Theorem 5.2.10 results an upper-bound for the maximal learning gain
that ensures convergence of the ILC algorithm. This upper-bound depends on
the system J, see (5.14). In the next section, the relation between J and the
convergence speed is investigated using a frequency-domain analysis.

5.3

Frequency-domain analysis

In this section, the adjoint-based ILC algorithm of the previous section is analyzed in the frequency domain, constituting contribution 2, see Section 5.1.
The results show that the convergence speed for adjoint-based ILC algorithms
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can be directly related to the magnitude of J (z). The results are illustrated
with an example where it is shown that slow convergence of adjoint-based ILC
algorithms is expected when J (z) includes large gain variations.
To arrive at a frequency-domain adjoint-based algorithm that resembles algorithm (5.2.2), assume Wf = 0 and We = I in (5.2.2). Next, given adjoint system
J ∗ (z), then a frequency-domain adjoint-based ILC algorithm is given by:
fj+1 (z) = fj (z) + εJ ∗ ej (z),

(5.21)

with J ∗ (z) = J T (z −1 ) for J (z) ∈ Cno ×ni . The trial dynamics follow by substituting ej = r − J fj in (5.21) and rearranging:
fj+1 = (I − εJ ∗ J ) fj + εJ ∗ r.
A frequency domain convergence condition follows along identical lines as in
Theorem 5.2.10, and is given in the following corollary.
Corollary 5.3.1. Algorithm (5.21) is monotonically convergent in the sense of
Definition 5.13 if and only if
∣∣M (z)∣∣ < 1, ∀∣z∣ = 1, z ∈ C,
with M (z) = 1 − εJ ∗ (z)J (z).
See, e.g., [113] for a related analysis. Using this convergence condition yields
convergence with γ = ∣∣M (z)∣∣, see Definition 5.13 and the proof of Theorem
5.2.10. Consider a SISO system J 11 (z) to facilitate further exposition. Conceptually, the following results may also be derived for MIMO systems, e.g., using
the MIMO analysis techniques in [45]. For SISO systems, the adjoint reduces to
∗
J 11 (z) = J 11 (z −1 ). Consequently, the convergence condition in Corollary 5.3.1
reduces to
∣M 11 (z)∣ < 1, ∀∣z∣ = 1, z ∈ C,

(5.22)

with M 11 (z) = 1 − εJ 11 (z −1 )J 11 (z). Note that J 11 (z −1 )J 11 (z) ∈ R and
∗
2
∣J 11 J 11 ∣ = ∣J 11 ∣ . Hence, the convergence condition in (5.22) is satisfied if
−2

ε < ε with ε = 2sup∣z∣=1 ∣J 11 (z)∣ . It shows that the maximal allowable ε is
determined by the the peak value of the frequency response function of J 11 .
Note that (5.22) also has an interpretation in terms of the convergence speed
as a function of frequency. For a particular frequency ω, a value ∣M 11 (eiω )∣ = 0
is instantaneous convergence and a value close 1 is very slow. The shape of
∣M 11 (z)∣ is determined by the system J 11 and by the learning gain ε. Since
the maximal allowable learning gain ε directly results from the peak value of
J 11 , the gain characteristics of the system essentially determine the convergence
speed. This is illustrated with the following example.
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Magnitude [dB]
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∗

Fig. 5.4. Bode diagram example system: J 11 (–), J 11 (- -), J 11 J 11 (–),
convergence speed ∣M 11 ∣ (–), and sup∣z∣=1 ∣J 11 ∣ (⋯).

Example 5.3.2. Consider the second-order system
J 11 (z) =

4.29z 2 − 8.53z + 4.25
,
z 2 − 1.98z + 0.99

(5.23)

with the sampling time ts = 10−3 s. A bode diagram of J 11 , J 11 , and J 11 J 11
∗
is presented in Fig. 5.4. As expected, analysis of Fig. 5.4 reveals that J 11 has
∗
the inverse phase of J 11 , hence in the product J 11 J 11 , the phases cancel and
∗
the resulting phase of J 11 J 11 is zero.
The peak value of ∣J 11 ∣ is shown in Fig. 5.4 with the dotted gray line. From
the peak value results a maximal learning gain ε = 1.8 ⋅ 10−4 . Let ε = 9.0 ⋅ 10−4
such that (5.22) is satisfied for example system (5.23) .
The resulting convergence speed ∣M 11 ∣ is also shown in Fig. 5.4. The results
show that in case ∣J 11 ∣ is close to the peak value, fast convergence is achieved,
see the very small values for ∣M 11 (eiω )∣ at ω ≈ 16 ⋅ 2π. On the other hand,
∣M 11 ∣ is close to 1 for almost all other frequencies. Indeed, the system includes
a resonance at 16 Hz which determines the peak-value. Clearly, ∣J 11 (z)∣ peaks
in only a small neighborhood around the resonance, and the rest of ∣J 11 (z)∣ is
significantly lower, most notably at the frequency of the anti-resonance at 7.6 Hz.
This implies that gradient-descent ILC converges very slowly for this example
system.
∗

∗

Similar phenomena as in the example system in Fig. 5.4 are often present
in mechanical systems. Using gradient-descent Algorithm 5.2.2 may yield slow
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convergence in this case. See also [42], where slow convergence of adjoint-based
ILC algorithms is analyzed for non-minimum phase systems. In the next section,
extensions to (5.6) are presented to increase the convergence speed significantly.
Conceptually, next to the phase; also magnitude can be inverted in the learning
update.

5.4

Increasing convergence speed

This section constitutes contribution 3 and 4, see Section 5.1. In the previous
section, a frequency domain analysis is employed to gain insight in the convergence speed of adjoint-based ILC algorithms. In this section, algorithm (5.6)
is extended using concepts from optimization theory in order to enhance the
convergence speed. Several common ILC algorithms including standard normoptimal ILC, see e.g., [3,68] and the algorithm in [125] termed parameter-optimal
ILC are recovered as special cases. Moreover, the results presented here are suitable for fully data-driven implementation on MIMO systems.

5.4.1

Using Hessian information

The main idea of gradient descent ILC algorithm (5.6) is taking small steps
towards the minimum of (5.4). As illustrated in Section 5.3, the maximal step
size is very small if the dynamic range of the system’s response is large. The use
of Hessian information, i.e., knowledge of the Hessian of (5.4), can significantly
improve convergence speed. In fact, since (5.4) is a quadratic criterion, the
solution can be obtained in a single step if the both the Hessian and gradient
are known. This can be seen by analyzing the minimizer of (5.4), which is given
by
arg min J (fj+1 ) =
fj − (

(5.24)
∂ J (fj+1 )
)
2
∂fj+1
2

−1

(

⎞
∂J (fj+1 )
∣
.
∂fj+1 fj+1 =fj ⎠

This general solution is well known and used in Newton’s method for optimization, see e.g., [100, Section 8.8]. The following ILC algorithm extends the algorithm in (5.6) and encompasses (5.24).
Algorithm 5.4.1 (Data-driven quasi-Newton ILC). A general ILC algorithm
that extends gradient-descent algorithm (5.6) and encompasses (5.24) is given by
fj+1 = (I − εj Bj Wf )fj + εj Bj J T We ej ,
with trial-varying learning gain εj ∈ R and Bj ∈ Rno N ×ni N .

(5.25)
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Clearly, gradient-descent ILC algorithm in (5.5) is recovered by setting εj = ε
and Bj = I in (5.6). Consider the following theorem, where convergence in a
single iteration using Algorithm 5.4.1 is illustrated.
Theorem 5.4.2. Set W∆f = 0 in (5.4), let εj = 1 and set Bj = (J T We J +Wf )−1 ,
then ILC algorithm (5.25) directly minimizes performance criterion (5.4) and
also achieves fj+1 = f∞ in a single iteration.
Proof. From Theorem 5.2.10 follows that f∞ = (J T We J + Wf )−1 J T We r, which
is also the minimizer of (5.4) since W∆f = 0. Substituting (5.3) in (5.25) yields
fj+1 = f∞ ∀fj .
In Theorem 5.4.2, Bj is the inverse Hessian of (5.4). If Hessian knowledge is
available, much faster convergence then gradient descent algorithm (5.6) may be
achieved. Theorem 5.4.2 also shows that the Hessian is constant for all j, since
(5.25) is a quadratic function. To arrive at a fully data-driven implementation of
Algorithm 5.4.1, consider the following procedure to estimate Bj and compute
a suitable εj .
Procedure 5.4.3 (Data-driven Hessian estimation). Given Bj−1 , fj−1 , fj ,
J T We ej−1 and J T We ej resulting from step 2 in Summary 5.2.6, then Bj in
(5.25) is given by
Bj = Bj−1 −

∆j ζjT Bj + Bj ζj ∆Tj
∆Tj ζj

+ (1 +

ζjT Bj ζj
∆Tj ζj

)

∆j ∆Tj
∆Tj ζj

,

(5.26)

where
∆j = fj − fj−1 ,
ζj = wj − wj−1 ,
with wj = 2J T We ej − 2Wf fj . The learning gain εj follows by performing line
search
εj = arg min J (fj+1 (εj )) =
∣∣wj ∣∣2Bj
∣∣JBj wj ∣∣2We + ∣∣Bj wj ∣∣2Wf

(5.27)
+ ∣∣Bj wj ∣∣2W∆f

with fj+1 (εj ) given in (5.25) and Bj resulting from (5.26).
Procedure 5.4.3 is known as the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfard-Shanno (BFGS)
approach for constructing the inverse Hessian, see e.g., [100, Section 10.4] combined with a commonly used line-search, see e.g., [100, Section 8.5]. The BFGS
method combined with quasi-Newton-type algorithms is known to be effective
in practice, and is generally considered one of the best general purpose methods
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for unconstrained optimization problems, see [37] for the convergence aspects.
The main idea is that the gradient information that is already available is used
to generate curvature information of the cost function. The key motivation for
using this approach is the observation that the Hessian of (5.4) is invariant over
j, as shown in Theorem 5.4.2. It is hence expected that this approach also works
well for the data-driven ILC approach in the present chapter.
Note that Bj can directly be computed from step 3 in Procedure 5.2.5 and
does not require knowledge of J T or additional experiments. The line-search is
often used to improve convergence. Indeed, the accuracy of Bj resulting from
(5.26) is unknown a priori. Using a fixed ε as in Theorem 5.2.10 may achieve
convergence since the BFGS estimate inhibits strong self-correcting properties,
see [37]. On the other hand, computing εj from (5.27) generally results in a
decrease of J for all trials, which is not guaranteed with a fixed ε. It is hence
expected that using a trial-varying εj both enhances the convergence speed and
robustness of the extended data-driven ILC algorithm in (5.25). Using (5.27)
comes with the expense of one additional experiment in order to determine
∣∣JBj wj ∣∣We when implemented data-driven.
The fully data-driven quasi-Newton ILC Algorithm 5.4.1 using the Hessian
estimation in Procedure 5.4.3 is summarized as follows.
Summary 5.4.4. Given an initial input f0 and initial B0 , set j = 0, and perform
the following steps:
1. perform a trial and measure ej = r − Jfj ,
2. use Procedure 5.2.5 to experimentally determine vj = J T We ej ,
3. use Procedure 5.4.3 to compute Bj and experimentally determine εj ,
4. apply ILC algorithm (5.25), set fj+1 = (I − εj Bj Wf )fj + εj Bj vj ,
5. set j ∶= j + 1 and go back to step 1 or stop if a suitable stopping condition
is met.
Remark 5.4.5. The inverse Hessian Bj may also be determined by performing experiments on J instead of estimating it from data already available, for
instance, along the lines of [74]. This is especially relevant in case a non-convex
performance criterion is used, and local Hessian information is needed. An example of a non-convex performance criterion in ILC is presented in [21] (see
Chapters 2 and 3), where extrapolation capabilities with respect to changes in r
are introduced using rational basis functions. Note that since all measured signals contain measurement noise, a direct estimate the Hessian can be biased,
see [152] for the analysis and unbiased estimates.
In the next section, several important ILC approaches are recovered as special
cases of the proposed approach.
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5.5

Connections with common pre-existing ILC
algorithms

In this section, it is shown that standard norm-optimal ILC, see e.g., [3, 68]
and the parameter-optimal ILC algorithm in [124, 125, 136] are special cases of
Algorithm (5.4.1) and Procedure 5.4.3.
Norm-optimal ILC is an important class of ILC algorithms, see e.g.,
[3, 7, 68, 84, 93], where fj+1 is determined from performance criterion (5.4) using
measurements ej and fj , and a model of J. In the following corollary, standard
norm-optimal ILC is recovered as a special case of the framework in the present
chapter.
Connection 1 (Recovering standard norm-optimal ILC). Given a model of J
ˆ set εj = 1 and Bj = (JˆT We Jˆ + Wf + W∆f )−1 in Algorithm 5.4.1,
denoted as J,
then
−1

no
fj+1
= (JˆT We Jˆ + Wf + W∆f )

(JˆT We Jˆ + W∆f ) fj +
−1

(JˆT We Jˆ + Wf + W∆f )

(5.28)

JˆT We ej .

no
Clearly, fj+1
depends on both measurement data and a model, hence robustness of the convergence and performance properties is a vital issue. Indeed, this
is supported by the numerous developments in robust norm-optimal ILC, see
e.g., [30, 153, 160, 174] and will also be illustrated with experiments in the next
section.
In [124], a parameter-optimal ILC algorithm is proposed. The following
corollary recovers a general parameter-optimal ILC algorithm as a special case
of the framework in the present chapter.

Connection 2 (Recovering parameter-optimal ILC). Given a model of J deˆ set Bj = I in Algorithm 5.4.1, then the resulting ILC algorithm is
noted as J,
given by
po
ˆT
fj+1
= (I − εpo Wf )fj + εpo
j J ej ,

(5.29)

ˆ
where learning gain εpo
j follows by replacing J with the model J in (5.27) and is
given by
εpo
j =

∣∣ŵj ∣∣2
∣∣Jˆŵj ∣∣2We + ∣∣ŵj ∣∣2Wf + ∣∣ŵj ∣∣2W∆f

(5.30)

with ŵj = JˆT We ej − Wf fj . In case We = I and Wf = W∆f = 0 the learning gain
reduces to
εpo,w
=
j

∣∣JˆT ej ∣∣2
∣∣JˆJˆT ej ∣∣2
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Essentially, algorithm (5.29) is an adjoint-type ILC algorithm with a trialvarying learning gain εpo
j that follows using the optimal line-search (5.27). As
also mentioned for norm-optimal ILC, algorithm (5.29) it is in part model-based
and robustness against model uncertainties is again a key issue, see e.g., [136]
and [125] where robustness of algorithm (5.29) is investigated. Before presenting
the main experimental results, implementation aspects regarding the signal-tonoise ratio in Procedure 5.2.5 are investigated.

5.6

Implementation aspects:
to-noise ratio

improving signal-

All measured signals contain noise. Consequently, the effects of noise in the
dedicated adjoint experiments in step 2 of Summary 5.2.6 (and also the identical
step 2 in Summary 5.4.4) may affect the performance and convergence of the
proposed ILC algorithms. Therefore, an approach to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio is presented in this section.
Consider the dedicated gradient experiment in Procedure 5.2.5 that is used in
step 2 of Summaries 5.2.6 and 5.4.4. The result of step 2 is given by vj = J T We ej .
Suppose that additive measurement noise ηj is present on each measured signal
in Procedure 5.2.5, then define the resulting measurement as vjη = vj + ηj , which
is given by
vjη = ηj + J T We ej .
The main idea is to attenuate the effect of ηj by scaling ej with a factor αj ∈ R
prior to Procedure 5.2.5 and compensating that scaling afterwards. Following
this approach, vjη is recast to
vjη =

ηj
1
(ηj + J T We αj ej ) =
+ J T We ej .
αj
αj

Clearly, the effect of ηj in vjη can be made arbitrarily small by increasing αj .
In practice, αj can be used to trade-off signal-to-noise ratio in the data-driven
learning procedure versus allowable input range and nonlinearities such as sensor
quantization in the experimental system. A good value for alpha is hence highly
application-specific and a suitable αj can be obtained from system knowledge
or appropriate pre-testing.

5.7

Experimental validation

In this section, the proposed data-driven algorithms are experimentally validated
and compared with model-based approaches norm-optimal ILC and parameteroptimal ILC constituting contribution 5, see Section 5.1. The system used in the
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experiments is an industrial flatbed printer, with multiple in- and outputs. The
results demonstrate both enhanced performance as well as enhanced robustness
properties. In particular, the following five approaches are compared:
1. proposed data-driven quasi-Newton ILC Algorithm 5.4.1 with Hessian estimation in Procedure 5.4.3, see Summary 5.4.4,
2. proposed data-driven quasi-Newton ILC Algorithm 5.4.1 with Hessian estimate Bj ∶= I and data-driven optimal step size εj , see (5.27) in Procedure
5.4.3,
3. proposed data-driven gradient-descent Algorithm 5.2.2 using Procedure
5.2.5, see Summary 5.2.6,
4. standard norm-optimal ILC, see Connection 1,
5. parameter-optimal ILC, see Connection 2.
Note that the difference between approach 2 and 3 is either a varying (optimal)
learning gain εj (approach 2), or a fixed learning gain ε (approach 3).
The outline of the present section is as follows. First, the experiment system
and experimental text case is elaborated on. Next, the specific settings of the
validated ILC algorithms are presented. This is followed by the main results and
an approach to deal with friction in motion systems.

5.7.1

System description

The system used in the experimental validations is an industrial flatbed printer.
The flatbed printer is shown in Fig. 5.5 and an overview is presented in Fig. 5.6.
The system has four degrees of freedom: the carriage has translations s and z,
the gantry has a translation x, and a rotation ϕ which is defined around the
point p that is fixed to the center of the gantry. The coordinate s rotates with
ϕ, the coordinates z and x are absolute.
The gantry is considered for control in the present chapter and is denoted as
system P . The gantry is controlled in x and ϕ direction using force actuators
u1 and u2 , see Fig. 5.6. The system response y = P u with
x
u1
y = [ ] , u = [ 2] ,
ϕ
u
the output and input, respectively. The system operates in closed loop with a
given feedback controller C. The input u = C ẽ + f , here f = [f 1 f 2 ]T are the
ILC control signals and ẽ = r̃ − y with r̃ the reference for the feedback controller
with
r
r̃ = [ x ] ,
rϕ
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Fig. 5.5. Océ Arizona 550GT flatbed printer experimental setup. The printer
is normally used to print on rigid media with applications in interior decoration,
product decoration, signage, and art.

Gantry

Carriage
x
z
u

1

s

p

ϕ

u2

Fig. 5.6. Overview of the Arizona Setup. The printer has four motion axes: z
and s translations for the carriage, the gantry translates in x direction and the
rotation is ϕ. The gantry is considered for control in the present chapter.

here rx is the reference for x and rϕ is the reference for ϕ and e = [e1 e2 ]T are
the corresponding tracking errors. The error in closed-loop operation is given
by e = S r̃ − Jf , with S ∶= (I + P C)−1 and J ∶= (I + P C)−1 P . The closed-loop
system is captured in the control structure in Fig. 5.2 by introducing trial index
j and setting r ∶= S r̃, yielding ej = r −Jfj . Since ej is directly measured, it is not
necessary to compute r = S r̃. The dedicated gradient experiments in Procedure
5.2.5 can be performed in closed-loop by straight-forwardly setting r̃ = 0, since
in this case ej = Jfj . An approach for nonzero r̃ with the purpose of reducing
mechanical friction effects is developed in Section 5.7.5.
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Fig. 5.7. Bode diagram of the frequency response measurement Jfrf (z) (⋯)
and identified model Jˆ(z) (–). Note that Jˆ(z) is only used for comparative
purposes and not needed for the proposed data-driven ILC methods.

5.7.2

Model identification for comparative purposes

The five approaches defined in Section 5.2 and Section 5.4 are compared, these
include the proposed data-driven algorithm and pre-existing model based approaches. To enable implementation of the model-based approaches, a model
of J has been identified using frequency response measurements and parametric
model identification. Note that these models are not required to implement the
proposed data-driven algorithms.
The system is excited with Gaussian noise and the sampling frequency is
1 kHz. A Von Hann window is used to deal with leakage effects. The nonparametric model Jfrf (z) is estimated using the procedure in [132, Chapter 3].
The frequency response measurement Jfrf (z) results from 300 averaged measurement blocks to reduce the variance. The obtained frequency resolution is
0.5 Hz. The parametric model Jˆ(z) is estimated using an iterative identification
procedure, as e.g. in [146]. The resulting underlying state-space model for Jˆ(z)
is of 44th order. The Bode diagrams of Jfrf (z) and Jˆ(z) are shown in Fig. 5.7.
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The identified model Jˆ(z) corresponds well with the measurement Jfrf (z) for
frequencies up to approximately 175 Hz.
Further analysis of the Bode diagram reveals that strong interaction is
present, i.e. the magnitudes of the off-diagonal entries in Jfrf (z) are in the
same order of magnitude as the diagonal entries. It is therefore expected that
MIMO ILC can achieve a significant performance improvement for this system.

5.7.3

ILC design and test case

First the selection of weighting matrices in (5.4) is presented. This is followed
by a detailed overview of the specific settings for the compared algorithms.
Finally, the selection of reference r is elaborated on.

5.7.3.1

Weighting matrices

The weighting matrices in performance criterion (5.4) are selected identical for
the five tested algorithms to enable a direct comparison of the cost function
values. Specifically, We = I ⋅ 106 , Wf = I ⋅ 10−8 , and W∆f = I ⋅ 10−3 , with I of
appropriate dimensions. The main motivation for these settings is to reduce ej
as much as possible. The value for We is for scaling purposes since the values of
ej are in the order 10−6 , while the values fj are in the order of 1. The matrix
Wf ensures that large control signals are penalized. In addition, Jˆ is singular
hence using Wf ≻ 0, ensures a well-defined performance criterion. The value for
Wf has been increased from extremely small values to a level where the control
signals are acceptable for the flatbed printer. It is known that Wf ≻ 0 attributes
to robustness at the expense of larger tracking errors, see e.g., [174]. In this
test case, Wf is deliberately not increased further to demonstrate robustness
issues with the model-based approaches. Finally, a relatively small W∆f ≻ 0 is
introduced to attenuate trial-varying disturbances.

5.7.3.2

Algorithm settings

The proposed algorithms in Section 5.2.3 and Section 5.4.1 are experimentally
validated and compared with the model-based special cases in Section 5.5. An
overview of the algorithms with specific settings is presented in Table 5.1. Three
variants of the proposed data-driven methods are tested and compared with
the two model-based special cases in Section 5.5. Proposed approach 1 is the
most general and is expected to achieve the best results. Proposed approach
2 is equal to approach 1 without Hessian estimation. Proposed approach 3 is
the original gradient descent algorithm with a fixed learning gain. Pre-existing
approaches 4 and 5 correspond with the model-based special cases elaborated
on in Section 5.5.
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Table 5.1. Overview algorithm settings
Learning update
see (5.25)
see (5.25)
see (5.5)

Hessian
BFGS B0 = I, see (5.26)
Bj = I ∀j
Bj = I ∀j

Learning gain
data-driven line search in (5.27)
data-driven line search in (5.27)
fixed ε = 0.5ε̄ = 1.18 in (5.14)

Pre-existing model-based approaches
4) norm-optimal (△)
5) parameter-optimal (◯)

see (5.28)
see (5.29)

model-based, see Conn. 1
-

model-based line search in (5.30)

rx [m], rϕ [◦ ]

Proposed data-driven approaches
1) quasi-Newton algorithm (+)
2) quasi-Newton algorithm without BFGS (◻)
3) gradient-descent (∗)

0.1

0.05

0
0

0.5

1

1.5

Time [s]

Fig. 5.8. References: rx (–) a 0.1 m smooth forward and backward step, rϕ
(- -) zero rotation during the step.

5.7.3.3

Reference trajectories

The reference trajectories rx and rϕ are presented in Fig. 5.8. The trial length
N = 1500 samples with a sampling frequency fs = 1 kHz. The reference for
the x-direction is a fast forward and backward movement of the gantry with
a displacement of 0.1 m. These step-wise trajectories are typical for printers
and general motion systems, including pick-and-place systems. The backward
movement leads to approximately identical initial conditions at the beginning of
a trial. The reference rϕ is zero, i.e., the goal is to keep the gantry rotation zero
during movement in x, which is also typical for printing. Note that although
rϕ is zero, the errors with feedback control are nonzero due to the interaction
in J, see Fig. 5.7 and the discussion in the previous section, hence this is a full
multivariable control problem.
In the following section, the main experimental results are presented.

5.7.4

Main experimental Results

The experiments are invoked with f0 = 0, hence the first trial hence corresponds
to the performance of the system with feedback control only. For the data-driven
approaches, a scaling αj is introduced, see Section 5.6, and chosen such that the
absolute peak value of We ej is 20% of the maximal allowable input range for J,
which is 10 V. In total, 100 trials are performed with each of the five approaches
in Table 5.1. The results are presented in Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10.
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Fig. 5.9. Cost function values J (fj ) for the five approaches in Table 5.1:
1) (+) proposed data-driven quasi-Newton algorithm, 2) (◻) proposed datadriven quasi-Newton algorithm without Hessian estimation, 3) (∗) proposed
gradient-descent, 4) (△) standard norm-optimal ILC, 5) (○) parameter optimal ILC. The results demonstrate significant performance improvements for
the proposed data-driven approaches and that both pre-existing model-based
approaches have robustness issues.

One of the key results in the present chapter are the cost function values
that are shown in Fig. 5.9. The results demonstrate significant performance improvements for the proposed data-driven approaches and that both pre-existing
model-based approaches have robustness issues. The main observations are discussed in the following.
• Proposed extended algorithm 1 with Hessian estimation achieves approximately a factor 10 higher performance after 100 trials than the other
approaches. Approach 2 is identical to approach 1 without Hessian estimation. For trials 0 − 20, very similar convergence behavior is observed.
This is attributed to the initial Hessian estimate B0 = I in approach 1,
hence similar behavior is expected for the first few trials until the Hessian estimate for approach 1 improves. Indeed, the convergence speed of
approach 1 increases significantly after 20 trials leading to a much larger
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performance improvement. Approach 3 is the gradient-descent algorithm
with a fixed step size. The difference with approach 2 lies in an either a
varying or a fixed learning gain, see Table 5.1. Indeed as expected, this
algorithm has the slowest convergence of the data-driven approaches, see
the corresponding discussion in Section 5.3 and Section 5.4.
• Approach 4 is standard norm-optimal ILC. The results show a fast decrease
of cost function for trials 0−3. At trial 4, oscillations start to appear in the
tracking errors, which continue to grow until this behavior necessitated to
stop the experiment after 10 trials. This behavior can be explained with
the lack of robustness against modeling errors. Note that a high-fidelity
model is used, see Fig. 5.7.
• Approach 5 is parameter-optimal ILC. The results show a slightly faster
decrease of the cost function than the proposed gradient-descent approach
3 for trials 0−40. Still, the convergence is slower than approach 2, that uses
the same line search and a very closely related learning update, compare
(5.25) with Bj = I and (5.29). Indeed, a model is required to compute
εj , see (5.30), in contrast to approach 1 and 2 where the stepsize εj is
determined using an additional dedicated experiment, see the discussion
following Procedure 5.4.3. Modeling errors reduce the accuracy of the line
search and could explain the decreased convergence rate. The results also
show robustness issues for trials 50 − 80, which are indicated in Fig. 5.9.
The cost function values appear to oscillate between trails 50 − 80, these
oscillations eventually dissipate. This behavior could also be attributed to
modeling errors in both the learning update, see (5.29), and the mentioned
line search in (5.30).
In Fig. 5.10, time domain measurements of ej and fj for j = 4, j = 9 and
j = 99 are shown. The results support the earlier conclusions since the proposed
extended approach clearly achieves the smallest tracking errors after 100 trials.
The other approaches have comparable tracking performance. Unstable behavior of standard norm-optimal ILC is prominently visible. In trial 4, oscillations
appear in e14 and at trial 9 these oscillations have significantly. Although difficult
to observe in Fig. 5.10, close analysis of f91 and f91 (black) reveals small oscillations in the control signals. Interestingly, the control signals of the proposed
approach for trial 99 (black) have a very similar shape as the control signals of
norm-optimal ILC for trial 4, but without these small oscillations.
To conclude, the experimental results highlight performance and robustness improvements of the proposed methods with respect to the pre-existing
approaches for the test-case on the Arizona flatbed printer.
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Fig. 5.10. Time domain measurements ej and fj of the five approaches in Table 5.1 for trials 4 (left), 9 (center), and 99 (right): 1) (–) proposed data-driven
quasi-Newton algorithm, 2) (–) proposed data-driven quasi-Newton algorithm
without Hessian estimation, 3) (–) proposed gradient-descent, 4) (⋯) standard norm-optimal ILC, 5) (–) parameter optimal ILC. The results show that
the proposed data-driven quasi-Newton approach clearly achieves the smallest
tracking errors after 99 trials, standard norm-optimal ILC shows fast convergence in 4 trials but also increasing oscillations in the tracking error that eventually necessitated to stop the experiment after 9 trials. The other approaches
(all in gray) show similar performance.

5.7.5

Dealing with friction in motion systems

During the experiments, it is experienced that mechanical friction in motion
systems influences the results of Procedure 5.2.5. A method to deal with friction
is proposed in this section and compared with a pre-existing approach to deal
with friction in [57]. The increased effectiveness of the proposed approach is
illustrated with experiments and simulations.
The dedicated gradient experiments in Procedure 5.2.5 can be directly applied to the closed-loop system in Section 5.7.1 if r̃ = 0 during the gradient experiments, as discussed in Section 5.7.1. In this case, the gantry of the Arziona
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flatbed printer, see Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6, is at standstill and the presence of
mechanical friction negatively affects the results of the dedicated gradient experiments, as will be demonstrated.
The proposed approach to mitigate the effects of friction is to use a very small
constant velocity r̃ during the gradient experiments in Procedure 5.2.5, instead
of r̃ = 0 as required from the closed-loop setting described in Section 5.7.1. In
this case, a perturbation is present on the result vj in step 2 in Summaries 5.2.6
and 5.4.4. The perturbed result is given by
vjr≠0 = vj − r
with r = S r̃ and S = (I + P C)−1 as earlier given in Section 5.7.1. Clearly, in case
r = 0, vjr≠0 = vj , and step 2 remains identical to the open-loop case. Therefore,
the impact of the additional term r should be as small as possible, since it
directly introduces an error in the gradient experiment.
Two measures to reduce the effect of nonzero references are used. Firstly, C
and r̃ are designed such that S r̃ is close to zero for constant velocity references.
Secondly, the scaling approach proposed in Section 5.6 also attenuates the effect
of r in vjr in exactly the same fashion as the measurement noise.
A pre-existing approach to deal with friction in data-driven ILC experiments
for SISO systems is presented in [57, Section 6]. In the latter, r̃ = 0 and a sign
change in ej is applied every other trial before using the data-driven gradient
approach, and changed back afterwards. The rationale behind this method is
that the error in the gradient due to friction averages out as sufficiently many
trials are performed. This method can be used in the MIMO framework of the
present chapter by applying these sign changes to ej in step 2 of Procedure 5.2.5.
Gradient-descent ILC algorithm 3 in Table 5.1 is used to validate these methods. In total, 40 trials are performed using the reference and ILC settings of the
previous section. The results are presented in Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12.
The cost function values are shown in Fig. 5.11. It shows that the proposed
constant velocity approach performs significantly better than the pre-existing
approach. The results also show that ignoring friction leads to a non-converging
implementation since the cost function value start to increase after 20 trials.
The cost function values for the pre-existing approach exhibit an alternating
behavior, which is also observed in [57, Figure 17].
Time domain measurements and simulations of v0 , see step 2 in Summary
5.4.4, are shown in Fig. 5.12. It shows that the measurements correspond well
with the simulation for the proposed method, and that the pre-existing approach
and ignoring friction lead to large discrepancies. Given the close correspondence
of the model with the frequency response measurements in Fig. 5.7, it is expected
that v0 for the proposed method is also closer to the true gradient than the other
approaches.
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Fig. 5.11. Cost function values J (fj ) of approaches to deal with friction in
the dedicated gradient experiments in Procedure 5.2.5: 1) (∗) proposed constant velocity reference, 2) (×) pre-existing approach [57, Section 6], and 3) (●)
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1) (left, - -) proposed constant velocity reference, 2) (center, - -) pre-existing
approach [57, Section 6], and 3) (right, - -) ignoring friction.
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Conclusion

In this chapter a fully data-driven optimal ILC framework for multivariable
systems is presented. The key idea is to replace the model in the learning
update with dedicated experiments on the system.
The main difficulty in lies in the multivariable aspect since related preexisting data-driven approaches are only applicable to single-input single-output
systems. The proposed solutions have close connections to recent results in system identification and optimization theory.
The advantages of the developed framework are highlighted through comparative experiments with closely related model-based approaches. Both increased performance and robustness is demonstrated on an industrial multivariable flatbed printer.
Ongoing research is towards investigating the effects of measurement noise
and trial-varying disturbances. A fist step towards managing such effects in case
they are severe could be including basis functions, see e.g., [22] and [21] (and
also Chapters 2, 3, and 6), for increased convergence speed, increased robustness against measurement noise, and introducing extrapolation capabilities with
respect to the reference.

Chapter 6

Using Iterative Learning Control
with Basis Functions to
Compensate Medium Deformation
in a Wide-Format Inkjet Printer1
The increase of paper size and production speed in wide-format inkjet printing
systems is limited by significant in-plane deformation of the paper during printing. To increase both the production speed and paper size, the compensation of
paper deformation is essential. A potential approach to compensate the paper
deformation is actively changing the longitudinal paper position during a lateral
pass of the printheads. This chapter aims at developing an Iterative Learning
Control (ILC) algorithm suited for this compensation strategy. The paper position is measured directly, but in non-real-time using image data obtained with
a scanner located at the printheads. The proposed controller is experimentally
validated and compared with standard norm-optimal ILC in a reproducible experiment, where a set of benchmark trajectories is used that represents severe
paper deformation. The results show that in contrast to standard ILC, the ILC
with basis functions achieves good tracking performance for the reference set
and is hence a proper candidate algorithm for the compensation strategy.

6.1

Introduction

The increase of production speed and paper size for wide-format inkjet printing
systems is limited by significant deformation of the paper during printing [177].
1 Published

as [22], for related preliminary experimental work see [179, 180].
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This deformation affects the alignment of print-passes and also distorts the
printed image. In present commercial systems, this is one of the reasons for
introducing more than 50% overlap between passes. The overlap mitigates the
effects on the print quality, but as a result, significantly reduces the production
speed. To increase both the paper size and production speed, the compensation
of these deformations is required.
A potential approach to compensate the paper deformation is actively changing the longitudinal paper position during a lateral pass of the carriage [18]. The
shape of the deformation gradually changes in time [177], and therefore the reference trajectory for the paper motion must also change each pass. In [18], only
measurements of the motor position were used for control. Despite the significant performance enhancement at the motor side, an evaluation at the paper
revealed insufficient performance.
Although the approach in [18] is conceptually promising, the disturbances
introduced by the medium position drive [69] cannot be suppressed by applying
control using the measured motor position. Therefore, in the present chapter,
the use of a newly developed scanner in the control loop is proposed. This
scanner is located in the carriage (that holds the printheads), and is used to
directly measure the longitudinal paper position. The measurements result from
an image processing algorithm that analyzes each scan offline.
Iterative Learning Control (ILC) updates the command signal offline in a
batch-to-batch fashion and is hence well-suited to be used in combination with
the offline measurements. Although ILC is known to achieve very good tracking
performance, the learned command signal is optimal for a specific task only [21],
extrapolation to other tasks can lead to significant performance degradation
[83, 102].
In [104], a segmented approach to ILC is presented and applied to a wafer
stage. This approach is further extended in [75], where the complete task is
divided into subtasks that are learned individually. The use of such a signal
library is restricting in the sense that the tasks are required to consist of standardized building blocks that must be learned a priori. The use of a time-varying
robustness filter [30, 144] introduces extrapolation capabilities for specific filter
structures [144], but only for a restricted class of reference variations. In [56]
an initial input selection for ILC is proposed. This method can be used to reinitialize the ILC after a reference change, see the related results in [83]. The
re-initialization mapping is only static, hence modeling errors directly affect the
extrapolation capabilities. In [34] an ILC algorithm for LPV systems is proposed.
The approach deals with the varying dynamics and introduces extrapolation capabilities for different initial positions of the system.
In [102,105,173], basis functions in ILC are introduced. In [105], the tracking
errors are projected onto a basis in order to only learn the repetitive part of the
tracking error. In [102], the ILC command signal is parameterized using basis
functions, in order to achieve extrapolation capabilities. The difference between
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these two approaches is projecting either the measured output onto a basis,
or, construct the ILC command signal from a basis; both approaches can be
encompassed in the framework presented in [173].
In this chapter, basis functions are used that enhance the extrapolation properties in ILC. Potentially, this method achieves improved performance and extrapolation capabilities simultaneously. The earlier approach in [18] cannot be
applied directly since the controller structure is not suitable for the additional
non-real-time measurements, moreover, the extrapolation capabilities are not
investigated. The results in [21] employ a more complex set of basis functions
than considered here, to further increase performance and extrapolation capabilities. These results however, only include experimental results on a simple
laboratory-scale motion system, and are more suited for a different class of systems than considered in this chapter. The main contribution of the present
chapter is the design and experimental implementation of an iterative learning controller [32, 39, 108], in which the varying references and offline position
measurements are explicitly addressed.
An experimental comparison of the proposed ILC with standard normoptimal ILC in a reproducible validation experiment is presented. A set of
benchmark references is employed that represents severe paper deformation. The
key result is that the ILC with basis functions achieves good tracking performance that is insensitive to the changes in reference, in contrast to standard
ILC.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, the problem that is addressed
in this chapter is defined in detail in Section 6.2. The experimental setup and
paper position measurements are elaborated on in Section 6.3, followed by the
presentation of the learning controller framework in Section 6.4. Finally, the
controller design and experimental results are elaborated on in Section 6.5.

6.2

Problem formulation

In this section, the addressed problem is defined. First, in Section 6.2.1, the
printing process is introduced. Then, in Section 6.2.2, the paper deformations
that arise during the printing process are explained. Finally, the problem statement is formulated in Section 6.2.3.

6.2.1

Scanning printing process

Figure 6.1 shows an overview of the so-called scanning printing process. The
medium, e.g. paper, is printed on by the printheads that are located in the carriage. The carriage moves from left-to-right and vice versa, and each time such
a pass completes the paper is translated with a fixed step size. In the present
chapter the mono-directional printing process is used. This means that the
printheads only print when the carriage is moving from left-to-right, indicated
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Fig. 6.1. Mono-directional printing, the paper is printed on during each from
left-to-right pass of the carriage. The paper is transported with a fixed step size
after a pass is completed

with the arrow, see Fig. 6.1. The results in this chapter are also applicable to
bi-directional printing, the main differences are tighter requirements on the computational cost of the algorithm and larger changes in the reference trajectories.

6.2.2

Paper deformations

The printing process typically introduces temperature and moisture changes in
the paper [177]. In the printing process used, temperature increase is caused
by the use of a heated print-surface, and the use of molten ink. The ink is
molten inside the printheads and crystallizes on the paper after printing. This
drastically increases the paper temperature, that in turn leads to the evaporation
of moisture that was already present in the paper before printing. These changes
in temperature and moisture content in turn lead to deformation of the paper.
The measured paper deformation for 145 passes of the carriage is shown in
Fig. 6.2 (the measurement procedure is elaborated on detail in Section 6.3.2).
Each line represents the deformation position with respect to a straight line for a
certain time instance, indicated by the colorbar. It shows that the paper suffers
from planar deformation that gradually evolves into a parabolic-like shape as
time progresses. The deformation evolves unidirectional and the magnitude is
in the order of 600 µm.
The scale of this deformation is large enough to severely deteriorate the print
quality [134], especially when production speed is maximized and no overlap between the passes is used. Figure 6.3 shows how the paper deformation negatively
affects the alignment of passes. It shows that at the edges of a pass there may
be overlap, in contrast to the center of the pass, that aligns properly with the
previous pass. Proper alignment leads to improved print quality, and is hence
pursued.
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Fig. 6.2. Measured paper deformation. Each line represents the paper deformation with respect to a straight line for a certain time instance, the time is
indicated by the colorbar.
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z
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Fig. 6.3. Misalignment of passes due to the paper deformation. The longitudinal paper position is denoted as z [m].

6.2.3

Problem formulation

The main idea is to compensate the misalignment by actively changing the longitudinal paper position z, see Fig. 6.3, during a pass of the carriage (which
is lateral to the paper transport direction). The deformation measurement in
Fig. 6.2 shows that the shape of the deformation gradually changes as time progresses. Consequently, to correct the misalignments effectively, the reference
trajectory for the paper position must also change each pass of the carriage.
A scanner in the carriage is used to directly measure the longitudinal paper
position z, see Fig. 6.3. The direct measurement allows to control disturbances
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introduced by the medium positioning drive. The position measurements result
from an image processing algorithm that analyzes each scan offline.
To compensate the misalignments, a control algorithm that meets the following requirements is necessary:
R1. the use of offline batch-wise measurements
R2. allow variation in the reference trajectory
The main contribution of the present chapter is the design of an iterative
learning controller with basis functions that addresses these requirements. ILC
updates the command signal offline in a batch-to-batch fashion and hence naturally meets requirement R1. Suitable basis functions [18, 173] are introduced
to deal with the varying reference trajectories that are required for R2. The
controller design is experimentally validated and compared with standard normoptimal ILC in a reproducible experiment where a set of benchmark trajectories
is used. It is expected that the control algorithm is suitable for the actual compensation of paper deformation if these benchmark references can be accurately
followed with the paper position. The implementation aspects of the compensation strategy during actual printing instead of a benchmark experiment are
discussed in Section 6.5.3.
In the next section the wide-format printer setup and benchmark references
are discussed.

6.3

Experimental setup

As stated in the problem formulation, the objective is to design a controller
meeting requirements R1 and R2 and to validate the design in a reproducible
benchmark experiment. Therefore, a measurement procedure is developed that
eliminates the deformation of the paper from the displacement measurement.
Moreover, reference trajectories are designed that represent severe paper deformations to use in the validation experiment.
First, the experimental setup is discussed, followed by the paper displacement
measurement procedure using the scanner, and finally the benchmark trajectories are introduced.

6.3.1

Setup

The wide-format printer is depicted in Fig. 6.4. The carriage, print surface, and
paper are indicated. The medium positioning drive (MPD) is located internally
and hence not visible in Fig. 6.4, instead, a diagram of the MPD is shown in
Fig. 6.5. The MPD includes a motor that drives the rollers, and the rollers are
used to position the paper. The motor is voltage driven and the rotor position y
[m] is measured using an optical encoder. The gear ratio from motor to the roller
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Carriage

Paper

Print surface
Fig. 6.4. Overhead view of the wide-format printer: the carriage, paper, and
print surface are indicated.

is 60:1, and the roller position x [m] is measured by another optical encoder. The
paper position z [m] is measured using a scanner located inside carriage. The
measurement procedure is presented in the next section.

6.3.2

Paper position measurement procedure

To improve reproducibility of the experimental results, a two-scan measurement
procedure is used. The objective is to eliminate the effects of paper deformation
from the position measurement such that a proper benchmark experiment can
be performed when a reference is applied. An overview of the paper position
measurement procedure is shown in Fig. 6.6. Straight marker-lines have been
printed a priori followed by a waiting period of 5 minutes. After the waiting
period, the marker lines are scanned each time the carriage passes from left to
right. In contrast to the printing process illustrated in Section 6.2.1, the paper
is not shifted after a pass of the carriage, hence during each pass the same lines
are scanned. The paper position z is measured is as follows:
1. the marker lines are scanned without motion of the paper (r = 0), see
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Fig. 6.5. Side view of the medium positioning drive: the motor is voltage driven
with input u, its rotor position y is measured with an optical encoder. The
paper is positioned using the indicated rollers, the bottom roller with position
measurement x is driven by the motor. The carriage moves perpendicular to
the plane of the diagram, the scanner in the carriage is used to measure the
paper displacement z.

Fig. 6.6 (b),
2. the marker lines are scanned with motion of the paper during the scan (i.e,
some reference r is applied), see Fig. 6.6 (c),
3. the image processing algorithm (see Appendix A) determines the position
of the marker lines in the image for each scan separately, this results in
two position signals, that are a function of time,
4. the resulting paper displacement is computed by subtracting the marker
position for the scan without motion from the scan with motion, see Fig. 6.6
(d).
The straightness of marker lines has been affected by the paper deformation in
both images, this is especially visible in Fig. 6.6 (b). The ongoing deformation
reaches a final shape after the waiting period of 5 minutes, see Fig. 6.2, hence the
deformation in both scans is identical. The deformation cancels out when subtracting the deformation signal in Fig. 6.6 (b) from the marker position signal of
Fig. 6.6 (c) , resulting in the reference-induced paper displacement measurement
depicted in Fig. 6.6 (d).
The measurement results in Fig. 6.2 are obtained by repeatedly scanning
the marker lines with r = 0 and using the algorithm in appendix A to compute
the position of the marker. Right after the marker has been printed, the lines
are straight. As the paper deforms while time passes, the shape of the marker
changes; eventually yielding the results presented in Fig. 6.2.
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Illustration of the scanning process:
(a)
paper motion

scanner

marker

Scan image result, without paper motion during scan:
(b)

Scan image result, with paper motion during scan:
(c)

Computed paper position z:
(d)
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Fig. 6.6. Paper position measurement procedure. The scanner records the
marker-lines during each left-to-right pass of the carriage (a). The resulting
images of two scans: one without motion of the paper during the scan (b) and
one with a forward-backward and consecutive backward-forward motion of the
paper during the scan (c), the paper position computed from the two scans by
the image processing algorithm (d).

6.3.3

Benchmark references

The measurement procedure developed in the previous section eliminates deformation in the paper from the displacement measurement. A set of reference
trajectories is used as benchmark to validate the controller design in a reproducible experiment. As mentioned in the problem formulation, see Section 6.2.3,
it is expected that the candidate control algorithm is suitable for the actual compensation of paper deformation if these benchmark references can be accurately
tracked with the paper position.
The set of trajectories r1 , r2 and r3 is presented in Fig. 6.7. These 4th order
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Fig. 6.7. The benchmark references: r1 (solid black), r2 (dashed gray), r3
(dashed-dotted gray).

polynomial references represent severe paper deformations and are inspired by
the paper deformation measurements shown in Fig. 6.3, where the focus is on
the first half of the deformation shape. The size of the trajectories is in the
same order of magnitude as the deformations and the distance increases each
consecutive reference. During experiments, the active reference is selected from
this set of references r ∈ {r1 , r2 , r3 }.

6.4

Norm-optimal iterative learning control with
basis functions

In this section, the controller structure, feedforward parameterization and ILC
with basis functions framework are presented.
The following notation is used. A discrete-time system is denoted as H. The
ith element of a vector θ is expressed as θ[i]. A matrix B ∈ RN ×N is defined
positive definite iff xT Bx > 0, ∀x ≠ 0 ∈ RN and is denoted as B ≻ 0. A matrix
C ∈ RN ×N is defined positive semi-definite iff xT Cx ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ RN and is√denoted
as C ⪰ 0. For a vector x, the weighted 2-norm is denoted as ∣∣x∣∣W ∶= xT W x,
where W is a weighting matrix. If W = I, then W is tacitly omitted.

6.4.1

Finite-time ILC framework

All signals and systems are discrete time and often implicitly assumed of length
N . Systems are assumed to be linear time-invariant, and single intput single
output. Given are a system H and finite-time input and output vectors u, y ∈
RN ×1 . Let h(t), t ∈ Z be the infinite-time impulse response vector of H. Then,
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the finite-time response of H to u is given by
y[t] =

t

∑

h(l)u[t − l],

l=t+1−N

with 0 ≤ t < N , and zero initial conditions. This finite-time convolution is recast
to the so-called lifted notation [32]:
⎡ y[0] ⎤ ⎡ h(0) h(−1) ⋯ h(1−N ) ⎤ ⎡ u[0] ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ y[1] ⎥ ⎢⎢ h(1) h(0) ⋯ h(2−N ) ⎥⎥ ⎢ u[1] ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎢
⎥
⎥,
⎥=⎢
⎢
⎥ ⎢⎢
⋱
⋮
⎥
⎥ ⎢ ⋮
⎢
⋮
⋮
⎥⎢
⎥
⎥ ⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢y[N − 1]⎥ ⎣ h(N −1) h(N −2) ⋯ h(0) ⎦ ⎢u[N − 1]⎥
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¸ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶ ´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶ ´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¸¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶
H

y

u

with H the convolution matrix corresponding to system H and y = Hu the finite
time response. Note that H is not restricted to be a causal system, otherwise
h(t < 0) = 0.

6.4.2

Feedback controller structure

The control setup is shown in Fig. 6.8. The process is the MPD, and is indicated
in shaded gray. During an experiment with index j, the motor position yj and
the paper displacement zj are measured. The feed forward is denoted as fj and
the reference is denoted as r.
The feedback controller C is applied over the motor position yj , since zj
is measured offline and therefore not available for real-time feedback. In ILC,
the learning update is typically calculated offline, hence the measured paper
displacement zj is well-suited to be used for ILC. A consequence of using this
strategy is that the ILC optimizes the tracking error measured at the paper:
ezj = r − zj

(6.1)

= r − P Sfj − P CS r̃,
z

z

with S the convolution matrix of the sensitivity (1 + CP y )−1 . The feedback
controller C operates on the tracking error measured at the motor:
eyj = r̃ − yj = S r̃ − P y Sfj .

(6.2)

Essentially, the performance variables eyj and ezj may be conflicting, depending
on P z and P y . Therefore the filter
r̃ =

Py
r
Pz

(6.3)

is introduced, see Fig. 6.8, and is a special choice of a two-degree-of-freedom controller structure for inferential servo control [117, 122]. The following illustrates
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Fig. 6.8. Control setup, with the MPD is indicated in shaded gray and reference
filter P y (P z )−1 .

that this filter aligns the performance variables eyj and ezj . Suppose the ILC
achieves perfect performance by learning from ezj , reaching ezj = 0. Substituting
the latter in (6.1) and solving for fj yields:
fj = (P z )−1 r

(6.4)

Subsequent substitution of (6.4) and (6.3) in (6.2) yields eyj = 0 hence, the feedback controller is not conflicting with the ILC if this reference filter is used.
Substituting the reference filter (6.3) in the tracking errors (6.1) and (6.2) yields:
ezj = Sr − P z Sfj .
Py
eyj = S z r − P y Sfj ,
P

(6.5)

If P z has zeros outside the unit-disc, the stable-inversion approach in [49] can
be adopted to compute r̃.

6.4.3

Feed forward parameterization

As argued in the problem formulation, see Section 6.2.3, requirement R2 necessitates a control algorithm with the ability to track a class of references. Therefore,
a parameterization is introduced that incorporates extrapolation capabilities in
the feedforward with respect to the reference.
The following illustrates that the essence of obtaining the ideal feedforward
command signal lies in choosing fj to be a function of r. Let fj = F (θj )r, with
F (θ) the convolution matrix of a linear system with parameters θj . The particular structure of F (θ) remains to be chosen, and is discussed in Section 6.4.4.
Subsequent substitution of fj into (6.5) yields
ezj = Sr − P z SF (θj )r

(6.6)

= (I − P F (θj )) Sr.
z

Equation (6.6) reveals that if the feedforward is parameterized in terms of the
reference r, then the error in (6.6) can be made invariant under the choice of
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Learning update

θj
F (θj )
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Fig. 6.9. Control setup with feedforward parameterization F (θj ) and the ILC
learning update generating θj .

r, given that F (θj ) = (P z )−1 , yielding ezj = 0. This implies that if the latter is
satisfied, perfect extrapolation properties with respect to r are obtained. The
introduced feed forward parameterization F (θj ) is incorporated in the controller
structure and shown in Fig. 6.9.

6.4.4

Extending norm-optimal iterative learning control
with basis functions

In this section, the norm-optimal learning update algorithm is discussed that
addresses the computation of fj+1 from the measurement ezj . Norm-optimal
ILC is an important class of ILC algorithms, e.g., [3, 7, 68, 84, 93], where fj+1 is
determined from the solution of an optimization problem. Norm-optimal ILC
with basis functions [18, 21, 102, 173] is an extension of the norm-optimal ILC
framework, where the feedforward is generated using a set of basis functions.
The optimization criterion for the present chapter is defined as follows.
Definition 6.4.1 (Norm-optimal ILC with basis functions). The optimization
criterion for norm-optimal ILC with basis functions is given by
J (θj+1 ) ∶= ∣∣ezj+1 ∣∣2We + ∣∣fj+1 ∣∣2Wf + ∣∣fj+1 − fj ∣∣2W∆f ,

(6.7)

with We ≻ 0, Wf , W∆f ⪰ 0, and fj+1 = F (θj+1 )r.
In (6.7), We ≻ 0, and Wf , W∆f ⪰ 0 are user-defined weighting matrices to
specify performance and robustness objectives [133], namely, robustness with
respect to model uncertainty (Wf ) and convergence speed and sensitivity to
trial varying disturbances (W∆f ). The predicted tracking error at the paper for
trial j + 1, i.e., ezj+1 , is used in cost function (6.7), and is given by:
ezj+1 = ezj − P z S (F (θj+1 ) − F (θj )) r
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The latter follows from eliminating Sr in (6.6) and using ej+1 = Sr −
P z SF (θj+1 )r, yielding the error propagation from trial j to j + 1. The
feedforward-parameter update is given by
∗
θj+1
= arg min J (θj+1 ).
θj+1

(6.8)

The optimization criterion (6.7) is a quadratic function in ezj+1 and fj+1 , the
dependence of J on the feed forward parameters θj is determined by the structure of the feedforward parameterization F (θj ). In the present chapter, F (θj )
is chosen linearly in θj , such that ezj+1 is linear in θj . Consequently, the performance criterion (6.7) is quadratic in θj+1 and hence an analytic solution to
(6.8) exists [21, 102]. The structure of F (θj ) is part of the controller design and
presented in Section 6.5.1. In solving (6.8), a model P z S is used.
Given models P z and S = (I + CP y )−1 , basis functions Ψ = ∂θ∂ j F (θj )r, with
Ψ ∈ RN ×m full column rank, here, m is the number of parameters θj ∈ Rm , and
weighting matrices We , Wf s.t. (P z )T S T We P z S + Wf ≻ 0, then the parameter
update that minimizes J (θj+1 ), see (6.7), is given by
θj+1 = Lezj + Qθj ,
L = [ΨT ((P z )T S T We P z S + Wf +
W∆f ) Ψ]

−1

[ΨT (P z )T S T We ] ,

(6.9)

Q = [ΨT ((P z )T S T We P z S + Wf +
W∆f ) Ψ]

−1

ΨT ((P z )T S T We P z S + W∆f ) Ψ,

with L and Q the learning filters and fj+1 = Ψθj+1 = F (θj+1 )r. Learning update
(6.9) leads to monotonic convergence of ∣∣fj ∣∣, for properly selected weighting
matrices We , Wf and W∆f . The learning filters are obtained following the same
lines as in standard norm-optimal ILC, e.g., [68] and is based on the necessary
condition for optimality ∂θ∂J
= 0, and solving this linear equation for θj+1 ,
j+1
yielding the parameter update in (6.8).
Remark 6.4.2. The effects of non-minimumphase zeroes in the system, i.e.,
P z S on a norm-optimal ILC algorithm are reported in [42]. It is shown that
for sufficiently long trial length N , this convolution matrix has a number of extremely small singular values that are associated with arbitrary slow convergence
for a part of the tracking error. When basis functions are introduced, the system
P z S ∈ RN ×N can be reduced to a system P z SΨ ∈ RN ×m , with typically m << N .
The basis functions Ψ can be chosen such that the small singular values are be
eliminated. Hence, fast convergence can be obtained, although typically ezj→∞ ≠ 0.
Remark 6.4.3. The introduction of basis functions greatly reduces the numerical
costs of the ILC algorithm. In standard norm-optimal ILC with trial length
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N , the basis functions Ψ = I ∈ RN ×N in (6.9). The matrices L ∈ RN ×N and
Q ∈ RN ×N . With m basis functions, Ψ ∈ RN ×m , consequently, L ∈ Rm×N and
Q ∈ Rm×m . Typically m << N , hence a major reduction of computational cost is
achieved.

6.5

Experimental results

The controller design steps are presented in Section 6.5.1, followed by the presentation of the experimental results in Section 6.5.2.

6.5.1

Iterative learning controller design

The proposed controller design encompasses three steps:
1. system identification,
2. selection of the feedforward parameterization,
3. design of the weighting matrices.
Each step is presented in the following.
Step 1, system identification
To calculate the learning filters L and Q, models P y and P z are required, see
Section 6.4. Instead of performing system identification for P z by using the
scanner, the encoder that measures the roll position x is used, see Fig. 6.5. It
is assumed that P z = P x . The modeling error introduced by this assumption is
expected to be small, and consequently, the convergence properties of the ILC
remain unaffected.
T
Open-loop system identification is performed to identify P = [P x , P y ] . The
system is excited with Gaussian noise since it is the only available excitation
signal in the experimental setup. The input is the motor voltage u, the outputs
are motor position y and roller position x, see Fig. 6.5. The sampling frequency
fs = 1 kHz is given. The frequency response function (frf) Pfrf is estimated using
the procedure in [132, Section 3.3.3]. A Von Hann window is used to deal with
leakage effects. The obtained frequency resolution is 0.5 Hz. The frequency
response measurement Pfrf results from 400 averaged measurement blocks to
reduce the variance on Pfrf . The parametric model P is estimated using an
iterative identification procedure, as e.g. in [146]. The Bode diagrams of Pfrf ,
P and the 3σ (99.7%) confidence interval of Pfrf are shown in Fig. 6.10. The
results show that the uncertainty region is large for higher frequencies, where
the uncertainty for P x starts increasing significantly at 230 Hz and at 400 Hz
for P y . Both uncertainty regions could be caused by a poor signal-to noise
ratio, the difference in frequencies could stem from the use of different optical
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encoders, the encoder for x has a slightly lower resolution than the encoder used
to measure y. The resolution is 1.1 µm for y and 1.3 µm for x. The identified
model P corresponds well with the measurement for frequencies up to 200 Hz, for
higher frequencies the magnitude of P x is larger than the magnitude of Pfrf . The
model includes 5 common poles (i.e., P x and P y , see Fig. 6.9, have the same 5th
order denominator polynomial), and each output has 4 associated zeros (i.e.,
P x and P y have different 4th order numerator polynomials). The sensitivity
S = (1 + CP y )−1 is calculated using the already existing feedback controller C,
see Appendix B for more details.
Remark 6.5.1. The quantization of the encoder is a nonlinear effect that maps
a continuous position variable x to a discrete set of position values. Due to
stochastic disturbances in the position x, i.e., amplifier noise, it is expected that
the quantization effect of the encoder has a stochastic character. By proper
experiment design in the system identification procedure, the variance introduced
on the frequency response measurements can be made as small as needed.
Step 2, feedforward parameterization
As argued in Section 6.4.3, the feedforward parameterization should be such that
F (θj ) = (P z )−1 . The idea is to deduce a suitable structure for F (θj ) using the
x
measured frequency response for the roller Pfrf
and physical insight in the MPD,
x
see Fig. 6.5. Analysis of the Bode diagram of Pfrf
, see Fig. 6.10 (top), reveals
that at least six poles and two zeros are present:
1. Two stable real-valued poles at frequencies below 40 Hz, indicated by
both the −2 slope of the magnitude and the phase approaching −180○ .
These poles capture the rigid-body dynamics, viscous friction, and counterelectromotive force of the DC-motor.
2. Two stable complex-conjugated poles at 94 Hz, indicated by the peaking
magnitude and the phase-loss of 180○ . These poles capture the resonance
phenomenon between the roller and DC-motor.
3. Two minimum-phase complex-conjugated zeros creating the anti-resonance
at 115 Hz, indicated by the small dip in magnitude and the phase-increase.
4. Two stable complex-conjugated poles creating the resonance at 119 Hz,
indicated by the small peak in magnitude and the phase-loss. These poles,
in combination with the zeros at 115 Hz are attributed to relatively flexible
connection of the encoder that measures the roller position x to the roller,
see Fig. 6.5.
The anti-resonance and resonance phenomenon caused by the roller-encoder is
ignored since it relatively small in comparison with the other dynamics. This
implies that the feed forward structure should include 4 zeros, and no poles.
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Fig. 6.10. Frequency response measurement Pfrf
(top, solid black) and Pfrf
(bottom, solid black), 3σ (99.7%) confidence intervals (shaded gray), models
P x (top, dashed gray) and P y (bottom, dashed gray).

The structure of F (θj ) is therefore selected as follows: let ξ(z) = fs (1 − z −1 )
be a differentiator with convolution matrix ξ, then
m

F (θj ) = ∑ ξ i−1 θj [i],
i=1

with m = 5. The scaling in ξ(z) with the sampling frequency fs is to improve the
numerical conditioning, and is related to the δ-operator approach in [63, Section
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12.9]. The basis functions Ψ =
are given by:

∂
F (θj )r
∂θj

resulting from this choice for F (θj )

Ψ = [r, ξr, ξ 2 r, ξ 3 r, ξ 4 r]

(6.10)

Since Ψ consists of differentiations of the reference, the parameters θj can be directly interpreted as the feedforward parameters compensating for effects related
to: position, velocity, acceleration, jerk, and snap, see [91].
Remark 6.5.2. The selection of the feedforward parameterization F (θj ) can
be viewed as selecting a model structure in a system identification experiment
[12]. The reference r can be interpreted as the excitation of the system. The
correspondence of F (θj )−1 and P z is therefore expected to be related to the power
spectrum of r in ratio to the unknown disturbances (similar to signal-to-noise
ratio in system identification). It is expected that when the frequency spectrum
of r does not change significantly during experiments, the tracking error will also
remain similar. If large reference variations are expected, a broadband training
reference can be used in order to obtain close resemblance between F (θj )−1 and
P z , hence, achieving good tracking performance for the large reference variations
as well.
Step 3, weighting matrices
The weighting matrices in Definition 6.4.1 specify the performance and robustness objectives. As illustrated in Section 6.4.3 with (6.6), optimal extrapolation properties and tracking performance is achieved simultaneously when
F (θj ) = (P z )−1 . In view of (6.6), this corresponds with minimizing ezj+1 in
the cost function (6.4.1). Hence, ideally Wf = 0. Since Wf > 0 is necessary for
increased robustness against modeling errors, this may be impossible to achieve
in practice.
The obtained values presented here result from an iterative tuning procedure,
where convergence speed, the trade-off between performance and robustness,
and numerical conditioning are balanced. First, We = I ⋅ 106 , W∆f = 0, and
Wf = Ic1 with c1 >> 1 a constant. Then, experiments are performed, where c1 is
gradually lowered. The model presented in Section 6.5.1 step 1 turned out to be
accurate enough to set Wf = 0. Then, W∆f = Ic2 , with c2 = 0. In the following
experiments c2 is gradually increased until the variation due to non-repetitive
disturbances is at a satisfactory level, while maintaining a good convergence
speed. The final weighting filters are given by
We = I ⋅ 106 , Wf = 0, and W∆f = I ⋅ 10−3 .
These settings ensure optimal tracking performance since Wf = 0, theoretically
yielding ej→∞ = 0. In practice, ej→∞ often has a stochastic character due to
trial-varying effects such as measurement noise and re-initialization errors at the
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beginning of the trial. Trial-varying, but deterministic disturbances also affect
ej→∞ . The amplification of trial-varying effects is balanced with the convergence
speed by setting W∆f = I ⋅ 10−3 . The dominant trial-varying disturbance is an
occasional outlier of the image processing algorithm, see Appendix A.
The experimental results are presented in the next section, the ILC with basis
functions is compared with standard norm-optimal ILC (where Ψ = I compared
to (6.10)) in a case study.

6.5.2

Experimental results

In this section, the control strategy developed in the previous section is experimentally verified. The objective is to demonstrate accurate tracking for the
set of benchmark deformations (see Section 6.3.3), where the scanner in the
carriage is used for the paper displacement measurement. Additionally, the results also include a comparison with standard norm-optimal ILC to support the
discussions.
In total, 60 trials are performed, where the reference for the MPD (see Fig. 6.5
and Fig. 6.9, resp.) is changed from r = r1 to r = r2 and from r = r2 to r = r3 at
trials 20 and 40, respectively. The parameter vector θj , is not re-initialized when
changing the reference. Note that for norm-optimal ILC: Ψ = I and Wf = I ⋅10−12
to ensure the existence of the inverses in (6.9). The initial feed forward θ0 = 0.
The experimental results are presented in Fig. 6.11 and Fig. 6.12. The tracking performance is defined Je = eTj We ej , and shown in Fig. 6.11. The results
show that both the ILC with basis functions and the standard ILC improve
performance compared with feedback only (trial 0). The main result is that
the parameterized approach is insensitive to the change in reference at trial 20
and 40, in contrast to the standard ILC, that shows a large decrease in tracking performance (increase in function value of Je ). The results show that the
standard ILC is able to achieve better tracking performance than the designed
ILC with basis functions, but lacks extrapolation capabilities. This observation
is supported by the results presented in Fig. 6.12, that show the time domain
tracking errors for the three references (columns) and the two methods (rows).
It shows that both methods have a learning transient when r1 is applied, since
θ0 = 0. When the second reference is activated, the norm-optimal ILC shows
a large increase in tracking error, in contrast to the ILC with basis functions,
where the tracking error does not increase. Very similar behavior is observed
when r3 is applied.
In conclusion, the presented controller design meets the requirements in the
problem formulation, see Section 6.2.3, for the presented benchmark. The actual
print quality is a complex function of the paper positioning error, and many other
variables. The peak value of the positioning error should be typically lie inside
some band of, e.g., 10 to 20 µm for this particular inkjet process. The presented
technique achieves exactly that, consistent tracking within a certain band of
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Fig. 6.11. Performance function values Je (θj ) = ezj T We ezj : ILC with basis
functions (○) is insensitive to the reference changes r1 → r2 (black dashed) at
j = 20 and from r2 → r3 at j = 40 (black dotted), in contrast to standard
norm-optimal ILC (△).

error. This is in contrast to standard ILC, where the tracking error increases
significantly after a reference change, and reduces again in several iterations.
Therefore, the proposed control technique is a proper candidate algorithm for
the compensation of paper deformations.
Remark 6.5.3. The results in Fig. 6.11 and Fig. 6.12 illustrate that the standard
norm-optimal ILC can achieve significantly lower tracking errors than the ILC
with basis functions. This is attributed to the fact that standard norm-optimal
ILC is able to compensate for all trial-invariant disturbances. The current parameterization of the feedforward is only in terms of r, see Fig. 6.9, with the
number of basis functions m much smaller than the trial length N . Hence, the
converged tracking errors may still have repetitive constant due to effects unrelated to r, or, due to a too low number of basis functions m. Nevertheless, the
basis Ψ can always be extended from m to N linearly independent basis functions, recovering standard norm-optimal ILC and its performance; while still
maintaining extrapolation properties with respect to r.

6.5.3

Implementation of deformation compensation in the
actual printing process

The paper displacement method presented in Section 6.3.2 relies on visible
marker lines that have been printed a priori. During actual printing, the printing
of visible marker lines undesired. This issue can be solved by printing invisible
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Fig. 6.12. Time-domain tracking errors: r1 (left column), r2 (middle column),
r3 (right column), ILC with basis functions (top row), norm-optimal ILC (bottom row). The ILC with basis functions achieves accurate tracking within the
indicated error bounds (black dotted), in contrast to standard ILC.

markers instead of black lines. Examples include small yellow dots, or markers
printed with fluorescent ink. Another option is to use the printed image itself
as a marker. In this case, by scanning the printed image and comparing it with
the digital image, it may be possible to measure the paper displacement.
The reference trajectories used in this chapter have been designed a priori to
serve in a benchmark experiment. To compensate the paper deformation adequately, the deformation has to be measured on-line. The deformation measurement can follow along the same lines as the measurements presented in Fig. 6.2.
By printing invisible markers, and scanning them at a later time instant, the
deformation can be determined. The references that compensate the deformation have to be generated from this measurement data, and then applied to the
medium positioning drive. The presented ILC algorithm can then be used to
achieve good tracking performance for the varying references.

6.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, an iterative learning controller with basis functions is presented
that aims to compensate paper deformation in wide-format inkjet printers. The
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paper displacement is measured directly using a scanner inside the print-head
carriage.
The control algorithm relies on a linear parameterization of the feedforward
such that the learning update can be computed analytically from the measured
tracking error. The ILC design is verified and compared with standard normoptimal ILC in an reproducible experimental study, where a set of reference
trajectories is introduced that represents severe paper deformation. The experimental results show that the ILC with basis functions achieves good tracking
performance for the entire reference set, in contrast to standard ILC, that suffers
from significant performance degradation when the reference is changed on-line.
Ongoing research is towards performance limitations imposed by the linear
parameterization of the feedforward, the optimal selection of basis functions, and
two-degree-of-freedom ILC controllers that deal with conflicting performance
variables, see [25] for initial results and Chapter 4 for an in-depth analysis.

6.7

Appendix A: Image processing algorithm

The position of the marker lines is determined from a scan by firstly dividing the
scan into small segments along the carriage direction, see Fig. 6.13 (left) for a
single scan-segment. Secondly each segment is averaged in the carriage direction,
see Fig. 6.13 (right) for an averaged segment. Thirdly, the marker position
in the segment is determined by performing a threshold and line-intersection
operation on the averaged segment. In essence, each segment provides a sample
of the paper position as function of the carriage position. The paper position
as function of the time is calculated using a coordinate transformation from
the carriage position to time, the latter involves linear interpolation and zerophase low-pass filtering. The segment width is chosen carefully: the narrower
the segment the more position measurement samples are obtained from a scan,
this is at the expense of increased variance introduced by measurement noise.
The wider the segment width the more averaging of noise, at the expense of less
samples and hence less time-resolution.

6.8

Appendix B: Bode diagrams feedback filters

The frequency responses of the open-loop CPfrf , the controller C and the sensitivity measurement Sfrf are shown in the Bode diagram in Fig. 6.14. The
feedback controller C is a lead filter. The bandwidth (lowest frequency where
∣CP y (eiω )∣ = 1) of the feedback control system is approximately 11.4 Hz and the
modulus margin max ∣S(eiω )∣ = 2.7 dB [151].
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1

Conclusions

A coherent flexible and robust iterative learning control approach is developed to
meet future performance demands in printing processes. This framework facilitates significant improvements in the cost/speed/accuracy tradeoff in printing
systems. First, performance and flexibility improvements are enabled by introducing extrapolation capabilities with respect to exogenous signals in ILC.
Subsequently, to maximize the true performance, a stability theory to enable the
use of ILC for performance variables while feedback control regulates different
real-time measured variables is developed. Finally, the performance/robustness
tradeoff in ILC is eliminated by replacing the learning filters by dedicated experiments on the system, leading to both increased performance and robustness.
The efficacy of the developed framework is demonstrated extensively through
experiments on a number of relevant industrial printing systems.
In particular, in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, the extrapolation capabilities in
standard ILC with respect to exogenous signals such as reference trajectories
are investigated (constituting research item I, see Section 1.8). The developments in printings systems require time-optimal and hence varying references
such that throughput is maximized. To this end, a rational parameterization
of the ILC signal is proposed in aim to both enhance the extrapolation properties and increase performance. The consequences of the proposed rational basis
functions are investigated, revealing a significantly more complex optimization
problem. Several solutions are developed and analyzed in terms of their capacity in achieving optimal performance. This results in a flexible ILC approach
that includes extrapolation capabilities with respect to exogenous signals such as
references and leads to optimal performance (constituting research item II). In
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addition, the proposed approaches are validated experimentally. In Chapter 2,
a laboratory setup is considered that resembles the example printing system
in Section 1.6. An industrial flatbed printer is considered in Chapter 3. In
both experimental analyses, significant performance improvements with respect
to classical approaches are demonstrated. As such, the results extends earlier
results, including the approaches in [11, 60, 102, 173].
The increasing performance demands in printing systems demands distinguishing performance variables from measured variables. The a posteriori inspection of products enables a direct offline performance measurement. The
use of this performance measurement in ILC is investigated, revealing stability issues. This results in the in-depth investigation of stability problems in
inferential ILC in Chapter 4 (constituting research item III). To facilitate the
analysis, a common ILC algorithm is cast into a 2D framework. The motivation
for using 2D systems stems from the observation that the unstable behavior remains undetected in traditional approaches. The main result is a framework for
inferential ILC with suitable controller structures and appropriate stability conditions (constituting research item IV). The developed theory also leads to new
results for the traditional ILC case where the performance variables are equal to
the measured variables in the common situation where the feedback controller
contains an integrator.
The convergence criteria and performance properties of classical ILC approaches typically hinge on model knowledge of the controlled system, leading
to a performance/robustness tradeoff. To eliminate this tradeoff, a fully datadriven multivariable ILC approach that does not require modeling effort and
is not subject to a performance/robustness tradeoff is developed in Chapter 5
(constituting research item V). The key idea is to replace the learning update by
dedicated experiments on the system. Convergence criteria are developed in a
finite-time framework and insight in the convergence aspects are presented using
a frequency domain analysis. In addition, extensions to increase the convergence
speed are proposed. The developed framework is successfully validated through
experiments on a multivariable industrial flatbed printer, where both increased
performance and robustness is demonstrated in a comparison with closely related
model-based ILC approaches (constituting research item VI).
Finally, a successful experimental study is presented in Chapter 6, where
basis functions are used in the inferential ILC setting by relying on the results
from Chapter 2, 3 and 4. The results demonstrate extrapolation capabilities in
ILC on a wide-format inkjet printer, where a scanner in the printhead is used
to measure the true performance a posteriori, while the feedback controller uses
real-time motor encoder measurements. Significant performance improvements
are demonstrated when the reference is changed, highlighting the potential of
the developed flexible and robust iterative learning control approach.

7.2 Recommendations for ongoing research

7.2
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Recommendations for ongoing research

The presented developments have led to new insights and result in the following
recommendations for ongoing research.
Position-dependent system dynamics The considered class of systems in
Description 1.5.1, see Section 1.5, considers mainly linear and timeinvariant systems. The dynamics of complex multivariable positioning
systems such as the flatbed printer presented in Fig. 3.2 are often positiondependent. Such dependencies include for instance changes in inertia properties of a motion axis and changes in friction forces. The preliminary
results in [48, 53] illustrate that these effects can be dealt with in a multivariable ILC with basis functions framework to a very satisfactory level.
In the latter, a position-dependent basis is designed using physical insight
in the system. To further extend the flexibility and robustness of the ILC
with basis functions framework, an automatic data-driven basis design approach is under investigation.
Rational basis for multivariable systems Significant performance improvements are demonstrated by using rational basis functions in ILC in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. There results are applicable to single-input
single-output (SISO) systems. The direct application to multivariable
systems is not straight-forward since the considered approaches rely on
commutation properties that are generally only valid for SISO systems.
Therefore, the extension of the ILC with rational basis functions framework towards multivariable systems is relevant. For initial results in this
direction and a more detailed analysis of the challenges for multivariable
systems, see [182].
Exploiting additional robustness of ILC with basis functions The related results in [6] demonstrate that increase of robustness for model uncertainties in ILC can be achieved by including basis functions. Depending on
the system and model, the size of the allowable uncertainty can improve
several orders of magnitude, constituting dramatic robustness improvements. Present research focuses on exploiting these additional robustness
properties in view of optimizing performance, robustness, and flexibility
concurrently.
Sampled-data inferential ILC In the inferential ILC situation, sensors may
be sampled at varied time-instances. For example, a position sensor is usually sampled periodically, while a vision system may produce event-driven
measurements. Ongoing research focuses on developing an inferential ILC
framework for multiple sampling rates, see [165, 185], and irregular sampling. Promising initial results indicate that norm-optimal iterative learning controllers can be synthesized analytically for this scenario using an
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approach related to [121] combined with the results in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 6.

Reducing experiment time in fully data-driven ILC The number of experiments required for a trial in Chapter 5 grows rapidly with the inputoutput dimensions of the system. Reducing the number of required experiments is pursued using approaches related to [120] and [142].
Using basis functions with fully data-driven ILC Using basis functions
with the approach in Chapter 5 can improve convergence speed, decrease
the sensitivity for measurement noise, and introduce extrapolation capabilities. Indeed, very promising initial results in [89] confirm these potential
advantages.
Low-order ILC synthesis The lifted/supervector ILC frameworks, e.g, see
[32], enable straight-forward synthesis of norm-optimal iterative learning
controllers. However, the associated numerical costs are high, with computational times scaling O (N 3 ) for the synthesis and O (N 2 ) for the learning update. Here, N is the trial length. Ongoing research focuses on
developing numerically efficient ILC synthesis procedures and algorithm
implementations. The key idea is to eliminate the use of large matrices
by relying on different system descriptions. Candidate system descriptions
could be standard state-space systems, as used in the promising initial
results in [122, 175, 182], or 2D Systems as developed in [43, 140].
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Summary
Printing is a key technology in the past and foreseen future of our society. Its impact on knowledge transfer ranges from healthcare to science and education. In
the near future, printing is envisaged to revolutionize the ways of manufacturing.
The basic concept in printing is the deposition of material on a medium. In
modern document printers, a printhead typically contains many closely spaced
nozzles that are used to deposit ink. A print is made layer-by-layer by depositing ink while positioning the printhead with respect to the medium, e.g., paper.
In 3D printing, complete objects are manufactured by deposition of materials
instead of ink. Due to the additive nature, materials are used very efficiently,
reducing waste. Compared to traditional manufacturing methods, printing enables more complex geometries, leading to new designs where material is used
optimally.
Despite the important developments in printing systems, present printing
systems suffer from a tradeoff between accuracy, speed, and cost. For example, at high printing speed, the printhead position can severely deviate from
the desired position, resulting in limited accuracy. Two main reasons for this
behavior can be identified. First, the printhead position is determined using
sensor measurements. The high speed requires high actuator forces and lead to
structural deformations. These deformations lead to discrepancies between the
measured printhead location using the sensors and the actual printhead location.
Second, classical control techniques are subject to fundamental performance limitations, leading to differences between the measured printhead position and the
desired printhead position. Increasing the structural stiffness typically leads to
increased cost. The use of more advanced control techniques potentially enables
increased speed and accuracy for minimal cost. Therefore, the aim is to improve
the tradeoff by increasing speed and accuracy through control.
The main approach followed in this research is to increase speed and accuracy through learning from earlier tasks, which is often referred to as Iterative
Learning Control (ILC). In ILC, the control signals for a task are updated using
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measured error signals from previous tasks. Many printing tasks are of repeating nature and the system behavior is predictable to a large extent. Hence, the
aim is to compensate the predictable behavior up to the limit of predictability.
This is potentially enabled by ILC. However, although the fact that many ILC
approaches have been developed in earlier research, these methods i) lack extrapolation capabilities with respect to the task, ii) may lead to unstable behavior in
case the true performance is used for ILC instead of the sensor measurements,
and iii) are subject to a performance/robustness tradeoff.
Regarding extrapolation, a key assumption in ILC is that the task is strictly
repeating while the tasks in printing systems vary to a certain extent, for instance, to maximize throughput. This may lead to significant performance deterioration when standard ILC approaches are followed. Therefore, extrapolation
capabilities with respect to the task are introduced using rational basis functions.
The key difficulty that is associated with these rational basis functions lies in
a significantly more complex optimization problem when compared with using
pre-existing polynomial basis functions. New iterative optimization algorithms
are developed that enable the use of rational basis functions in ILC and can lead
to optimal performance as well as excellent extrapolation properties.
Regarding unstable behavior, the increasing performance requirements in
printing systems lead to a situation where performance variables need to be
explicitly distinguished from measured variables. The a posteriori inspection
of prints using scanners in state-of-the-art industrial printers enables a direct
offline performance measurement. Hence, the performance variables cannot be
used for real-time feedback control, but are available offline for use in ILC. It
is shown that following standard ILC design approaches in this setting can lead
to unstable behavior. Therefore, a 2D-system framework is developed to analyze stability and develop solutions to stability issues. The developed theory
also leads to new results for traditional ILC algorithms in the common situation
where the feedback controller contains integral action.
Regarding performance/robustness, the convergence criteria and performance
properties of standard iterative learning controllers typically hinge on model
knowledge of the controlled system, leading to a performance/robustness tradeoff. Therefore, to increase performance and robustness, an optimal ILC algorithm for multivariable systems without the need for system knowledge is developed. In fact, the proposed approach does not contain learning filters in the usual
ILC sense, and is hence fully data-driven. The main idea is to replace the need
for a model by dedicated experiments on the system. The developed approach
is validated through experiments on a multivariable industrial flatbed printer.
Both increased performance and robustness are demonstrated in a comparison
with closely related model-based ILC algorithms.
The overall result of this research is a coherent Iterative Learning Control
framework, which is validated successfully on a number of relevant industrial
printing systems.

Societal Summary
Printing processes have been a key factor in the development of society. Book
printing led to important advances in knowledge transfer and enabled the ideas
of the Renaissance to spread. This progressed society in almost every aspect
imaginable, ranging from healthcare to science and education. In the near future,
printing processes are envisaged to revolutionize the ways of manufacturing,
leading to more affordable, better, and completely new products.
In the near future, printing processes potentially enable the optimal use of
material and energy resources, allowing complex material geometries while producing near zero waste. Furthermore, mass-customization enables important
advances in healthcare such as cartilage and bone replacements, and patienttailored prosthetics. Finally, printing enables on-demand manufacturing, which
reduces logistic operations and eliminates the need for warehousing, leading to
more economical products.
Despite the importance of printing, present-day printing systems suffer from
a tradeoff in cost, speed, and accuracy. For example, this tradeoff is present in
on-demand book printing, as well as 3D-printing. Current printing speeds at
which books or products can be manufactured to a sufficient quality level are
too slow for mass production. Consequently, both increasing speed and accuracy
while reducing cost is essential to meet future requirements in printing systems.
In this research, an iterative learning control framework is presented to
meet technological and societal demands. The aim is to go beyond the
cost/speed/accuracy tradeoff. Speed and accuracy improvements are achieved
by exploiting the repeating behavior in printing systems with control. The cost
of the approach is negligible since the control algorithms are implemented in
software. In fact, it may enable more economical system designs in the future.
The developed framework is validated successfully through experiments on a
number of relevant industrial printing systems.

Samenvatting
Printen is een belangrijke technologie in zowel de geschiedenis als de nabije toekomst van de samenleving. De invloed van printtechnologie op kennisoverdracht
heeft tot essentiële ontwikkelingen geleid in de gezondheidszorg, de wetenschap,
en het onderwijs.
Het basisidee van printen is het deponeren van materiaal op een substraat,
bijvoorbeeld papier. Een printkop in moderne document printers bevat typisch
een groot aantal kleine sproeiers (‘nozzles’). Een print wordt gemaakt door
een aantal lagen inkt te deponeren, terwijl de printkop continu gepositioneerd
wordt ten opzichte van het substraat. Met 3D printen kunnen complete objecten
gemaakt worden. Hierbij wordt een materiaal zoals plastic gebruikt in plaats van
inkt. Dankzij de additieve manier van fabricage kunnen materialen zeer efficiënt
gebruikt worden, wat leidt tot een vermindering van afval. In vergelijking met
traditionele manieren van fabricage zijn zeer complexe geometriën mogelijk, wat
kan leiden tot geheel nieuwe ontwerpen waar materiaal optimaal gebruikt wordt.
Ondanks de belangrijke ontwikkelingen in printsystemen zijn hedendaagse
printers onderhevig aan een afweging tussen nauwkeurigheid, snelheid, en kosten. Bijvoorbeeld, de positie van de printkop kan sterk afwijken van een gewenste
positie bij hoge printsnelheiden. Voor dit gedrag kunnen twee oorzaken worden
aangewezen. Ten eerste, de positie van de printkop wordt gemeten met sensoren.
De hoge snelheid van de printkop vraagt grote krachten van de actuatoren, wat
leidt tot vervormingen van de mechanische structuur. Deze vervormingen resulteren in verschillen tussen de gemeten positie van de printkop met de sensoren,
en de daadwerkelijke positie. Ten tweede, klassieke regeltechniek is onderhevig
aan fundamentele beperkingen op de prestatie. Dit leidt tot verschillen tussen
de gemeten positie van de printkop en de gewenste positie. Het vergroten van
de mechanische stijfheid leidt typisch tot verhoogde kosten. Het gebruik van geavanceerdere regeltechnische oplossingen daarentegen, kan zowel de snelheid als
de nauwkeurigheid verhogen, waarbij nauwelijks extra kosten hoeven te worden
gemaakt. Dit leidt tot het doel van dit onderzoek: de bestaande afweging tussen
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nauwkeurigheid, snelheid, en kosten doorbreken door middel van regeltechniek.
Het voorgestelde principe is om zowel de nauwkeurigheid als snelheid te vergroten door het leren van eerder uitgevoerde taken. Dit wordt Iteratief Lerend
Regelen (Iterative Learning Control, ILC) genoemd. Met ILC worden de stuursignalen voor een door het systeem uit te voeren taak bijgewerkt, gebruik makende van metingen uit eerdere taken. Veel taken voor printsystemen hebben
een sterk repeterend karakter en het gedrag van het systeem is zeer reproduceerbaar. Daarom is het doel om dit reproduceerbare gedrag te compenseren tot op
de limiet van reproduceerbaarheid. Met het gebruik van ILC wordt dit in potentie mogelijk gemaakt. Alhoewel er veel ILC aanpakken ontwikkeld zijn, hebben
deze methoden een drietal tekortkomingen. Ten eerste, deze methoden hebben
een gebrek aan extrapolerende eigenschappen. Ten tweede, als de echte prestatie
van het systeem gebruikt wordt in plaats van de metingen met sensoren kan dit
tot instabiel gedrag leiden. Als laatste, klassieke ILC methoden zijn onderhevig
aan een prestatie/robuustheid afweging.
Ten aanzien van de extrapolerende eigenschappen; een basisaanname in ILC
is dat de taak strikt repeterend moet zijn, terwijl de taken voor printsystemen
variëren met een bepaalde maat. Dit is bijvoorbeeld nodig om de productiesnelheid te maximaliseren. Het gebrek aan extrapolerende eigenschappen met
klassieke ILC aanpakken leidt tot een onacceptabel groot prestatieverlies als de
taak verandert. Daarom wordt in dit onderzoek voorgesteld om extrapolerende
eigenschappen te introduceren in ILC door middel van rationele basis functies.
Het belangrijkste probleem dat gepaard gaat met het gebruik van deze rationele
basis functies ligt in een aanzienlijk complexer optimaliseringsprobleem in vergelijking met het gebruik van reeds bestaande polynome basisfuncties. Nieuwe
iteratieve optimaliseringsalgoritmen zijn ontwikkeld die het gebruik van rationele
basisfuncties in ILC mogelijk maken. Deze algoritmen leiden tot een optimale
prestatie en zeer goede extrapolerende eigenschappen.
Ten aanzien van het instabiel gedrag; de steeds strenger wordende prestatieeisen in printsystemen leiden tot de situatie waarbij onderscheid gemaakt dient
te worden tussen de daadwerkelijk geleverde prestatie van het systeem en de
gemeten signalen via de sensoren. De prestatie kan in hedendaagse industriële
printers achteraf bepaald worden door het inspecteren van geprinte documenten
met een scanner in de printkop. Dit betekent dat de prestatie niet beschikbaar
is tijdens het maken van de print, maar achteraf gebruikt kan worden voor
ILC. Door middel van voorbeelden wordt geïllustreerd dat het gebruik van ILC
in deze situatie kan leiden tot instabiel gedrag. Om deze stabiliteitsproblemen
op te lossen is een aanpak ontwikkeld waarbij gebruik wordt gemaakt van 2D
systeemtheorie. De ontwikkelde theorie leidt ook tot nieuwe inzichten in de
klassieke situatie waarbij de sensormetingen overeenkomen met de prestatie.
Tot slot, ten aanzien van de prestatie/robuustheid afweging; de convergentiecriteria en prestatie-eigenschappen van klassieke lerende regelaars hangt tot op
zekere hoogte af van modelkennis van het systeem. Dit leidt tot een afweging tus-
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sen prestatie en robuustheid. Om zowel prestatie als robuustheid tegelijkertijd
te vergroten is een ILC aanpak ontwikkeld, waarbij geen systeemkennis nodig is
om convergentie te garanderen. De aanpak is volledig gebaseerd op meetdata,
en bevat geen leerfilters en robuustheidsfilters zoals gebruikelijk is bij standaard
ILC. Het idee is om de rol van modelkennis te vervangen voor specifieke experimenten op het echte systeem. De ontwikkelde aanpak is gevalideerd door
middel van experimenten op een multivariabele industriële flatbed printer. Verbeterde prestaties en robuustheid worden gedemonstreerd in een experimentele
vergelijking met sterk gerelateerde, modelgebaseerde ILC aanpakken.
Het resultaat van dit onderzoek is een overkoepelende aanpak voor het iteratief lerend regelen, welke met succes gevalideerd is op een aantal industriële
printsystemen.
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